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2Introduction
Since in 1930s L. S. Pontryagin published his famous duality theorem for Abelian locally compact groups
[27], the following problem engages the imagination of specialists in harmonic analysis from time to time:
is it possible to generalize Pontryagin duality to non-Abelian locally compact groups in such a way that
the dual object has the same nature as the initial one?
As is known, the first attempts to generalize Pontryagin duality did not meet this requirement: in
the M. G. Krein theory, for instance, the dual object Ĝ for a group G is a block-algebra [20] (but not a
group, unlike Pontryagin theory). Apparently, a deep peculiarity in human psychology manifests itself
here, but such a harmless trait like asymmetry between G and Ĝ in the theory of representations – a trait
that can be compared with difference between the left and the right in anatomy – leads to numerous and,
because of the changing with time understanding of what the notion of group should mean, continuing
attempts to build a duality theory, where, on the one hand, “all” groups are covered, and, on the other,
the Pontryagin symmetry between initial objects and their duals is preserved.
In the category theory language, the unique one fitting for such speculative aspirations, one can
formulate this task correctly using the following two definitions.
1. Let us call a contravariant functor A 7→ A∗ : K → K on a given category K a duality functor in K,
if its square, i.e. the covariant functor A 7→ (A∗)∗ : K → K, is isomorphic to the identity functor
idK : K→ K.
K
∗

??
??
K
∗ ??
idK
// K
(A)
The passage to the dual group G 7→ G• in Pontryagin theory is an example of duality functor: the natural
isomorphism between G•• and G here is the mapping
iG : G→ G••
∣∣∣ iG(x)(χ) = χ(x), x ∈ G, χ ∈ G•
On the contrary, say, in the category of Banach spaces the passage to the dual Banach space X 7→ X∗ is
not a duality functor (because there are non-reflexive Banach spaces).
2. Suppose we have:
(a) three categoriesK, L,M with two full and faithful covariant functorsA : K→ L andB : L→M
defining a chain of embeddings:
K ⊂ L ⊂M,
(b) two duality functors K 7→ K• : K → K and M 7→ M∗ : M → M such that the functors
K 7→ B(A(K•)) and K 7→
(
B(A(K))
)∗
are isomorphic:
M
∗ //M
L
B
OO
L
B
OO
K
A
OO
• // K
A
OO
(B)
We shall call this construction a generalization of the duality • from the category K to the category
L.
On adding these terms into our armoury, we can formulate the task we are discussing as follows: are
there any generalizations of Pontryagin duality from the category of Abelian locally compact groups to the
3category of arbitrary locally compact groups, and if yes, then which namely? The category diagram (B)
in this formulation becomes as follows:
M
∗ //M
locally compact groups
OO
locally compact groups
OO
Abelian
locally compact groups
OO
• //
Abelian
locally compact groups
OO
(C)
– and the key example here is the duality theory for finite groups, which can be regarded as a generalization
of Pontryagin duality from the category of Abelian finite groups to the category of all finite groups:
finite dimensional
Hopf algebras
H 7→H∗ //
finite dimensional
Hopf algebras
finite groups
CG
7→
G
OO
finite groups
CG
7→
G
OO
Abelian finite groups
OO
G 7→G• // Abelian finite groups
OO
(D)
(here G 7→ CG is the passage to group algebra, and H 7→ H∗ the passage to dual Hopf algebra). This
example, apart from everything else, illustrates another guiding idea of the “general duality theory”: if
we want to reduce the representations of groups to representations of algebras, and therefore claim that
the category M consists of associative algebras, then these algebras H must have some supplementary
structure, which allows us to endow dual objects H∗ with a natural structure of associative algebra.
Natural objects of that kind in general algebra are Hopf algebras. As a corollary, the constructions in
“duality theory” usually resemble Hopf algebras, although as a rule differ from them, except for trivial
cases when, for instance, the algebra has finite dimension.
A generalization of Pontryagin duality as it is presented in diagram (C) was suggested in 1973 in-
dependently by L. I. Vainerman and G. I. Kac from one side ([43], [44], [45]), and by M. Enock and
J.-M. Schwartz from another ([11], [12], [13]). The theory of Kac algebras they developed summarized
a series of attempts made by different mathematicians, history of which, as well as the theory of Kac
algebras itself, one can learn from monograph [10] by Enock and Schwartz. After 1973 the work in this di-
rection did not cease, because on the one hand, some improvements were added into the theory (again see
details in [10]), and on the other, after the discovery of quantum groups in 1980s, mathematicians began
to generalize the Pontryagin duality to this class as well. Moreover, the latter work is not finished by now
– the theory of locally compact quantum groups which appeared on this wave is being actively developed
by J. Kustermans, W. Pusz, P. M. So ltan, S. Vaes, L. Vainerman, A. Van Daele, S. L. Woronowicz (an
impression of this topic one can find in collective monograph [28]). The idea of multiplier Hopf algebra
suggested by A. Van Daele in 1990-s [41, 42], seems to be strategic in these investigations.
Despite the active work and impressive enthusiasm demonstrated by mathematicians engaged in this
theme, the theories they suggest have a serious shortcoming: all the enveloping categories M in these
theories consist of objects, which are formally not Hopf algebras. The Kac algebras, for instance, although
4being chosen as a subclass among the objects called Hopf-von Neumann algebras, in fact are not Hopf
algebras, because from the point of view of category theory in the definition of Hopf-von Neumann
algebras, unlike the pure algebraic situation, two different tensor products are used simultaneously –
the projective tensor product for multiplication, and the tensor product of von Neumann algebras for
comultiplication. In the theory of locally compact quantum groups the situation on this point seems to
give even less hopes, because here the claim that the comultiplication must indispensably act into tensor
product is rejected: in accordance with the above mentioned Van Daele’s idea of multiplier Hopf algebras
the comultiplication here is defined as an operator from A into the algebra M(A ⊗ A) of multipliers on
tensor product A⊗A (which is chosen here as minimal tensor product of C∗-algebras, see [21, 28]).
In this paper we suggest another approach to the generalization of Pontryagin duality, where this
unpleasant effect does not occur: in our theory the enveloping category M consists of “true” Hopf
algebras, of course in the categorical sense, i.e. the Hopf algebras defined in the same way as the usual
Hopf algebras, but after replacing the category of vector spaces by a given symmetrical (in the more
general case – braided) monoidal category (such Hopf algebras are sometimes called Hopf monoids, see
[29, 35, 36, 49]).
The mission we set to ourselves is not quite a generalization of Pontryagin duality to the class of
locally compact groups, as it is presented in diagram (C), but a solution of the same problem in the class
of complex Lie groups. The fact is that among the four main branches of mathematics, where the idea
of invariant integration manifests itself –
– general topology (where the groups with invariant integral are exactly locally compact groups),
– differential geometry (where this role belongs to Lie groups),
– complex analysis (where the reductive complex groups can be regarded as the groups with integral),
and
– algebraic geometry (again with reductive complex groups),
– at least in the three first disciplines the generalization of Pontryagin duality has sense. In topology this
problem takes form of diagram (C), in differential geometry one can consider the problem of generalization
of Pontryagin duality from Abelian compactly generated Lie groups, say, to all compactly generated Lie
groups, and in the complex analysis one can consider the problem of generalization of Pontryagin duality
from the class of Abelian compactly generated Stein groups to the class of reductive complex groups
(following [46], by a reductive group we mean complexification of a compact real Lie group).
We give a solution for the third of these problems. We begin our considerations with the algebra O(G)
of holomorphic functions on a complex Lie group G, since this is a natural functional algebra in complex
analysis (in the other three disciplines this role belongs to the algebra C(G) of continuous functions, the
algebra E(G) of smooth functions, and the algebra R(G) of polynomials). The idea we suggest as a
heuristic hypothesis in this paper – and its justification we see in our work – is as follows. It seems likely,
that to each of the three first disciplines in our list – general topology, differential geometry and complex
analysis – from the point of view of the topological algebras used in these disciplines, corresponds some
class of seminorms, intrinsically connected to this class of algebras. What those seminorms should be in
general topology and in differential geometry we cannot say right now, but the class of submultiplicative
seminorms, i.e. seminorms defined by the inequality
p(x · y) 6 p(x) · p(y),
is intrinsically connected with complex analysis (this idea is inspired to us by A. Yu. Pirkovskii’s results
on the Arens-Michael envelopes of topological algebras – see [26]).
To give exact meaning to the words “intrinsically connected”, we need to introduce the following two
functors and one category of Hopf algebras:
1) The Arens-Michael envelope A 7→ A♥. The algebras whose topology is generated by submultiplica-
tive seminorms and satisfies supplementary condition of completeness, are called Arens-Michael
5algebras (we discuss them in § 5). Each topological algebra A has a nearest “from outside” Arens-
Michael algebra – we denote it by A♥ – called Arens-Michael envelope of A. This algebra is a
completion of A with respect to the system of all continuous submultiplicative seminorms on it.
2) Passage to dual stereotype Hopf algebra H 7→ H⋆. In the work [1] we discussed in detail the
symmetrical monoidal categories (Ste,⊙) and (Ste,⊛) of stereotype spaces (with injective ⊙ and
projective ⊛ tensor products). The Hopf algebras in these categories are called respectively injective
and projective stereotype Hopf algebras. The passage to the dual stereotype space H 7→ H⋆
establishes an antiequivalence between these categories of Hopf algebras.
3) Category of holomorphically reflexive Hopf algebras. The functors ♥ and ⋆ allow us to consider the
category of projective and at the same time injective stereotype Hopf algebras H , for which the
successive application of the operations ♥ and ⋆ always leads to injective and at the same time
projective Hopf algebras and, if we begin with ♥, then at the fourth step this chain leads back
to the initial Hopf algebra (of course up to an isomorphism). We depict this closed chain by the
following reflexivity diagram,
H
 ♥ // H♥
_
⋆

H⋆
_
⋆
OO
(H♥)⋆
♥oo
(E)
and call such Hopf algebras H holomorphically reflexive (see accurate definition in § 5(e)). The
duality functor in the category of such Hopf algebras is, certainly, the operation H 7→ (H♥)⋆.
The main result of our work, which clarifies our hints about “seminorms, intrinsically connected with
complex analysis”, is that the algebra O⋆(G) of analytical functionals on a compactly generated Stein
group G with algebraic connected component of identity is a holomorphically reflexive Hopf algebra. To
prove this we introduce in this paper the algebra Oexp(G) of holomorphic functions of exponential type
on group G, which is a subalgebra in the algebra O(G) of all holomorphic functions on G. The reflexivity
diagram (E) for O⋆(G) is as follows:
O⋆(G)  ♥ // O⋆exp(G)
_
⋆

O(G)
_
⋆
OO
Oexp(G)♥oo
(F)
For the case of Abelian groups the operation ♥ becomes naturally isomorphic to the usual Fourier
6transform, so this diagram takes the form:
O⋆(G)  ♥
Fourier
transform
// O(G•)
_
⋆

O(G)
_
⋆
OO
O⋆(G•)♥
Fourier
transform
oo
(G)
(the dual group G• for an Abelian compactly generated Stein group G is defined as the group of all
homomorphisms from G into the multiplicative group C× := C \ {0} of non-zero complex numbers).
This, in particular, implies the isomorphism of functors
O⋆(G•) ∼=
((
O⋆(G)
)♥)⋆
,
which gives a generalization of Pontryagin duality in the complex case, and the diagram (B) here takes
the form:
holomorphically reflexive
Hopf algebras
H 7→(H♥)⋆
//
holomorphically reflexive
Hopf algebras
compactly generated
Stein groups
with algebraic
component of identity
O⋆(G)
7→
G
OO
compactly generated
Stein groups
with algebraic
component of identity
O⋆(G)
7→
G
OO
Abelian compactly generated
Stein groups
OO
G 7→G• //
Abelian compactly generated
Stein groups
OO
(H)
Since every reductive group is algebraic, this indeed will be a solution of the third problem in our list.
We show in addition that the holomorphic duality we introduce here does not limit itself to the class
of compactly generated Stein groups with algebraic connected component of identity, but extends to
quantum groups. As an example we consider the quantum group ‘az+b’ of quantum affine automorphisms
of complex plane (see [48, 40, 47, 28]). We prove that ‘az+ b’ is a holomorphically reflexive Hopf algebra
in the sense of our definition.
The author thanks sincerely D. N. Akhieser, O. Yu. Aristov, P. Gaucher, A. Ya. Helemskii, A. Huckle-
berry, E. B. Katsov, Yu. N. Kuznetsova, T. Maszczyk, S. Yu. Nemirovskii, A. Yu. Pirkovskii, V. L. Popov,
P. So ltan, A. Van Daele for innumerous consultations and help during the work on this paper. Besides
that the idea of proof of Propositions 4.1, 7.12 and Lemma 7.9 belongs to Yu. N. Kuznetsova.
§ 0 Stereotype spaces
Stereotype spaces we are speaking about in this section were studied by the author in detail in [1] (see
also [2, 3]).
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(a) Definition and typical examples
Let X be a locally convex space over C. Denote by X⋆ the space of all linear continuous functionals
f : X → C, endowed with the topology of uniform convergence on totally bounded sets in X . The space
X is called stereotype, if the natural mapping
iX : X → (X⋆)⋆ | iX(x)(f) = f(x), x ∈ X, f ∈ X⋆
is an isomorphism of locally convex spaces. Clearly the following theorem holds:
Theorem 0.1. If X is a stereotype space, then X⋆ is also a stereotype space.
It turns out that stereotype spaces form a very wide class, what can be illustrated by the following
diagram: ✬
✫
✩
✪
STEREOTYPE SPACES✬
✫
✩
✪
quasicomplete barreled spaces✬
✫
✩
✪
Fre´chet spaces✗
✖
✔
✕Banach spaces
✬
✫
✩
✪
reflexive
spaces
Fre´chet spaces and Banach spaces will be of special interest for us in this picture, so we shall consider
them in detail.
Example 0.1 (Fre´chet spaces and Brauner spaces). Every Fre´chet space X is stereotype [7]. Its
dual space Y = X⋆ is also stereotype by theorem 0.1. If {Un} is a countable local base in X , then the
polars Kn = U
◦
n form a countable fundamental system of compact sets in Y : every compact set T ⊆ Y is
contained in some compact set Kn (this means by the way that Y cannot be Fre´chet space, if X infinite
dimensional). The spaces Y dual to Fre´chet spaces X (in the sense of our definition) were originally
considered by K. Brauner in [7], and we call them Brauner spaces. Their characteristic properties are
listed in the following proposition.
Proposition 0.1. For a locally convex space Y the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) Y is a Brauner space;
(ii) Y is a complete Kelley space (i.e. every set M ⊆ Y that has a closed intersection M ∩K with any
compact set K ⊆ Y , is closed in Y ) and has a countable fundamental system of compact sets Kn:
for each compact set T ⊂ Y there exists n ∈ N 1 such that T ⊆ Kn;
(iii) Y is a stereotype space and has a countable fundamental system of compact sets Kn: for each
compact set T ⊂ Y there exists n ∈ N such that T ⊆ Kn;
1Everywhere in our paper N means the set of non-negative integers: N := {0, 1, 2, 3, ...}.
8(iv) Y is a stereotype space and has a countable exhausting system of compact sets Kn:
⋃∞
n=1Kn = Y .
Proof. The countable fundamental system of compact sets in Y is the system of polars Kn =
◦Un of a
local base Un in the dual Fre´chet space Y
⋆. Modulo this remark all the statements in proposition 0.1 are
obvious, except one – that a Brauner space Y is always a Kelley space. This result belongs to K. Brauner
and is deduced in his paper [7] from the Banach-Dieudonne´ theorem (see [17]).
Corollary 0.1. If Y is a Brauner space with the fundamental system of compact sets Kn, then any linear
mapping ϕ : Y → Z into a locally convex space Z is continuous if and only if it is continuous on each
compact set Kn.
Example 0.2 (Banach spaces and Smith spaces). These are special cases of Fre´chet spaces and
Brauner spaces. If X is a Banach space, then X and Y = X⋆ are stereotype spaces [31]. The polar
K = B◦ of a ball B in Y is a universal compact set in Y , i.e. a compact set that swallows any other
compact set T in Y . The spaces Y = X⋆ dual to Banach spaces X (in the sense of our definition) were
originally considered by M. F. Smith in [31] – that is why we call them Smith spaces. Their characteristic
properties are listed in the following proposition:
Proposition 0.2. For a locally convex space Y the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) Y is a Smith space;
(ii) Y is a complete Kelley space and has a universal compact set K: for any compact set T ⊂ X there
exists λ ∈ C such that T ⊆ λK;
(iii) Y is a stereotype space with a universal compact set;
(iv) Y is a stereotype space with a compact barrel.
Corollary 0.2. If Y is a Smith space with a universal compact set K, then a linear mapping ϕ : Y → Z
into a locally compact space Z is continuous if and only if it is continuous on K.
The connections between the spaces of Fre´chet, Brauner, Banach and Smith are illustrated in the
following diagram (where turnover corresponds to the passage to the dual class):
✬
✫
✩
✪
Fre´chet spaces✬
Banach spaces
✬
✫
✩
✪Brauner spaces
✪Smith spaces
finite dimensional
spaces
(b) Smith space generated by a compact set
Let X be a stereotype space and K an absolutely convex compact set in X . We denote by CK the linear
subspace in X , generated by the set K:
CK =
⋃
λ>0
λK (0.1)
Endow CK by the Kelley topology generated by compact sets λK: a set M ⊆ CK is considered closed in
CK, if its intersection M ∩ λK with any compact set λK is closed in X (or, equivalently, in λK).
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Theorem 0.2. The Kelley topology on CK, generated by compact sets λK, is a unique topology on CK,
which turns CK into a Smith space with the universal compact set K.
Proof. Denote by (CK)′ the set of all linear functionals on CK, continuous on the compact set K:
f ∈ (CK)′ ⇐⇒ f : CK → C & f |K ∈ C(K)
Clearly, (CK)′ is a Banach space with respect to the norm
||f || = max
x∈K
|f(x)|
(formally this turns (CK)′ into a closed subspace in C(K)). Note that functionals f ∈ (CK)′ separate
points in K, because those of them who are restrictions on CK of functionals from g ∈ X⋆ already possess
this property:
∀x, y ∈ K
(
x 6= y =⇒ ∃g ∈ X⋆ g(x) 6= g(y)
)
This means that the weak topology σ on K, generated by functionals f ∈ (CK)′, coincides with the
initial topology τ of this compact set (because σ is Hausdorff and is majorized by τ). This implies in
its turn that the topology of the space (CK)′ is the topology of uniform convergence on (CK)′-weak
absolutely convex compact sets of the form λK (these sets form a saturated system in CK). Hence by
the Mackey-Arens theorem [32], the system ((CK)′)⋆ of linear continuous functionals on (CK)′ coincides
with CK:
CK = ((CK)′)⋆
We see that CK can be identified with the space of linear continuous functionals on (CK)′. As a
corollary, CK can be endowed with the topology of dual space (in stereotype sense) to the Banach space
(CK)′:
CK ∼= ((CK)′)⋆ (0.2)
This topology turns CK into a Smith space, and, by Proposition 0.2, it coincides with the Kelley topology
on CK, generated by compact sets λK.
Let us denote this topology on CK by κ, and show that it is a unique topology under which CK is
a Smith space with the universal compact set K. Indeed, if ρ is another topology on CK with the same
property, then the identity mapping
(CK)ρ → (CK)κ
is continuous on K (since it preserves the topology on K), hence by Corollary 0.2, it is a continuous
mapping of Smith spaces. In the same way, the inverse mapping
(CK)κ → (CK)ρ
is continuous, and this means that the topologies κ and ρ coincide.
Corollary 0.3. The topology of the space CK can be equivalently described as the topology of uniform
convergence on sequences of functionals {fk} ⊂ (CK)′ tending to zero, i.e. as the topology generated by
seminorms of the form:
p{fk}(x) = sup
k∈N
|fn(x)|
where fk is a sequence of linear functionals on CK, continuous on K, and such that maxt∈K |fk(t)| −→
k→∞
0.
Proposition 0.3. For any two absolutely convex compact sets K,L ⊆ X such that
K ⊆ L,
the natural imbedding of the Smith spaces which they generate
ιLK : CK → CL
is a continuous mapping.
Proof. The mapping ιLK is continuous on the compact set K, hence, by Corollary 0.2, it is continuous on
all CK.
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(c) Brauner spaces generated by an expanding sequence of compact sets
A sequence of absolutely convex compact sets Kn in a stereotype space X will be called expanding, if
∀n ∈ N Kn +Kn ⊆ Kn+1
For every such sequence the set
∞⋃
n=1
CKn =
⋃
n∈N,λ∈C
λKn =
⋃
n∈N
Kn
is a subspace in the vector space X . We endow it with the Kelley topology generated by compact sets Kn:
a set M ⊆ ⋃∞n=1Kn is considered closed in ⋃∞n=1Kn, if its intersection M ∩Kn with any compact set
Kn is closed in X (and equivalently, in Kn). The following proposition is proved similarly with Theorem
0.2:
Theorem 0.3. The Kelley topology on
⋃∞
n=1Kn, generated by compact sets Kn, is a unique topology
on
⋃∞
n=1Kn, under which this space is a Brauner space with the fundamental sequence of compact sets
{Kn}.
Corollary 0.4. The topology of the space
⋃∞
n=1Kn can be equivalently described as the topology of
uniform convergence on sequences of functionals {fk} ⊂ (
⋃∞
n=1Kn)
′
tending to zero, i.e. as the topology
generated by seminorms of the form:
p{fk}(x) = sup
k∈N
|fk(x)|
where fk is an arbitrary sequence of linear functionals on
⋃∞
n=1Kn, continuous on each Kn, such that
∀n maxt∈Kn |fk(t)| −→
k→∞
0.
(d) Projective Banach systems and injective Smith systems
Let X be a locally convex space. A standard construction in the theory of topological vector spaces
assigns to each absolutely convex neighborhood of zero U in X a Banach space, which it is convenient to
denote by X/U and to call a quotient space of X over the neighborhood of zero U . It is defined as follows.
First, we consider the set
KerU =
⋂
ε>0
ε · U,
which is called kernel of the neighborhood of zero U – this is a closed subspace in X , since U is absolutely
convex. Then we construct the quotient space X/KerU , and endow it with the topology of normed space
with U +KerU as unit ball (this topology in general is weaker than the usual topology of quotient space
on X/KerU). This normed space X/KerU is usually not complete. Its completion is declared the final
result:
X/U := (X/KerU)H (0.3)
(here H means completion).
Theorem 0.4. Let X be a stereotype space. For any absolutely convex compact set K ⊆ X the Smith
space it generates, CK, is connected with the quotient space X⋆/K◦ of the dual space X⋆ with respect to
the neighborhood of zero K◦ through the formula
(CK)⋆ ∼= X⋆/K◦ (0.4)
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Let X be a stereotype space and let K be a expanding system of absolutely convex compact set in X ,
i.e. a system satisfying the following condition:
∀K,L ∈ K ∃M ∈ K K ∪ L ⊆M
By Proposition 0.3, for any compact sets K,L ∈ K such that K ⊆ L, the Smith spaces they generate are
connected through a natural linear continuous mapping ιLK : CK → CL. Since, obviously, for any three
compact sets K ⊆ L ⊆M the corresponding mappings are connected through the equality
ιML ◦ ιLK = ιMK ,
the arising system of mappings {ιLK ; K,L ∈ K : K ⊆ L} is an injective system in the category Ste of
stereotype spaces. Like any other injective system in Ste, it has a limit – this is the pseudocompletion
of its locally convex injective limit [1, Theorem 4.21]:
Ste-lim
−→
K→∞
CK =
LCS-lim
−→
K→∞
CK
▽
The dual construction is often used in the theory of topological vector spaces. Let X be a stereotype
space and suppose U is a decreasing system of absolutely convex neighborhoods of zero in X , i.e. a system
satisfying the following condition:
∀U, V ∈ U ∃W ∈ U W ⊆ U ∩ V
For any two neighborhoods of zero U, V ∈ U such that V ⊆ U the Banach spaces they generate
X/KerU and X/KerV are connected with each other through a natural linear continuous mapping
πVU : X/KerV → X/KerU . If we consider three neighborhoods of zero W ⊆ V ⊆ U the corresponding
mappings are connected through the equality
πVU ◦ πWV = πWU ,
This means that the system of mappings {πVU ; U, V ∈ U : V ⊆ U} is a projective system in the category
Ste of stereotype spaces. Its limit is the pseudosaturation of its locally convex projective limit [1, Theorem
4.21]:
Ste-lim
←−
0←U
X/U =
LCS-lim
←−
0←U
X/U
△
From (0.4) we have:
Theorem 0.5. If K is an expanding system of absolutely convex compact sets in a stereotype space X,
then the system of polars U = {K◦; K ∈ K} is a decreasing system of absolutely convex neighborhoods of
zero in the dual space X⋆. The limits of these systems are dual to each other:Ste-lim
−→
K→∞
CK
⋆ = Ste-lim
←−
0←U
X⋆/K◦ (0.5)
Example 0.3. Let K = K(X) be a system of all absolutely convex compact sets in X . Then the limit
of the injective system {ιLK ; K,L ∈ K : K ⊆ L} in the category of stereotype spaces is the saturation2
of the space X :
Ste-lim
−→
K→∞
CK = XN
2Saturation XN of a locally convex space X was defined in [1, 1.2].
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Example 0.4. Dually, if U = U(X) is the set of all absolutely convex neighborhoods of zero in X , then
the limit of the projective system {πVU ; U, V ∈ U : V ⊆ U} in the category of stereotype spaces is the
completion of the space X :
Ste-lim
←−
0←U
X/U = XH
Theorem 0.6. If Kn is an expanding sequence of absolutely convex compact sets in a stereotype space
X, then the limit of the injective system CKn in the category of stereotype spaces coincides with locally
convex limit of this system and with the Brauner space generated by the sequence Kn:
Ste-lim
−→
n→∞
CKn = LCS-lim
−→
n→∞
CKn =
∞⋃
n=1
CKn (0.6)
(e) Banach representation of a Smith space
If X is a Banach space (with the norm || · ||X), then let us denote by X∗ its dual Banach space in the
usual sense, i.e. the space of linear continuous functionals on X with the norm
||f ||X∗ = sup
||x||X61
|f(x)|
If ϕ : X → Y is a continuous linear mapping of Banach spaces, then the symbol ϕ∗ : Y ∗ → X∗ denotes
the dual mapping:
ϕ∗(f) = f ◦ ϕ, f ∈ Y ∗
The natural mapping from X into X∗∗ will be denoted by sX :
sX : X → X∗∗.
Let Y be a Smith space with the universal compact set T . Denote by Y B the normed space with Y
as support and T as unit ball.
Theorem 0.7. For any Smith space Y
Y B ∼= (Y ⋆)∗. (0.7)
hence, Y B is a (complete and so a) Banach space.
Proof. Consider the space X = Y ⋆. Then Y becomes a space of linear continuous functionals on a Banach
space X with the topology of uniform convergence on compact sets in X . The universal compact T in Y
becomes a polar of the unit ball B in X . If we endow Y with the topology, where T is a unit ball, this is
the same as if we endow Y with the topology of the normed space, dual to X : Y B = X∗ = (Y ⋆)∗. Since
the (Banach) dual to a Banach space is always a Banach space, Y B must be a Banach space as well.
We call the space Y B Banach representation of the Smith space Y . Note that the natural mapping
ιY : Y
B → Y, ιY (y) = y
is universal in the following sense: for any Banach space Z and for any linear continuous mapping
ϕ : Z → Y there exists a unique linear continuous mapping χ : Z → Y B such that the following diagram
is commutative:
Y B Y
Z
//
ιY
__?
?
?χ
?? ϕ
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If ϕ : X → Y is a linear continuous mapping of Smith spaces, then it turns the universal compact set S
in X into a compact set ϕ(S) in Y , which, like any other compact set, is contained in some homothety
of the universal compact set T in Y :
ϕ(S) ⊆ λT, λ > 0
This means that the mapping ϕ, being considered as the mapping between the corresponding Banach
representations XB → Y B, is also continuous. We shall denote this mapping by the symbol ϕB
ϕB : XB → Y B
and call it Banach representation of the mapping ϕ. Obviously,
ϕB ∼= (ϕ⋆)∗ (0.8)
and the following diagram is commutative
X Y
XB Y B
//
ϕ
OO
ιX
//
ϕB
OO
ιY
(f) Injective systems of Banach spaces, generated by compact sets
The following construction is often used in the theory of topological vector spaces. If B is a bounded
absolutely convex closed set in a locally convex space X , then XB denotes the space
⋃
λ>0 λB, endowed
with the topology of normed space with the unit ball B. If XB turns out to be complete (i.e. a Banach)
space, then the set B is called a Banach disk. From theorem 0.7 we have
Proposition 0.4. Every absolutely convex compact set K in a stereotype space X is a Banach disk, and
the Banach space XK generated by K is the Banach representation of the Smith space CK:
XK = (CK)
B
If K is an expanding system of absolutely convex compact sets in a stereotype space X , then, as we
told above, K generates an injective system of Smith spaces
{CK}K∈K, ιLK : CK → CL (K,L ∈ K, K ⊆ L).
Specialists in topological vector spaces used to replace this system of Smith spaces with the system of
the corresponding Banach representations:
{(CK)B}K∈K, (ιLK)B : (CK)B → (CL)B (K,L ∈ K, K ⊆ L)
The following result shows that the limits of those systems coincide in the case when the injections
ιLK : CK → CL are compact mappings.
Theorem 0.8. Let K be an expanding system of absolutely convex compact sets in a stereotype space X.
Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) for any compact set K ∈ K there is a compact set L ∈ K such that K ⊆ L and the mapping of
Smith spaces ιLK : CK → CL is compact,
(ii) for any compact set K ∈ K there is a compact set L ∈ K such that K ⊆ L and the mapping of
Banach spaces (ιLK)
B : (CK)B → (CL)B is compact.
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If these conditions hold then the locally convex injective limits of the systems {CK}K∈K and {(CK)B}K∈K
coincide,
LCS-lim
−→
K→∞
CK = LCS-lim
−→
K→∞
(CK)B (0.9)
and the same is true for their stereotype injective limits:
Ste-lim
−→
K→∞
CK = Ste-lim
−→
K→∞
(CK)B (0.10)
If in addition to (i)-(ii) the system K is countable (or contains a countable cofinal subsystem), then those
four limits coincide,
Ste-lim
−→
K→∞
CK = LCS-lim
−→
K→∞
CK = LCS-lim
−→
K→∞
(CK)B = Ste-lim
−→
K→∞
(CK)B (0.11)
and define a Brauner space.
We shall premise the proof of this theorem by several auxiliary propositions.
First we note that by compact mapping of stereotype spaces we mean what is usually meant, i.e. a
linear continuous mapping ϕ : X → Y such that
ϕ(U) ⊆ T
for some neighborhood of zero U ⊆ X and some compact set T ⊆ Y .
Proposition 0.5. Let X and Y be Smith spaces and ϕ : X → Y a linear continuous mapping. The
following conditions are equivalent:
(i) ϕ : X → Y is a compact mapping;
(ii) ϕ⋆ : Y ⋆ → X⋆ is a compact mapping;
(iii) ϕB : XB → Y B is a compact mapping.
Proof. The equivalence (i)⇔(ii) is obvious, and (ii)⇔(iii) follows from (0.8) and a classical result on
compact mappings [30, Theorem 4.19].
Proposition 0.6. If ϕ : X → Y is a compact mapping of Banach spaces, then its (Banach) second dual
mapping ϕ∗∗ : X∗∗ → Y ∗∗ turns X∗∗ into Y :
ϕ∗∗(X∗∗) ⊆ Y (0.12)
Proof. Let B be unit ball in X and T a compact set in Y such that
ϕ(B) ⊆ T
By the bipolar theorem, B is X∗-weakly dense in the unit ball B◦◦ of the space X∗∗. Hence for each
z ∈ B◦◦ one can choose a net zi ∈ B tending to z X∗-weakly
B ∋ zi X
∗-weakly−→
i→∞
z ∈ B◦◦ (0.13)
Since ϕ, like any weakly compact operator, turns X∗-weak Cauchy nets into ‘strong’ Cauchy nets, we
obtain that ϕ(zi) is a Cauchy net in the compact set T , hence it tends to some y ∈ T .
ϕ(zi)
Y−→
i→∞
y
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From this we have:
∀g ∈ Y ∗ ϕ∗∗(zi)(g) = ϕ ∗ (g)(zi) = g(ϕ(zi)) −→
i→∞
g(y) = iY (y)(g) (0.14)
(where iY : Y → Y ∗∗ is a natural embedding).
On the other hand from (0.13) we also obtain that
∀f ∈ X∗ f(zi) −→
i→∞
f(z)
and, in particular, this must be true for functionals f = ϕ ∗ (g) = g ◦ ϕ, where g ∈ Y ∗:
∀g ∈ Y ∗ ϕ∗∗(zi)(g) = ϕ ∗ (g)(zi) −→
i→∞
ϕ ∗ (g)(z) = ϕ∗∗(z)(g) (0.15)
From (0.14) and (0.15) we have
ϕ∗∗(z) = y
I.e., ϕ∗∗(z) ∈ Y . This holds for each point z ∈ B◦◦, so (0.12) must be true.
Proposition 0.7. Let ϕ : X → Y be a linear continuous mapping of stereotype spaces. For any absolutely
convex closed set V ⊆ Y the following formula holds:
ϕ−1(V ) = ◦
(
ϕ⋆(V ◦)
)
(0.16)
Proof.
x ∈ ◦
(
ϕ⋆(V ◦)
)
⇐⇒ ∀g ∈ V ◦ |ϕ⋆(g)(x)| = |g(ϕ(x))| 6 1 ⇐⇒
⇐⇒ ϕ(x) ∈ ◦(V ◦) = V ⇐⇒ x ∈ ϕ−1(V )
Proposition 0.8. Let σ : X → Y be a compact mapping of Smith spaces, and V an absolutely con-
vex closed neighborhood of zero in the Banach representation Y B of the space Y . Then its preimage
(σB)−1(V ) = σ−1(V ) is a neighborhood of zero in the space X (and not only in its Banach representation
XB).
XB Y B
X Y

ιX
//σ
B

ιY
//σ
Proof. By formula (0.8), we can consider σB as a mapping of dual Banach spaces for X⋆ and Y ⋆:
σB = (σ⋆)∗ : (X⋆)∗ → (Y ⋆)∗
Let us consider the Banach dual mapping (σB)∗ = (σ⋆)∗∗ : (Y ⋆)∗∗ → (X⋆)∗∗. Since σ⋆ is compact, from
Proposition 0.6 it follows that
(σ⋆)∗∗
(
(Y ⋆)∗∗
)
⊆ X⋆
This can be illustrated by the diagram
(X⋆)∗∗ (Y ⋆)∗∗
X⋆ Y ⋆
oo
(σ⋆)∗∗
wwo o
o o
o o
oOO
iX
oo σ
⋆
OO
iY
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Now we have:
V is a neighborhood of zero in Y B = (Y ⋆)∗
⇓
V ◦ is a bounded set in (Y ⋆)∗∗
⇓
(σ⋆)∗∗(V ◦) is a totally bounded set in (X⋆)∗∗
(since (σ⋆)∗∗ is a compact mapping) & (σ⋆)∗∗(V ◦) ⊆ X⋆
⇓
(σ⋆)∗∗(V ◦) is a totally bounded set in X⋆
⇓
(σB)−1(V ) = (0.16) = ◦
(
(σB)∗(V ◦)
)
= ◦
(
(σ⋆)∗∗(V ◦)
)
is a neighborhood of zero in X
Proof of Theorem 0.8. The equivalence of (i) and (ii) immediately follows from Propositions 0.5. After
that formula (0.9) follows from Proposition 0.8: if U is an absolutely convex neighborhood of zero in
LCS-lim
−→
K→∞
(CK)B, i.e. U = {UK ; K ∈ K} is a system of neighborhoods of zeroes in the spaces (CK)B,
satisfying the condition
∀K,L ∈ K
(
K ⊆ L =⇒ UK = (ιLK)−1(UL)
)
then from Proposition 0.8 it follows that all those neighborhoods are neighborhoods of zero in the spaces
CK. This proves the continuity of the mapping
LCS-lim
−→
K→∞
CK → LCS-lim
−→
K→∞
(CK)B
The continuity of the inverse mapping is obvious. Thus, the topologies in those spaces coincide. In other
words, those limits coincide, and we obtain (0.9). This implies in its turn (0.10). Finally if K is countable,
then by Theorem 0.6 the locally convex limits coincide with stereotype limits, and we have (0.11) .
(g) Nuclear stereotype spaces
A mapping of stereotype spaces ϕ : X → Y we shall call nuclear, if it satisfies the following four equivalent
conditions:
(i) there exist two sequences
fn
X⋆−→
n→∞
0, bn
Y−→
n→∞
0, λn > 0,
∞∑
n=1
λn <∞,
such that
ϕ(x) =
∞∑
n=1
λn · fn(x) · bn, x ∈ X ; (0.17)
(ii) there exist two totally bounded sequences {fn} in X⋆ and {bn} in Y , and a number sequence
λn > 0,
∑∞
n=1 λn <∞ such that (0.17) holds;
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(iii) there exist two bounded sequences {fn} in X⋆, and {bn} in Y , and a number sequence λn > 0,∑∞
n=1 λn <∞ such that (0.17) holds;
(iv) there exist a sequence of functionals {fn} ⊆ X⋆, equicontinuous on X , and a sequence of vectors
{bn} in some Banach disk B ⊂ Y , and a number sequence λn > 0,
∑∞
n=1 λn <∞ such that (0.17)
holds.
Clearly, a nuclear mapping is always continuous.
Proof. The implications (i) ⇒ (ii) ⇒ (iii) are obvious. Let us prove the implication (iii) ⇒ (i). Suppose
(iii) is true, i.e. the sequences {fn} ⊂ X⋆ and {bn} ⊂ Y in the formula (0.17) are just bounded. Let us
choose a number sequences σn > 0 such that
σn −→
n→∞
+∞,
∞∑
n=1
λn · σn <∞
(we can denote
∑∞
n=1 λn = C for this, and then divide the sequence λn into blocks
∑
nk<n6nk+1
λn 6
C
2k
,
k > 0, n0 = 0, and put σn = k + 1 for nk < n 6 nk+1). Then we can replace fn, bn, λn with
f˜n :=
fn√
σn
, b˜n :=
bn√
σn
, λ˜n := λn · σn,
because
∞∑
n=1
λ˜n · f˜n(x) · b˜n =
∞∑
n=1
λn · σn · fn(x)√
σn
· bn√
σn
=
∞∑
n=1
λn · fn(x) · bn = ϕ(x)
And since fn and bn are bounded, then f˜n and b˜n tend to zero
f˜n −→
n→∞
0, b˜n −→
n→∞
0,
∞∑
n=1
λ˜n <∞
i.e. (i) holds.
It remains now to show that the conditions (i)-(iii) are equivalent to (iv), i.e. the standard definition
of nuclear mapping [32, 17]. The implication (iv) ⇒ (iii) is obvious. On the other hand, the implication
(ii)⇒(iv) holds: from (ii) it follows that the sequence of functionals {fn}, being totally bounded in X⋆, is
equicontinuous on X by [1, Theorem 2.5], and the sequence {bn} belong to Banach disk T = absconv{bn}
by theorem 0.4. This is exactly (iv).
Theorem 0.9. A linear continuous mapping between stereotype spaces ϕ : X → Y is nuclear if and only
if its dual mapping ϕ⋆ : Y ⋆ → X⋆ is nuclear.
Let us call a mapping of stereotype spaces ϕ : X → Y quasinuclear, if for any compact set T ⊂ Y ⋆
there exist a sequence of functionals {fn} ⊆ X⋆ equicontinuous on X and a number sequence λn > 0,∑∞
n=1 λn <∞ such that
max
g∈T
|g
(
ϕ(x)
)
| 6
∞∑
n=1
λn|fn(x)| (0.18)
If X and Y are Banach spaces, then quasinuclearity of ϕ : X → Y means inequality
||ϕ(x)||Y 6
∞∑
n=1
λn|fn(x)|, (0.19)
where || · ||Y is the norm in Y , fn a bounded sequence of functionals on X , λn a summable number
sequence.
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Lemma 0.1. Let ϕ : X → Y be a linear continuous mapping of Banach spaces, and let ϕ∗ : Y ∗ → X∗
be its Banach dual mapping. Then
– if ϕ is nuclear, then ϕ∗ is nuclear as well,
– if ϕ∗ is nuclear, then ϕ is quasinuclear.
Proof. The first proposition here is obvious (and well-known, see [25, 3.1.8]) and implies the second one:
if ϕ∗ : Y ∗ → X∗ is nuclear, then ϕ∗∗ : X∗∗ → Y ∗∗ is also nuclear, and as a corollary, quasinuclear. From
this we have that ϕ is also quasinuclear, since it is a restriction (and a corestriction) of a quasinuclear
mapping ϕ∗∗ on the subspace X ⊆ X∗∗ (and subspace Y ⊆ Y ∗∗).
As usual, we call a stereotype space X nuclear [25], if every its continuous linear mapping into an
arbitrary Banach space X → Y is nuclear.
Theorem 0.10 (Brauner, [7]). A Brauner space X is nuclear if and only if its dual Fre´chet space X⋆ is
nuclear.
Theorem 0.11. Let K be an expanding system of absolutely convex compact sets in a stereotype space
X. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) for any compact set K ∈ K there is a compact set L ∈ K such that K ⊆ L and the mapping of
Smith spaces ιLK : CK → CL is nuclear,
(ii) for any compact set K ∈ K there is a compact set L ∈ K such that K ⊆ L and the mapping of
Banach spaces (ιLK)
B : (CK)B → (CL)B is nuclear,
If these conditions hold, then the locally convex injective limits of the systems {CK}K∈K and {(CK)B}K∈K
coincide,
LCS-lim
−→
K→∞
CK = LCS-lim
−→
K→∞
(CK)B (0.20)
and the same is true for their stereotype injective limits:
Ste-lim
−→
K→∞
CK = Ste-lim
−→
K→∞
(CK)B. (0.21)
If in addition to (i)-(ii) the system K is countable (or contains a countable cofinal subsystem), then all
those four limits are equal
Ste-lim
−→
K→∞
CK = LCS-lim
−→
K→∞
CK = LCS-lim
−→
K→∞
(CK)B = Ste-lim
−→
K→∞
(CK)B (0.22)
and define a nuclear Brauner space.
Proof. All statements here follow from Theorem 0.8, except the equivalence between (i) and (ii).
(i)=⇒(ii). If ιLK is nuclear, then (ιLK)⋆ is nuclear by Theorem 0.9. Hence (ιLK)B = ((ιLK)⋆)∗ is nuclear
by Lemma 0.1.
(i)=⇒(ii). For a given compact set K let us choose a compact set L ⊇ K such that (ιLK)B is nuclear.
Similarly, take a compact setM ⊇ L such that (ιML )B is nuclear. Then from nuclearity of (ιLK)B = ((ιLK)⋆)∗
and (ιML )
B = ((ιML )
⋆)∗ by Lemma 0.1 we have that (ιLK)
⋆ and (ιML )
⋆ are quasinuclear. from this we have
that (ιLK)
⋆ ◦ (ιML )⋆ is nuclear as a composition of quasinuclear mappings [25, 3.3.2]. Now by Theorem 0.9,
ιML ◦ ιLK = ιMK becomes nuclear, as a stereotype dual mapping.
(h) Spaces CM and CM
The spaces CM and CM we are talking about here are usually mentioned in textbooks on topological
vector spaces as objects for exercises ([5, Chapter IV,§1, Exercise 11,13], [32, Chapter IV, Exerscise 6]).
We list here some of their properties for the further references.
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Space of functions CM . Let M be an arbitrary set. Denote by CM the locally convex space of all
complex-valued functions on M ,
u ∈ CM ⇐⇒ u :M → C
with the pointwise operations, and the topology of pointwise convergence on M , i.e. the topology gener-
ated by seminorms
|u|N = sup
x∈N
|u(x)| (0.23)
where N is an arbitrary finite set in M . We call CM the space of functions on the set M . Note that CM
is isomorphic to the direct product of cardM copies of the field C:
CM ∼= CcardM
As a corollary, CM is always nuclear (since nuclearity is inherited by direct products [32, Theorem 7.4]).
Theorem 0.12. For a locally convex space X over C the following conditions are equivalent:
(a) X ∼= CM for some set M ;
(b) X is a complete space with the weak topology3;
(c) X is a space of minimal type4.
Theorem 0.13. CM is a Fre´chet space if and only if the set M is at most countable.
The space of point charges CM . Let again M be an arbitrary set. Denote by CM the set of all
number families {αx; x ∈M} indexed by elements of M and satisfying the following finiteness condition:
all the numbers αx, but a finite subfamily, vanish
α ∈ CM ⇐⇒ α = {αx; x ∈M}, αx ∈ C, card{x ∈M : αx 6= 0} <∞ (0.24)
(clearly the families {αx; x ∈M} can be considered as functions α :M → C with finite support). The set
CM is endowed with pointwise algebraic operations (sum and multiplication by a scalar) and a topology
generated by seminorms
|α|r = sup
|u|6r
|〈u, α〉| =
∑
x∈G
r(x) · |αx| (0.25)
where r : G → R+ is an arbitrary nonnegative function on M . We call CM the space of point charges
on the set M (and its elements – point charges on M). We can note that CM is isomorphic to a locally
convex direct sum of cardM copies of the field C:
CM ∼= CcardM
As a corollary, CM is nuclear if and only if M is at most countable (nuclearity is inherited by countable
direct sums [32, Theorem 7.4], and if M is not countable, then the imbedding CM → ℓ1(M) is not a
nuclear mapping).
Theorem 0.14. For a locally convex space X over the field C the following conditions are equivalent:
(a) X ∼= CM for some set M ;
(b) X is a cocomplete5 Mackey space, where every compact set is finite-dimensional;
3A locally convex space X is called a space with the weak topology, if its topology is generated by the seminorms of the
form |x|f = |f(x)|, where f are linear continuous functionals on X.
4A locally convex space X is called a space of minimal type, if there is no weaker Hausdorff locally convex topology on
X.
5We say that a locally convex space X is co-complete, if every linear functional f : X → C which is continuous on every
compact set K ⊂ X, is continuous on X.
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(c) topology of X is maximal in the class of locally convex topologies on X (i.e. there is no stronger
locally convex topology on X).
The following theorem in essential part belongs to S. Kakutani and V. Klee [18]:
Theorem 0.15. CM is a Brauner space if and only if the set M is at most countable. In this (and only
in this) case the topology of CM coincides with the so called finite topology on CM (a set A is said to be
closed in finite topology, if its intersection A ∩ F with any finite-dimensional subspace F ⊆ CM is closed
in F ).
Duality between CM and CM .
Theorem 0.16. The bilinear form
〈u, α〉 =
∑
x∈M
u(x) · αx, u ∈ CM , α ∈ CM (0.26)
turns CM and CM into a dual pair 〈CM ,CM 〉 of stereotype spaces:
(i) every point charge α ∈ CM generates a linear continuous functional f on CM by the formula
f(u) = 〈u, α〉, u ∈ CM ,
and the mapping α 7→ f is an isomorphism of locally convex spaces
CM ∼= (CM )⋆;
(ii) on the contrary, every function u ∈ CM generates a linear continuous functional f on CM by the
formula
f(α) = 〈u, α〉, α ∈ CM ,
and the mapping u 7→ f is an isomorphism of locally convex spaces
CM ∼= (CM )⋆.
Bases in CM and CM . A basis in a topological vector space X over C is a family of vectors {ei; i ∈ I}
in X such that every vector x ∈ X can be uniquely represented as a sum of a converging series in X
x =
∑
i∈I
λi · ei, (0.27)
with coefficients λi = λi(x) continuously depending on x ∈ X . The summability of series (0.27) is
understood in the sense of Bourbaki [6]: for each neighborhood of zero U in X there exists a finite set
J ⊆ I such that for any its finite superset K, J ⊆ K ⊆ I
x−
∑
i∈I
λi · ei ∈ U
(the summability of series (0.27) does not mean that this series must have finite or countable number of
nonzero terms).
Theorem 0.17. The characteristic functions {1x; x ∈ G} of singletons {x} ⊆M :
1x(y) =
{
1, x = y
0 x 6= y , y ∈M (0.28)
form a basis in the topological vector space CM : every function u ∈ CM is a sum of a series
u =
∑
x∈M
u(x) · 1x (0.29)
with coefficients u(x) ∈ C continuously depending on u ∈ CM .
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Theorem 0.18. The characteristic functions of singletons {x} ⊆M , which as elements of CM we denote
by the Kronecker symbols {δx; x ∈ G}
δx(y) =
{
1, x = y
0 x 6= y , y ∈M (0.30)
form a basis in the topological vector space CM : every point charge α ∈ CM is a sum of a series
α =
∑
x∈M
αx · δx (0.31)
with coefficients αx ∈ C continuously depending on α ∈ CM .
Theorem 0.19. The bases {1x; x ∈M} (in CM) and {δx; x ∈M} (in CM ) are dual:
〈1x, δy〉 =
{
1, x = y
0, x 6= y
Theorem 0.20. In the spaces CM and CM any two bases can be transformed into each other through
some automorphism (i.e. a linear homeomorphism of the space into itself).
§ 1 Stereotype Hopf algebras
(a) Tensor products and the structure of monoidal category on Ste
If X and Y are stereotype spaces, then by Y : X we denote a set of all linear continuous mappings
ϕ : X → Y endowed with the topology of uniform convergence on totally bounded sets in X . The symbol
Y ⊘X means pseudosaturation of this space:
Y ⊘X = (Y : X)△
(the operation of pseudosaturation △ means some special strengthening of the topology of the initial
space – see [1, §1]). The space Y ⊘X is always stereotype (if X and Y are stereotype).
In the category Ste of stereotype spaces there are two natural tensor products:
– a projective tensor product is defined by the equality
X ⊛ Y = (X⋆ ⊘ Y )⋆;
the corresponding elementary tensor x⊛ y ∈ X ⊛ Y (x ∈ X , y ∈ Y ) is defined by the formula
x⊛ y(ϕ) = ϕ(y)(x), ϕ ∈ X⋆ ⊘ Y ; (1.1)
– an injective tensor product is defined by the equality
X ⊙ Y = X ⊘ Y ⋆;
the corresponding elementary tensor x⊙ y ∈ X ⊙ Y (x ∈ X , y ∈ Y ) is defined by the formula
x⊙ y(f) = f(y) · x, f ∈ Y ⋆. (1.2)
These two operations are connected with each other by two isomorphisms of functors:
d : (X ⊛ Y )⋆ ∼= X⋆ ⊙ Y ⋆, e : (X ⊙ Y )⋆ ∼= X⋆ ⊛ Y ⋆
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Theorem 1.1. The identities
a⊛X,Y,Z
(
(x⊛ y)⊛ z
)
= x⊛ (y ⊛ z) x ∈ X, y ∈ Y, z ∈ Z (1.3)
l⊛X(λ ⊛ x) = λ · x = r⊛X(x⊛ λ) λ ∈ C, x ∈ X (1.4)
c⊛X(x⊛ y) = y ⊛ x x ∈ X, y ∈ Y (1.5)
correctly define natural isomorphisms of functors in the category Ste
a⊛X,Y,Z : (X ⊛ Y )⊛ Z → X ⊛ (Y ⊛ Z)
l⊛X : C⊛X → X
r⊛X : X ⊛ C→ X
c⊛X,Y : X ⊛ Y → Y ⊛X
These isomorphisms in their turn define a structure of symmetrical monoidal category on Ste [4, 23] with
respect to the bifunctor ⊛.
Before formulating the next theorem let us agree to denote by h the mapping from C into C⋆, which
every number λ ∈ C turns into the linear functional on C, acting as multiplication by λ:
h : C→ C⋆ ∣∣ h(λ)(µ) = λ · µ (λ, µ ∈ C) (1.6)
Clearly, h : C→ C⋆ is an isomorphism of (finite-dimensional) stereotype spaces.
Theorem 1.2. The formulas
a⊙X,Y,Z =
(
iX ⊙(iY ⊙ iZ) ◦ 1X⋆⋆ ⊙ d−1Y ⋆,Z⋆ ◦ d−1X⋆,Y ⋆⊛Z⋆ ◦(a⊛X⋆,Y ⋆,Z⋆)⋆◦
◦ dX⋆⊛Y ⋆,Z⋆ ◦ dX⋆,Y ⋆ ⊙1Z⋆⋆ ◦ (i−1X⋆ ⊙ i−1Y ⋆)⊙ i−1Z⋆
)⋆
l⊙X =
(
h−1⊙ i−1X ◦ dC,X⋆ ◦(l⊛X⋆)⋆ ◦ iX
)−1
r⊙X =
(
i−1X ⊙ h−1 ◦ dX⋆,C ◦(r⊛X⋆)⋆ ◦ iX
)−1
c⊙X,Y =
(
i−1X ⊙ i−1Y ◦ dX⋆,Y ⋆ ◦(c⊛X⋆,Y ⋆)⋆ ◦ (dY ⋆,X⋆)−1 ◦ iY ⊙ iX
)−1
define isomorphisms of functors in the category Ste
a⊙X,Y,Z : (X ⊙ Y )⊙ Z → X ⊙ (Y ⊙ Z)
l⊙X : C⊙X → X
r⊙X : X ⊙ C→ X
c⊙X,Y : X ⊙ Y → Y ⊙X
such that
a⊙X,Y,Z
(
(x⊙ y)⊙ z
)
= x⊙ (y ⊙ z) x ∈ X, y ∈ Y, z ∈ Z (1.7)
l⊙X(λ ⊙ x) = λ · x = r⊙X(x⊙ λ) λ ∈ C, x ∈ X (1.8)
c⊙X(x⊙ y) = y ⊙ x x ∈ X, y ∈ Y (1.9)
These isomorphisms define a structure of symmetric monoidal category on Ste [4] with respect to the
bifunctor ⊙.
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The following fact was noted in [1, Theorem 7.9]: the identity
@X,Y (x ⊛ y) = x⊙ y, x ∈ X, y ∈ Y (1.10)
defines a natural transformation of the bifunctor ⊛ into the bifunctor ⊙
@X,Y : X ⊛ Y → X ⊙ Y,
called Grothendieck transformation.
Theorem 1.3. If X and Y are Fre´chet spaces (respectively, Brauner spaces), then
(i) the stereotype tensor products X ⊛ Y and X ⊙ Y are also Fre´chet spaces (respectively, Brauner
spaces),
(ii) if at least one of the spaces X and Y is nuclear, then the Grothendieck mapping @X,Y : X ⊛ Y →
X ⊙ Y is an isomorphism of stereotype spaces
X ⊛ Y
@X,Y∼= X ⊙ Y,
(iii) if both of the spaces X and Y are nuclear, then the space X ⊛ Y ∼= X ⊙ Y is also nuclear.
Proof. The fact that the spaces X ⊛ Y and X ⊙ Y are Fre´chet spaces (respectively, Brauner spaces),
was noted in [1, Theorems 7.22, 7.23]). If X or Y is nuclear, then the isomorphism X ⊛ Y ∼= X ⊙ Y
is a corollary of the fact that for two Fre´chet spaces, of which one possesses the classical approximation
property, the tensor products ⊛ and ⊙ coincide with the usual projective ⊗ˆ and injective ⊗ˇ tensor
products [1, Theorems 7.17, 7.21]. Finally, if both X and Y are nuclear, then in the case when both X
and Y are Fre´chet spaces, their tensor products X ⊛ Y ∼= X ⊙ Y ∼= X⊗ˆY are nuclear, since nuclearity is
inherited by projective tensor product [25, 5.4.2]. If X and Y are Brauner spaces, then by what we have
already proved, the Fre´chet space X⋆ ⊙ Y ⋆ is nuclear, hence, by the Brauner theorem 0.10, the space
X ⊛ Y ∼= (X⋆ ⊙ Y ⋆)⋆ is also nuclear.
As a corollary, we have
Theorem 1.4. The categories NFre of nuclear Fre´chet spaces and NBra of nuclear Brauner spaces are
symmetrical monoidal categories with respect to bifunctors ⊛ and ⊙ (which coincide on each of those
categories).
(b) Stereotype Hopf algebras
Algebras, coalgebras and Hopf algebras in a symmetric monoidal category. Recall [23], that
an algebra or a monoid in a symmetrical monoidal category (K,⊗, I, a, r, l, )¸ is a triple (A, µ, ι), where A
is an object in K, and µ : A⊗A→ A (multiplication) and ι : I → A (identity) are morphisms, satisfying
the following axioms of associativity and identity:
(A⊗A)⊗A A⊗ (A⊗A)
A⊗A A A⊗A





µ⊗1
//
aA,A,A





1⊗µ
//
µ
oo
µ
I ⊗A A A⊗ I
A⊗A

??
??
??
??
??
ι⊗1
//
lA






1⊗ι
oo
rA
OO
µ . (1.11)
To any two monoids (A, µA, ιA) and (B, µB , ιB) one can assign a monoid (A⊗B, µA⊗B, ιA⊗B) in which
the structure morphisms are defined by formulas
µA⊗B := µA ⊗ µB ◦ θA,B,A,B, ιA⊗B := ιA ⊗ ιB ◦ l−1I (1.12)
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(A⊗B)⊗ (A⊗B) (A⊗A)⊗ (B ⊗B)
A⊗B
))R
RR
R
µA⊗B
//
θA,B,A,B
uulll
lll
ll
µA⊗µB
I I ⊗ I
A⊗B
//
l
−1
I
$$J
J
J
J
ιA⊗B zzttt
ttt
ιA⊗ιB
and θ is the isomorphism of functors(
(A,B,C,D) 7→ (A⊗B)⊗ (C ⊗D)
)
θ
֌
(
(A,B,C,D) 7→ (A⊗ C)⊗ (B ⊗D)
)
(1.13)
coming in as a combination of structure isomorphisms a, l, r, c, a−1, l−1, r−1, c−1 in the tensor category
K (by the coherence theorem [23] this morphism is unique in this class).
The notion of coalgebra or comonoid in a symmetric monoidal category K is defined dually as an
arbitrary triple (A,κ, ε), where A is an object of K, and κ : A→ A⊗A (comultiplication) and ε : A→ I
(counit) are morphisms satisfying the dual conditions of coassociativity and counit:
(A⊗A)⊗A A⊗ (A⊗A)
A⊗A A A⊗A
//
aA,A,A
OO 
κ⊗1A
//κoo κ
OO
1A⊗κ
I ⊗A A A⊗ I
A⊗A
oo
l
−1
A //
r
−1
A





κ
__??????????
ε⊗1A
??
1A⊗ε
. (1.14)
Like in the case of algebras, the tensor product A ⊗ B of two coalgebras (A,κA, εA) and (B,κB , εB) in
K possesses a natural structure of comonoid in the category K with the structure morphisms
κA⊗B := θA,A,B,B ◦ κA ⊗ κB, εA⊗B := λI ◦ εA ⊗ εB
Hopf algebra (another term – Hopf monoid) in the symmetrical monoidal category K is a quintuple
(H,µ, ι,κ, ε, σ), where H is an object in K, and morphisms
µ : H ⊗H → H (multiplication),
ι : I → H (unit),
κ : H → H ⊗H (comultiplication),
ε : H → I (counit),
σ : H → H (antipode)
satisfy the following conditions:
1) the triple (H,µ, ι) is an algebra in K,
2) the triple (H,κ, ε) is a coalgebra in K,
3) the following diagrams are commutative:
H
H ⊗H H ⊗H
(H ⊗H)⊗ (H ⊗H) (H ⊗H)⊗ (H ⊗H)
--[[[[[[[[
[[[[[[[[[
[[[
κ
''OO
OOO
OO
κ⊗κ
11cccccccccccccccccccc µ
//
θH,H,H,H
77ooooooo µ⊗µ
(1.15)
I I ⊗ I
H H ⊗H




 
ι
//
l
−1
I





ι⊗ι
//
κ
;
H ⊗H H
I ⊗ I I





ε⊗ε
//
µ





ε
//
lI
; (1.16)
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H
I I

??
??
?
ε
??
ι
//
1I
; (1.17)
– they mean that morphisms κ : H → H ⊗H and ε : H → I are homomorphisms of algebras, and
morphisms µ : H ⊗ H → H and ι : I → H are homomorphisms of coalgebras in the category K
(here again θ is the transformation (1.13));
4) the following diagram called antipode axiom is commutative:
H ⊗H σ⊗1H // H ⊗H
µ

==
==
==
=
H
κ
@@
κ

==
==
==
=
ε // I
ι // H
H ⊗H 1H⊗σ // H ⊗H
µ
@@
(1.18)
If only conditions 1)-3) are fulfilled, then the quadruple (H,µ, ι,κ, ε) is called a bialgebra in the category
K.
Projective and injective stereotype algebras. In accordance with the general definition, a pro-
jective (respectively, injective) stereotype algebra is an algebra in the symmetric monoidal category of
stereotype spaces (Ste,⊛) (respectively, (Ste,⊙)).
For the case of projective algebras this definition admits a simple reformulation [1, §10]:
Proposition 1.1. The structure of projective stereotype algebra on a stereotype space A is equivalent
to the structure of associative (unital) algebra on A, where the multiplication (x, y) 7→ x · y satisfies the
following two equivalent conditions of continuity:
(i) for every compact set K in A and for every neighborhood of zero U in A there exists a neighborhood
of zero V in A such that
K · V ⊆ U & V ·K ⊆ U
(ii) for every compact set K in A and for any net ai in A, tending to zero, ai −→
i→∞
0, the nets x · ai
and ai · x tend to zero in A uniformly in x ∈ K.
Example 1.1. Banach algebras and Fre´chet algebras are examples of projective stereotype algebras.
Another example is the stereotype algebra L(X) = X ⊘X of operators on an arbitrary stereotype space
X .
Example 1.2. The standard functional algebras C(M), E(M), O(M), R(M) of continuous, smooth,
holomorphic functions and polynomials are examples of injective stereotype algebras (see details in [1,
§10]).
Stereotype Hopf algebras. Again, following the general definition, we call
– a projective stereotype Hopf algebra a Hopf algebra in the symmetric monoidal category of stereotype
spaces with the projective tensor product (Ste,⊛);
– an injective stereotype Hopf algebra a Hopf algebra in the symmetric monoidal category of stereotype
spaces with the injective tensor product (Ste,⊙);
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– a nuclear Hopf-Fre´chet algebra a Hopf algebra in the symmetric monoidal category of nuclear Fre´chet
spaces NFre;
– a nuclear Hopf-Brauner algebra a Hopf algebra in the symmetric monoidal category of nuclear
Brauner spaces NBra.
Suppose in addition that a stereotype space H is such that the Grothendieck transformation for the
pair (H ;H), for the triple (H ;H ;H), and for the quadruple (H ;H ;H ;H) give isomorphisms of stereotype
spaces:
@H,H : H ⊛H ∼= H ⊙H,
@H,H,H : H ⊛H ⊛H ∼= H ⊙H ⊙H
@H,H,H,H : H ⊛H ⊛H ⊛H ∼= H ⊙H ⊙H ⊙H
(this is always the case if H is a nuclear Fre´chet space or a nuclear Brauner space). Then, obviously,
every structure of projective stereotype Hopf algebra on H is equivalent to some structure of injective
stereotype Hopf algebra on H and vice versa: the structure elements of Hopf algebra in (Ste,⊛) and
(Ste,⊙) (we differ them by indices ⊛ and ⊙) either coincide
ι⊛ = ι⊙, ε⊛ = ε⊙, σ⊛ = σ⊙
or are connected by diagrams
H ⊛H H ⊙H
H

??
??
??
??
µ⊛
//
@H,H
 



µ⊙
H ⊛H H ⊙H
H
//
@H,H
__????????κ⊛
??
κ⊙
We call those (projective and at the same time injective) Hopf algebras rigid stereotype Hopf algebras.
Example 1.3. Clearly, every nuclear Hopf-Fre´chet algebra and every nuclear Hopf-Brauner algebra are
rigid stereotype Hopf algebras.
Duality for stereotype Hopf algebras.
Theorem 1.5 (on duality for stereotype Hopf algebras). A structure of injective (projective, rigid)
Hopf algebra on a stereotype space H automatically defines a structure of projective (injective, rigid) Hopf
algebra on the dual stereotype space H⋆ – the structure elements of Hopf algebra on H⋆ are defined as
the dual morphisms for the structure elements of Hopf algebra on H:
µH⋆ = (κH)
⋆, ιH⋆ = (εH)
⋆,
κH⋆ = (µH)
⋆, εH⋆ = (ιH)
⋆,
σH⋆ = (σH)
⋆.
Example 1.4. Every Hopf algebra in usual sense H (i.e. a Hopf algebra in the category of vector
spaces with the usual algebraic tensor product ⊗) becomes a rigid Hopf algebra, being endowed with the
strongest locally convex topology. The dual space H⋆ with respect to this topology is a space of minimal
type (in the sense of Theorem 0.12) and a rigid Hopf algebra, as well as H . This, by the way, illustrates
one of the advantages of stereotype theory: here we do not need to narrow the space of linear functionals
to make a Hopf algebra from them, like it is usually done (see e.g. [9, 1.5] or [8, 4.1.D]) – the space H⋆,
being a space of all linear functionals (automatically continuous, by the choice of the topology in H),
is a “true” Hopf algebra, but to see this we have to take one of the stereotype tensor products ⊛ or ⊙
instead of the algebraic tensor product ⊗.
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Dual pairs. Let H be an injective, and M a projective stereotype Hopf algebras. Let us say that H
and M form a dual pair of Hopf algebras, if there is a non-degenerate continuous (in the sense of [1,
Section 5.6]) bilinear form 〈·, ·〉 : H×M → C, which turns algebraic operations in H into dual operations
in M :
〈µH(U), α〉 = 〈U,κM (α)〉, 〈1H , α〉 = εA(α),
〈κH(u), A〉 = 〈u, µM (A)〉, εH(u) = 〈u, 1M 〉,
〈σH(u), α〉 = 〈u, σM (α)〉
(u ∈ H , U ∈ H⊙H , α ∈M , A ∈M ⊛M). If 〈H,M〉 is a dual pair of stereotype Hopf algebras, where H
is an injective, M a projective Hopf algebra, then on default we shall denote by dot · the multiplication
in H , by snowflake ∗ the multiplication in M :
µH(u⊙ v) = u · v, µM (α⊛ β) = α ∗ β
Example 1.5. Certainly, the pair 〈H,H⋆〉, where H is an injective stereptype Hopf algebra, and 〈·, ·〉
the canonical bilinear form,
〈a, α〉 := α(a), a ∈ H, α ∈ H⋆
is an example of dual pair of Hopf algebras. Below we use the notation 〈·, ·〉 for this form without
supplementary explanations.
(c) Key example: Hopf algebras CG and CG
Recall that in § 0(h) we defined the spaces CM and CM of functions and of point charges on a set M . If
M is a group, then the spaces CM and CM naturally turn into a dual pair of Hopf algebras.
Algebra CG of functions on G. Let G be an arbitrary group (not necessarily finite) and let CG be
the space of all (complex-valued) functions on G, defined in § 0(h),
u ∈ CG ⇐⇒ u : G→ C
with the topology of pointwise convergence (generated by seminorms (0.23)). We endow CG with the
supplementary structure of algebra with the pointwise algebraic operations:
(u · v)(x) = u(x) · v(x), 1CG(x) = 1 (x ∈ G). (1.19)
Recall that by formula (0.28) above we defined the characteristic functions 1x of singletons in G. The
multiplication in CG can be written in the decomposition by the basis {1x; x ∈ G} by formula
u · v =
(∑
x∈G
u(x) · 1x
)
·
(∑
x∈G
v(x) · 1x
)
=
∑
x∈G
u(x) · v(x) · 1x (1.20)
and on the elements of this basis looks as follows:
1x · 1y =
{
1x, x = y
0 x 6= y (1.21)
The algebra CG of point charges on G. Again let G be an arbitrary group and CG the space of
point charges on G, defined in § 0(h),
α ∈ CG ⇐⇒ α = {αx; x ∈ G}, αx ∈ C, card{x ∈ G : αx 6= 0} <∞
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We endow CG with the topology generated by seminorms (0.25) (by theorem 0.14, this is equivalent to
the strongest locally convex topology on CG). Besides this CG is endowed with the structure of algebra
under the multiplication
(α ∗ β)y =
∑
x∈G
αx · βx−1·y
By formula (0.30) we defined the characteristic function of singletons in G, which, being considered as
elements in CG were denoted by the symbols of delta-functionals: δ
x. The unit in CG is the characteristic
function δe supported in the unit e of the group G:
δex =
{
1, x = e
0 x 6= e
The multiplication in the algebra CG is written in the decomposition by elements of the basis {δx; x ∈ G}
by formula
α ∗ β =
(∑
x∈G
αx · δx
)
∗
∑
y∈G
βy · δy
 = ∑
x,y∈G
αx · βy · δx·y =
∑
z∈G
(∑
x∈G
αx · βx−1·z
)
· δz (1.22)
and on the elements of this basis looks as follows:
δx ∗ δy = δx·y. (1.23)
CG and CG as stereotype Hopf algebras. For two arbitrary sets S and T and for two functions
u : S → C and v : T → C let the symbol u ⊡ v denote the function on the Cartesian product S × T
defined by the identity
(u ⊡ v)(s, t) := u(s) · v(t), s ∈ S, t ∈ T (1.24)
The definition of the Hopf algebra in the infinite-dimensional algebrasCG and CG is based on the following
observation:
Theorem 1.6. The formula
ρS,T (u⊡ v) = u⊙ v (1.25)
defines an isomorphism of topological vector spaces
ρS,T : C
S×T ∼= CS ⊙ CT
This isomorphism is an isomorphism of functors,(
(S;T ) 7→ CS×T
) ρS,T
֌
(
(S;T ) 7→ CS ⊙ CT
)
,
since for any mappings π : S → S′ and σ : T → T ′ the following diagram is commutative:
CS×T C
S ⊙ CT
CS
′×T ′ CS
′ ⊙ CT ′
//
ρS,T
OO
idC⊘(π×σ)
//
ρS′,T ′
OO
(idC ⊘π)⊙(idC⊘σ)
– here the mappings idC⊘? are defined by formula
idC⊘π : CS
′ → CS , idC⊘π(v) = v ◦ π
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This theorem allows to define the structure elements of Hopf algebra on CG with respect to ⊙: the
mapping µ : CG ⊙ CG → CG is initially defined on the set of functions on the Cartesian product G×G,
µ˜ : CG×G → CG
∣∣∣ µ˜(v)(t) = v(t, t)
and then is extended to tensor square by the isomorphism ρG,G:
µ = µ˜ ◦ ρG,G.
Similarly the comultiplication κ : CG → CG ⊙ CG is initially defined with the values in the space of
functions on the Cartesian square
κ˜ : CG → CG×G
∣∣∣ κ˜(u)(s, t) = u(s · t)
and after that is extended to tensor square by the isomorphism ρG,G:
κ = ρG,G ◦ κ˜.
The other structure elements of Hopf algebra on CG are obvious:
unit: ι : C→ CG, ι(λ)(t) = λ
counit: ε : CG → C, ε(u) = u(1G)
antipode: σ : CG → CG, σ(u)(t) = u(t−1)
The following picture illustrates these definitions:
CG×G
C CG CG C
CG ⊙ CG
$$J
JJ
JJ
J eµ

ρG,G//
ι
::tttttt
eκ
$$J
JJ
JJ
J
κ
//ε
::tttttt µ
(1.26)
On the space CG of point charges on G the structure of Hopf algebra with respect to tensor product ⊛
is defined dually by Theorem 1.5, as on the dual space to CG in the sense of bilinear form (0.26). The
following theorem shows that these definitions indeed define a structure of Hopf algebra on CG and CG:
Theorem 1.7. For any group G
– the space CG of functions on G is an injective (and moreover, a rigid) stereotype Hopf algebra; if
in addition G is countable, then CG is a nuclear Hopf-Fre´chet algebra;
– the space CG of point charges on G is a projective (and moreover, a rigid) stereotype Hopf algebra;
if in addition G is countable, then CG is a nuclear Hopf-Brauner algebra.
The Hopf algebras CG and CG form a dual pair with respect to bilinear form (0.26), and the algebraic
operations on them act on bases {1x} and {δx} by formulas:
CG : 1x · 1y =
{
1x, x = y
0, x 6= y 1CG =
∑
x∈G
1x σ(1x) = 1x−1 (1.27)
κ(1x) =
∑
y∈G
1y ⊙ 1x·y−1 ε(1x) =
{
1, x = e
0, x 6= e (1.28)
CG : δ
x ∗ δy = δx·y 1CG = δe σ(δx) = δx
−1
(1.29)
κ(δx) = δx ⊛ δx ε(δx) = 1 (1.30)
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Proof. Formulas (1.27)-(1.30) are verified by direct calculation. The rigidity follows from [1, (7.37)]:
CI ⊛ CJ ∼= CI×J ∼= CI ⊙ CJ , CI ⊛ CJ ∼= CI×J ∼= CI ⊙ CJ .
The structure of Hopf algebra on CG is generated by the structure of Hopf algebra on C
G due to Theorem
1.5. Thus, we need only to prove that CG is a Hopf algebra with respect to ⊙.
1. Let us check diagram (1.15). Replace everywhere H by CG and ⊗ by ⊙, and after that let us
overbuild this diagram to the following prism:
CG
CG×G CG×G
C(G×G)×(G×G) C(G×G)×(G×G)
CG×G ⊙ CG×G CG×G ⊙ CG×G
CG
CG ⊙ CG CG ⊙ CG
(
CG ⊙ CG)⊙ (CG ⊙ CG) (CG ⊙ CG)⊙ (CG ⊙ CG)
++WWWW
WWWWW
WWWWW
WWWWW
WW
eκ

ρG,G
''OO
OOO
OO eeκ
33ggggggggggggggggggggg
eµ

ρG,G
//
eθ

ρG×G,G×G

id
CG
77ooooooo
eeµ

ρG×G,G×G

ρG,G⊙ρG,G

ρG,G⊙ρG,G
##G
GG
GG
GG
GG
GG
eµ⊙eµ
WWWWW
WWWWW33gggggggggg µ
++WWWW
WWWW
κ
;;wwwwwwwwwww
eκ⊙eκ
''OO
OOO
O
κ⊙κ
gggggggg
//θ
77oooooo
µ⊙µ
Here θ = θCG,CG,CG,CG is the isomorphism of functors from (1.13), and the other morphisms are defined
as follows:
θ˜w(a, b, c, d) = w(a, c, b, d), ˜˜κv(a, b, c, d) = v(a · b, c · d), ˜˜µv(a, b) = v(a, a, b, b)
To prove that the base of the prism is commutative, it is sufficient to verify that all the other faces are
commutative. The remote lateral faces
CG×G CG
CG ⊙ CG CG






ρG,G
//
eµ






id
CG
//
µ
CG CG×G
CG C
G ⊙ CG






id
CG
//eκ






ρG,G
//κ
– are just distorted triangles from diagram (1.26).
In the left nearby face
CG×G C(G×G)×(G×G)
CG×G ⊙ CG×G
CG ⊙ CG
(
CG ⊙ CG)⊙ (CG ⊙ CG)









ρG,G
//
eeκ





ρG×G,G×G





ρG,G⊙ρG,G
77ooooooooooooooooo
eκ⊙eκ
//
κ⊙κ
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– the lower triangle is just left triangle in (1.26) multiplied by itself via the operation ⊙, and the com-
mutativity of the inner quadrangle is verified by the substituting the function u⊡ v ∈ CG×G, u, v ∈ CG,
as an argument: if we move down, and then right and up, we turn this function into κ˜(u)⊙ κ˜(v),
u⊡ v ∈ CG×G
7→ u⊙ v ∈ CG ⊙ CG
7→ (κ˜ ⊙ κ˜)(u⊙ v) = κ˜(u)⊙ κ˜(v) ∈ CG×G ⊙ CG×G
– and if we move right and then down, we obtain the same result:
u⊡ v ∈ CG×G
7→ ˜˜κ(u⊡ v) = κ˜(u)⊡ κ˜(v) ∈ C(G×G)×(G×G) :˜˜κ(u⊡ v)(a, b, c, d) = (u⊡ v)(a · b, c · d) = u(a · b) · v(c · d) = κ˜(u)(a, b) · κ˜(v)(c, d) =
=
(
κ˜(u)⊡ κ˜(v)
)
(a, b, c, d)
7→ ρG×G,G×G (κ˜(u)⊡ κ˜(v)) = (1.25) = κ˜(u))⊙ κ˜(v) ∈ CG×G ⊙ CG×G.
The commutativity of the central nearby face:
C(G×G)×(G×G) C(G×G)×(G×G)
CG×G ⊙ CG×G CG×G ⊙ CG×G
(
CG ⊙ CG)⊙ (CG ⊙ CG) (CG ⊙ CG)⊙ (CG ⊙ CG)

ρG×G,G×G
//
eθ

ρG×G,G×G

ρG,G⊙ρG,G

ρG,G⊙ρG,G
//θ
– is verified by substituting a function (u⊡ v)⊡ (p⊡ q) ∈ CG×G as an argument, its motion due to (1.25)
will be as follows:
(u ⊡ v)⊡ (p⊡ q)
_
ρG×G,G×G

 eθ // (u⊡ p)⊡ (v ⊡ q)
_
ρG×G,G×G

(u ⊡ v)⊙ (p⊡ q)
_
ρG,G⊙ρG,G

(u⊡ p)⊙ (v ⊡ q)
_
ρG,G⊙ρG,G

(u ⊙ v)⊙ (p⊙ q)  θ // (u⊙ p)⊙ (v ⊙ q)
In the right nearby face
C(G×G)×(G×G) C
G×G
CG×G ⊙ CG×G
(
CG ⊙ CG)⊙ (CG ⊙ CG) CG ⊙ CG


 


ρG×G,G×G
//
eeµ





 





ρG,G


 


ρG,G⊙ρG,G
''OO
OOO
OOO
OOO
OOO
OOO
eµ⊙eµ
//
µ⊙µ
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– the lower triangle is just the right triangle in (1.26) multiplied by itself via the operation ⊙, and
the commutativity of the inner quadrangle is verified by taking as an argument the function u ⊡ v ∈
C(G×G)×(G×G), u, v ∈ CG×G: if we move down, and then right and down, we obtain
u⊡ v ∈ C(G×G)×(G×G)
7→ ρG×G,G×G(u⊡ v) = u⊙ v ∈ CG×G ⊙ CG×G
7→ (µ˜⊙ µ˜)(u ⊙ v) = µ˜(u)⊙ µ˜(v) ∈ CG ⊙ CG
– and if we move right and then down, we obtain the same result:
u⊡ v ∈ C(G×G)×(G×G)
7→ ˜˜µ(u ⊡ v) = µ˜(u)⊡ µ˜(v) ∈ CG×G :˜˜µ(u ⊡ v)(a, b) = (u⊡ v)(a, a, b, b) = u(a, a) · v(b · b) = µ˜(u)(a) · µ˜(v)(b) = (µ˜(u)⊡ µ˜(v))(a, b)
7→ ρG,G (µ˜(u)⊡ µ˜(v)) = (1.25) = µ˜(u))⊙ µ˜(v) ∈ CG ⊙ CG.
It remains to check the commutativity of the upper base of the prism.
CG
CG×G CG×G
C(G×G)×(G×G) C(G×G)×(G×G)
++WWWW
WWWWW
WWWWW eκ
''OO
O eeκ
33gggggggggggggg
eµ
//
eθ
77ooo
eeµ
A function v ∈ CG×G, being moved through the upper two edges of the pentagon, undergoes the following
transmutations:
v ∈ CG×G
7→ µ˜v ∈ CG, µ˜v(a) = v(a, a)
7→ κ˜ (µ˜v) ∈ CG×G, κ˜ (µ˜v) (a, b) = µ˜v(a · b) = v(a · b, a · b)
– and the result is the same as if we move it through the three lower edges:
v ∈ CG×G
7→ ˜˜κv ∈ C(G×G)×(G×G), ˜˜κv(a, b, c, d) = v(a · b, c · d)
7→ θ˜
(˜˜κv) ∈ C(G×G)×(G×G), θ˜ (˜˜κv) (a, b, c, d) = ˜˜κv(a, c, b, d) = v(a · c, b · d)
7→ ˜˜µ(θ˜ (˜˜κv)) ∈ CG×G, ˜˜µ(θ˜ (˜˜κv)) (a, b) = θ˜ (˜˜κv) (a, a, b, b) = ˜˜κv(a, b, a, b) = v(a · b, a · b)
2. After that we verify diagrams (1.16), which for the algebra CG come to the following form:
C
ι

l
−1
C // C⊙ C
ι⊙ι

CG
κ // CG ⊙ CG
CG ⊙ CG
ε⊙ε

µ
// CG
ε

C⊙ C lC // C
Let us input an arbitrary number ζ ∈ C as a argument into the first diagram, and an elementary tensor
u⊙ v ∈ CG ⊙ CG into the second diagram, and apply identities (1.8):
ζ = ζ · 1C_
ι

 l
−1
C // ζ · 1C ⊙ 1C_
ι⊙ι

ζ · 1CG  κ // ζ · 1CG ⊙ 1CG
u⊙ v_
ε⊙ε

 µ // u · v_
ε

u(1G)⊙ v(1G)  lC // u(1G) · v(1G)
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3. It remains to verify diagram (1.18), which for CG comes to the form:
CG ⊙ CG
σ⊙1
CG // CG ⊙ CG
µ

::
::
::
::
::
CG
κ
BB
κ

::
::
::
::
::
ε // C
ι // CG
CG ⊙ CG
1
CG
⊙σ
// CG ⊙ CG
µ
BB
(1.31)
We overbuild it to the diagram
CG×G
ρG,G

σ1 // CG×G
ρG,G
 eµ

CG ⊙ CG
σ⊙1
CG // CG ⊙ CG
µ

::
::
::
::
::
CG
eκ
@@
eκ

κ
BB
κ

::
::
::
::
::
ε // C
ι // CG
CG ⊙ CG
1
CG
⊙σ
// CG ⊙ CG
µ
BB
CG×G
ρG,G
OO
σ2 // CG×G
ρG,G
OO eµ
OO
where the mappings σ1 and σ2 are defined by the identities
σ1(v)(s, t) := v(s
−1, t), σ2(v)(s, t) := v(s, t
−1)
Obviously, all the triangles and quadrangles siding with the borders of this picture, are commutative
here. Hence, to prove the commutativity of the two inner pentagons (i.e. the commutativity of (1.31)) it
is sufficient to check the commutativity of the diagram arising after throwing out the vertexes CG ⊙CG:
CG×G
σ1 // CG×G
eµ

CG
eκ
>>
eκ
  
ε // C
ι // CG
CG×G
σ2 // CG×G
eµ
HH
This is done by the direct calculation: for any function u ∈ CG its final image after motion through the
diagram is the function u(1G) · 1CG ∈ CG. Indeed,
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– if we move through the upper arrows, we obtain the following:
u ∈ CG
7→ κ˜(u) ∈ CG×G, κ˜(u)(s, t) = u(s · t)
7→ σ1(κ˜(u)) ∈ CG×G, σ1(κ˜(u))(s, t) = κ˜(u)(s−1, t) = u(s−1 · t)
7→ µ˜(σ1(κ˜(u))) ∈ CG, µ˜(σ1(κ˜(u)))(s) = σ1(κ˜(u))(s, s) = κ˜(u)(s−1, s) = u(s−1 · s) = u(1G)
– if we move aflat through the center of the pentagon, we obtain the same:
u ∈ CG
7→ ε(u) ∈ C, ε(u) = u(1G) · 1C
7→ ι(ε(u)) ∈ CG, ι(ε(u)) = u(1G) · 1CG
– and if we move through the lower arrows, we come to the same result:
u ∈ CG
7→ κ˜(u) ∈ CG×G, κ˜(u)(s, t) = u(s · t)
7→ σ2(κ˜(u)) ∈ CG×G, σ2(κ˜(u))(s, t) = κ˜(u)(s, t−1) = u(s · t−1)
7→ µ˜(σ2(κ˜(u))) ∈ CG, µ˜(σ2(κ˜(u)))(s) = σ1(κ˜(u))(s, s) = κ˜(u)(s, s−1) = u(s · s−1) = u(1G)
(d) Sweedler’s notations and the stereotype approximation property
A useful instrument for proving results in the theory of Hopf algebra are Sweedler’s notations [19]. This
technique can be applied in the stereotype theory as well, at least in situations, where a given stereotype
Hopf algebra H , being considered as a stereotype space possesses the stereotype approximation property
(see [1]).
The following result explains this:
Theorem 1.8. If H is an injective (respectively, a projective) stereotype coalgebra with the stereotype
approximation property, then for any x ∈ H
(i) the comultiplication κ(x) can be approximated in the topology of H by the finite sums of the form
n∑
i=1
x′i ⊙ x′′i
(
n∑
i=1
x′i ⊛ x
′′
i
)
(ii) the identity
〈κ(x), α ⊛ β〉 = 0
(
〈κ(x), α ⊙ β〉 = 0
)
, α, β ∈ H⋆
is equivalent to the identity
κ(x) = 0
Proof. This follows from the definition of the stereotype approximation [1, §9].
If now H , say, is an injective stereotype coalgebra with the stereotype approximation property, then
for each element x ∈ H the symbol ∑(x) x′ ⊙ x′′ denotes the class of nets of the form ∑nνi=1 x′ν,i ⊙ x′′ν,i
tending to κ(x):
κ(x) ←−
∞←ν
nν∑
i=1
x′ν,i ⊙ x′′ν,i (1.32)
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and the record
κ(x) =
∑
(x)
x′ ⊙ x′′ (1.33)
should be understood as follows: the right side denotes one of those nets (but without indices), and the
arrow is replaced by the equality.
The formulas for comultiplication and antipode, and the others, like
κ(σ(x)) =
∑
(x)
σ(x′′)⊙ σ(x′)
are interpreted as follows: for every net
∑nν
i=1 x
′
ν,i ⊙ x′′ν,i the condition (1.32) automatically implies the
condition
κ(σ(x)) ←−
∞←ν
nν∑
i=1
σ(x′′ν,i)⊙ σ(x′ν,i)
The proof can also be conducted with the help of the record (1.33):
〈κ(σ(x)), α ⊛ β〉 = 〈σ(x), α ∗ β〉 = 〈x, σ⋆(α ∗ β)〉 = 〈x, σ⋆(β) ∗ σ⋆(α)〉 = 〈κ(x), σ⋆(β)⊛ σ⋆(α)〉 =
=
〈∑
(x)
x′ ⊙ x′′, σ⋆(β) ⊛ σ⋆(α)
〉
=
∑
(x)
〈x′ ⊙ x′′, σ⋆(β)⊛ σ⋆(α)〉 =
∑
(x)
〈x′, σ⋆(β)〉 · 〈x′′, σ⋆(α)〉 =
=
∑
(x)
〈σ(x′), β〉 · 〈σ(x′′), α〉 =
∑
(x)
〈σ(x′′)⊙ σ(x′), α⊛ β〉 =
〈∑
(x)
σ(x′′)⊙ σ(x′), α⊛ β
〉
As an example of the application of these “generalized” Sweedler’s notations let us consider the
following situation. In the theory of quantum groups the verification of the diagram for antipode (1.18),
i.e. the identity
µ
(
(σ ⊗ 1)(κ(x))
)
= ε(x) · 1H = µ
(
(1⊗ σ)(κ(x))
)
, x ∈ H (1.34)
often leads to some bulky computations. In those cases one remark, made by A. Van Daele in [39] is
useful. Being applied to stereotype algebras it looks as follows:
Lemma 1.1. Suppose H is a stereotype bialgebra (no matter, projective, or injective) with the stereotype
approximation property, σ is its (continuous) antihomomorphism and the equalities (1.34) are true for
two elements x ∈ H and y ∈ H. Then they are true for their multiplication x · y.
Proof. Both those equalities for x · y are proved by direct computations, for instance, the left one is
obtained as follows (here the tensor product ⊗ means ⊛ or ⊙):
µ
(
(σ ⊗ 1)(κ(x · y))
)
= µ
(
(σ ⊗ 1)(κ(x) · κ(y))
)
= µ
(σ ⊗ 1)
∑
(x)
x′ ⊗ x′′ ·
∑
(y)
y′ ⊗ y′′
 =
=
∑
(x),(y)
µ
(
(σ ⊗ 1) (x′ · y′ ⊗ x′′ · y′′)
)
=
∑
(x),(y)
µ
(
σ(x′ · y′)⊗ x′′ · y′′
)
=
∑
(x),(y)
µ
(
σ(y′) · σ(x′)⊗ x′′ · y′′
)
=
=
∑
(x),(y)
σ(y′) · σ(x′) · x′′ · y′′ =
∑
(y)
σ(y′) ·
∑
(x)
σ(x′) · x′′
 · y′′ =∑
(y)
σ(y′) · ε(x) · 1H · y′′ =
= ε(x) · 1H ·
∑
(y)
σ(y′) · y′′ = ε(x) · 1H · ε(y) · 1H · = ε(x · y) · 1H ·
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(e) Grouplike elements
Proposition 1.2. For an element a ∈ H in a stereotype Hopf algebra H with the stereotype approximation
property the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) κ(a) = a⊙ a (κ(a) = a⊛ a);
(ii) the functional 〈a, ·〉 : H⋆ → C is multiplicative:
〈a, α ∗ β〉 = 〈a, α〉 · 〈a, β〉 (1.35)
(iii) the operator M⋆a : H
⋆ → H⋆ dual to the operator of multiplication by element a,
Ma(x) := a · x
is a homomorphism of stereotype algebra H⋆.
Proof. Obviously, (i) and (ii) are equivalent. Let us show that (i) ⇐⇒ (iii). If a satisfies (i), then
〈x,M⋆a(α ∗ β)〉 = 〈Ma(x), α ∗ β〉 = 〈a · x, α ∗ β〉 = 〈κ(a · x), α ⊛ β〉 = 〈κ(a) · κ(x), α ⊛ β〉 =
=
〈
a⊙ a ·
∑
(x)
x′ ⊙ x′′, α⊛ β
〉
=
〈∑
(x)
(a · x′)⊙ (a · x′′), α⊛ β
〉
=
∑
(x)
〈a · x′, α〉 · 〈a · x′′, β〉 =
=
∑
(x)
〈x′,M⋆a(α)〉 · 〈x′′,M⋆a(β)〉 =
〈∑
(x)
x′ ⊙ x′′,M⋆a(α) ⊛M⋆a(β)
〉
= 〈κ(x),M⋆a(α)⊛M⋆a(β)〉 =
= 〈x,M⋆a(α) ∗M⋆a(β)〉
This is true for every x ∈ H , therefore
M⋆a(α ∗ β) = M⋆a(α) ∗M⋆a(β) (1.36)
On the contrary, if (1.36) is true, then
〈κ(a), α ⊛ β〉 = 〈a, α ∗ β〉 = 〈1,M⋆a(α ∗ β)〉 = 〈1,M⋆a(α) ∗M⋆a(β)〉 = 〈κ(1),M⋆a(α)⊛M⋆a(β)〉 =
= 〈1⊙ 1,M⋆a(α)⊛M⋆a(β)〉 = 〈1,M⋆a(α)〉 · 〈1,M⋆a(β)〉 = 〈a, α〉 · 〈a, β〉 = 〈a⊙ a, α⊛ β〉
and since this is true for each α and β, we obtain (i).
An element a of an injective (resp., projective) stereotype Hopf algebra H is called grouplike element,
if a 6= 0 and a satisfies the conditions (i)-(ii)-(iii) of Proposition 1.2. The set of grouplike elements in H
is denoted by G(H). As in the pure algebraic situation (see [37]), G(H) is a group with respect to the
multiplication in H , since it possesses the following properties:
1◦. ∀a ∈ G(H) ε(a) = 1.
2◦. ∀a ∈ G(H) a−1 = σ(a) ∈ G(H).
3◦. ∀a, b ∈ G(H) a · b ∈ G(H).
Proof. 1◦ is proved by applying the comultiplication axiom:
1⊙ a = l−1H (a) = (1.14) = (ε⊙ idH)(κ(a)) = (ε⊙ idH)(a⊙ a) = ε(a)⊙ a =⇒ ε(a) = 1
In 2◦ we need to apply the fact that σ⋆ is an antihomomorphism: on the one hand, κ(σ(a)) = σ(a)⊙σ(a),
since
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〈κ(σ(a)), α ⊛ β〉 = 〈σ(a), α ∗ β〉 = 〈a, σ⋆(α ∗ β)〉 = 〈a, σ⋆(β) ∗ σ⋆(α)〉 = 〈κ(a), σ⋆(β)⊛ σ⋆(α)〉 =
= 〈a⊙ a, σ⋆(β) ⊛ σ⋆(α)〉 = 〈a, σ⋆(β)〉 · 〈a, σ⋆(α)〉 = 〈σ(a), β〉 · 〈σ(a), α〉 = 〈σ(a) ⊙ σ(a), α⊛ β〉
And, on the other hand, ε(σ(a)) = 〈σ(a), 1H〉 = 〈a, σ⋆(1H)〉 = 〈a, 1H〉 = ε(a) = 1. Together these
conditions mean that σ(a) ∈ G(H). Apart from that,
σ(a)·a = µ(σ(a)⊙a) = µ
(
(σ⊙idH)(a⊙a)
)
= µ
(
(σ⊙idH)(κ(a))
)
= (1.18) = ε(a)·1H = (property 1◦) = 1H
and, similarly, a · σ(a) = 1H . Hence, σ(a) = a−1.
Finally, 3◦: if a, b ∈ G(H), then, first, κ(a · b) = κ(a) · κ(b) = a ⊙ a · b ⊙ b = (a · b) ⊙ (a · b), and,
second, ε(a · b) = ε(a) · ε(b) = 1. Therefore, a · b ∈ G(H).
Recall that an element a of an algebra A is called central, if it commutes with all other elements of A:
∀x ∈ A a · x = x · a
Proposition 1.3. If a is a grouplike and in addition a central element in a Hopf algebra H, then
1) the following identities hold:
Ma ◦ σ ◦Ma = σ, σ ◦Ma = Ma−1 ◦σ (1.37)
M⋆a ◦ σ⋆ ◦M⋆a = σ⋆, σ⋆ ◦M⋆a = M⋆a−1 ◦σ⋆ (1.38)
2) if H has the stereotype approximation property, then the following identities hold:
κ
(
M⋆a(α)
)
=
∑
(α)
M⋆a(α
′)⊛ α′′ =
∑
(α)
α′ ⊛M⋆a(α
′′), α ∈ H⋆ (1.39)
κ
(
(M⋆a)
i+j(α)
)
=
∑
(α)
(M⋆a)
i(α′)⊛ (M⋆a)
j(α′′), α ∈ H⋆, i, j ∈ N (1.40)
Proof. 1. For each x ∈ H we have
(Ma ◦σ ◦Ma)(x) = a · σ(a · x) = a · σ(x) · σ(a) = a · σ(x) · a−1 = σ(x) · a · a−1 = σ(x)
2. For any u, v ∈ H , α ∈ H⋆
〈u ⊙ v,κ(M⋆a(α))〉 = 〈u · v,M⋆a(α)〉 = 〈a · u · v, α〉 = 〈(a · u)⊙ v,κ(α)〉 =
〈
(a · u)⊙ v,
∑
(α)
α′ ⊛ α′′
〉
=
=
∑
(α)
〈(a ·u)⊙ v, α′⊛α′′〉 =
∑
(α)
〈(a ·u), α′〉 · 〈v, α′′〉 =
∑
(α)
〈u,M⋆a(α′)〉 · 〈v, α′′〉 =
∑
(α)
〈u⊙ v,M⋆a(α′)⊛α′′〉 =
=
〈
u⊙ v,
∑
(α)
M⋆a(α
′)⊛ α′′
〉
By Theorem 1.8 this means that the first equality in (1.39) holds. The rest equalities are proved by
analogy.
§ 2 Stein manifolds: rectangles in O(M) and rhombuses in O⋆(M)
Here we discuss some special properties of the space of holomorphic functions on a complex manifold.
For illustration purposes it is convenient for us to use the condition of holomorphic separability, so we
formulate our results only for Stein manifolds. We use terminology from [34, 38, 14].
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(a) Stein manifolds
Let M be a complex manifold. Symbol O(M) denotes the algebra of all holomorphic functions on M
(with the usual pointwise algebraic operations and topology of uniform convergence on compact sets in
M). It is well-known ( see [38]), that as a topological vector space, O(M) is a Montel space.
A manifold M is called a Stein manifold [34], if the following three conditions are fulfilled:
1) holomorphic separability: for any two points x, y ∈ M , x 6= y, there exists a function u ∈ O(M)
such that
u(x) 6= u(y)
2) holomorphic uniformization: for any point x ∈M there exist functions u1, ..., un ∈ O(M), forming
local coordinates of the manifold M in a neighborhood of x;
3) holomorphic convexity: for any compact set K ⊆M its holomorphically convex hull, i.e. a the set
Kˆ = {x ∈M : ∀u ∈ O(M) |u(x)| 6 max
y∈K
|u(y)|}
is a compact set in M .
The complex space Cn and various domains of holomorphy in Cn are examples of Stein manifolds. A
simplest example of a complex manifold which is not a Stein manifold is complex torus, i.e. the quotient
group of the complex plane C over the lattice Z+ iZ.
(b) Outer envelopes on M and rectangles in O(M)
Operations  and . Here we shall spend some time on studying real functions f on a manifold M ,
bounded by 1 from below,
f > 1,
i.e. f having range in the interval [1,+∞). Certainly, we shall use record f : M → [1; +∞) for such
functions. As usual, we call a function f :M → [1; +∞) locally bounded, if for each point x ∈M one can
find a neighborhood U ∋ x such that
sup
y∈U
|f(y)| <∞
Since f is bounded by 1 from below, this condition is equivalent to the condition
sup
y∈U
f(y) <∞
Proposition 2.1. For each locally bounded function f :M → [1; +∞) the formula
f := {u ∈ O(M) : ∀x ∈M |u(x)| 6 f(x)} (2.1)
defines an absolutely convex set of functions f ⊆ O(M), containing the identity function:
1 ∈ f.
Proof. The set f is compact since it is closed and bounded in the Montel space O(M).
Proposition 2.2. For any bounded set of functions D ⊆ O(M) containing the identity function,
1 ∈ D,
the formula
D(x) := sup
u∈D
|u(x)|, x ∈M (2.2)
defines a continuous real function D :M → R bounded by 1 from below:
D > 1.
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Proof. Note from the very beginning that D can be considered as compact. Consider for this its closure
D. Since D is bounded in a Montel space O(M), D is compact in O(M). The mapping u 7→ δx(u) = u(x)
is continuous, so the image of the closure δx(D) is contained in the closure of image δx(D)
δx(D) ⊆ δx(D),
As a corollary, we obtain the following chain of inequalities:
sup
λ∈δx(D)
|λ| 6 sup
λ∈δx(D)
|λ| 6 sup
λ∈δx(D)
|λ| = sup
λ∈δx(D)
|λ|
Therefore,
sup
λ∈δx(D)
|λ| = sup
λ∈δx(D)
|λ|
and the functions D

and D coincide:
D

(x) = sup
u∈D
|δx(u)| = sup
λ∈δx(D)
|λ| = sup
λ∈δx(D)
|λ| = sup
u∈D
|δx(u)| = D(x)
Thus it is sufficient to consider the case when D is compact. Let us take an arbitrary compact set
K ⊆M and consider the space C(K) of continuous functions on K (with the usual topology of uniform
convergence on K). The restriction mapping u ∈ O(M) 7→ u|K ∈ C(K) is continuous from O(M) into
C(K), so the image D|K of a compact D in O(M) must be compact in C(K). Hence, by the Arcela
theorem D|K , is pointwise bounded and equicontinuous on K. Therefore the function
D(x) := sup
u∈D
|u(x)|, x ∈ K
is continuous on K. This is true for every compact set K in M , so we obtain that D is continuous on
M .
Properties of operations  and :
f 6 g =⇒ f ⊆ g, D ⊆ E =⇒ D 6 E (2.3)
(f) 6 f, D ⊆ (D) (2.4)
((f)) = f, ((D)) = D (2.5)
Proof. Properties (2.3) and (2.4) are evident, and (2.5) follows from them:{
(f) 6 f =⇒ (apply the operation ) =⇒ ((f)) ⊆ f
D ⊆ (D) =⇒ (substitution: D = f) =⇒ f ⊆ ((f))
}
=⇒ ((f)) = f
{
D ⊆ (D) =⇒ (apply the operation ) =⇒ D 6 ((D))
(f) 6 f =⇒ (substitution: f = D) =⇒ ((D)) 6 D
}
=⇒ ((D)) = D
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Outer envelopes on M . Let us introduce the following notations:
f := (f) D := (D) (2.6)
Then (2.3), (2.4), and (2.5) imply
f 6 f, D ⊆ D (2.7)
f 6 g =⇒ f 6 g, D ⊆ E =⇒ D ⊆ E (2.8)
(f) = f (D) = D (2.9)
Let us call a locally bounded function g :M → [1,+∞),
— an outer envelope for a bounded set D ⊆ O(M), 1 ∈ D, if
g = D
— an outer envelope for a locally bounded function f : M → [1; +∞), if
g = f
— an outer envelope on M , if it satisfies the following equivalent conditions:
(i) g is an outer envelope for some bounded set D ⊆ O(M), 1 ∈ D,
g = D
(ii) g is an outer envelope for some locally bounded function f :M → [1; +∞),
g = f
(iii) g is an outer envelope for some for itself:
g = g
Proof. The equivalence of conditions (i), (ii), (iii) requires some comments.
(i) =⇒ (ii). If g is an outer envelope for some bounded set D, i.e. g = D, then g = D = (2.5) =
((D)) = (D), i.e. g is an outer envelope for the function f = D.
(ii) =⇒ (iii). If g is an outer envelope for some function f , i.e. g = f, then g = (f) = (2.9) =
f = g, i.e. g is an outer envelope for itself.
(iii) =⇒ (i). If g is an outer envelope for itself, i.e. g = g = (g), then we put D = g, and after
that g becomes an outer envelope for D: g = D.
Properties of outer envelopes:
(i) Every outer envelope g on M is a continuous (positive) function on M .
(ii) For any locally bounded function f : M → [1; +∞) its outer envelope f is the greatest outer
envelope on M , majorized by f :
(a) f is an outer envelope on M , majorized by f :
f 6 f
(b) if g is another outer envelope on M , majorized by f ,
g 6 f
then g is majorized by f:
g 6 f
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Rectangles in O(M). We call a set E ⊆ O(M), 1 ∈ E,
— a rectangle, generated by a locally bounded function f :M → [1; +∞), if
E = f
— a rectangle, generated by a bounded set D ⊆ O(M), 1 ∈ D, if
E = D
— a rectangle in O(M), if the following equivalent conditions hold:
(i) E is a rectangle, generated by some locally bounded function f :M → [1; +∞)
E = f
(ii) E is a rectangle, generated by some bounded set D ⊆ O(M), 1 ∈ D,
E = D
(iii) E is a rectangle, generated by itself:
E = E
Proof. The equivalence of conditions (i), (ii), (iii) is proved in the same way as in the case of outer
envelopes.
Properties of rectangles:
(i) Every rectangle E in O(M) is an absolutely convex compact set in O(M).
(ii) For any bounded set D ⊆ O(M) the rectangle D is the smallest rectangle in O(M), containing
D:
(a) D is a rectangle in O(M), containing D:
D ⊆ D
(b) if E is another rectangle in O(M), containing D,
D ⊆ E,
then E contains D:
D ⊆ E
(iii) The rectangles in O(M) form a fundamental system of compact sets in O(M): every compact set
D in O(M) is contained in some rectangle.
Theorem 2.1. The formulas
D = f, f = D (2.10)
establish a bijection between outer envelopes f on M and rectangles D in O(M).
Proof. By definition of outer envelopes and rectangles, the operations f 7→ f and D 7→ D turn outer
envelopes into rectangles and rectangles into outer envelopes. Moreover, these operations are mutually
inverse on those two classes – if f is an outer envelope, then f = f , i.e. the composition of the operations
 and  gives back to the initial function:
f 7→ f 7→ f = f
Just like this the composition of the operations  and  returns to the set D, if initially it was chosen as
a rectangle:
D 7→ D 7→ D = D
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(c) Lemma on polars
Recall that polar of a set A in a locally convex space X is the set A◦ of linear continuous functionals
f : X → C, bounded by 1 on A:
A◦ = {f ∈ X⋆ : sup
x∈A
|f(x)| 6 1}
If X is a stereotype space and A a subset in the dual space X⋆, then because of the equality (X⋆)⋆ = X
it is convenient to consider the polar A◦ ⊆ (X⋆)⋆ as a subset in X . We denote this set by ◦A (and again
call it polar of A):
◦A = {x ∈ X : sup
f∈A
|f(x)| 6 1}
An important observation for us is that if A ⊆ X⋆, and we take its polar ◦A, and after that “the polar
of the polar” (◦A)◦ – this set is called bipolar of A – then it turns out that (◦A)◦ is exactly the closed
absolutely convex hull of the set A in X⋆ (i.e. the closure of the set of linear combinations of the form∑n
i=1 λi · ai, where ai ∈ A,
∑n
i=1 |λi| 6 1):
(◦A)◦ = absconvA (2.11)
That is the essence the classical theorem on bipolar as applied to stereotype spaces.
In the special case when A = D is a set in O(M), its polar D◦ is the set of analytical functionals
α ∈ O⋆(M), bounded by 1 on D:
D◦ = {α ∈ O⋆(M) : sup
u∈D
|α(u)| 6 1}
On the contrary, if A is a set of analytical functionals, A ⊆ O⋆(M), then its polar ◦A in O(M) is the set
of functions u ∈ O(M) on which all the functionals α ∈ A are bounded by 1:
◦A = {u ∈ O(M) : sup
α∈A
|α(u)| 6 1}
Lemma 2.1 (on polars). The passage to polars possesses the following properties.
(a) For every bounded set D in O(M) containing the unit, its outer envelope D is connected with its
polar D◦ through the identity
1
D(x)
= max{λ > 0 : λ · δx ∈ D◦} (2.12)
(b) For any locally bounded function f : M → [1; +∞) the rectangle f is the polar of functionals
1
f(x) · δx:
f = ◦
{
1
f(x)
· δx; x ∈M
}
(2.13)
(c) The polar of the rectangle f is an absolutely convex hull of functionals 1f(x) · δx:
(f)◦ = absconv
{
1
f(x)
· δx; x ∈M
}
(2.14)
Proof. (a) For λ > 0 we have:
λ · δx ∈ D◦ ⇐⇒ sup
u∈D
|λ · δx(u)| 6 1 ⇐⇒ D(x) = sup
u∈D
|δx(u)| 6 1
λ
⇐⇒ λ 6 1
D(x)
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(b) is a reformulation of the definition of f:
u ∈ f (2.1)⇐⇒ ∀x ∈M |u(x)| = |δx(u)| 6 f(x) ⇐⇒
⇐⇒ sup
x∈M
∣∣∣∣ 1f(x) · δx(u)
∣∣∣∣ 6 1 ⇐⇒ u ∈ ◦{ 1f(x) · δx; x ∈M
}
(c) follows from (b) and from the theorem on bipolar:
(f)◦ =
(
◦
{
1
f(x)
· δx; x ∈M
})◦
= (2.11) = absconv
{
1
f(x)
· δx; x ∈M
}
(d) Inner envelopes on M and rhombuses in O⋆(M)
In this subsection we shall study closed absolutely convex neighborhoods of zero ∆ in O⋆(M), satisfying
the following two equivalent conditions:
(A) the polar ◦∆ of ∆ contains the unit 1 ∈ O(M):
1 ∈ ◦∆ (2.15)
(B) the value of all functionals α ∈ ∆ on the unit 1 ∈ O(M) does not exceed 1:
∀α ∈ ∆ |α(1)| 6 1 (2.16)
These conditions imply another one (which is not, however, equivalent to (A) and (B)):
(C) a functional of the form λ · δx, where λ > 0, can belong to ∆ only if λ 6 1:
∀x ∈M ∀λ > 0
(
λ · δx ∈ ∆ =⇒ λ 6 1
)
. (2.17)
Proof. If λ · δx ∈ ∆, then ∀u ∈ ◦∆ |λ · δx(u)| 6 1. In particular, for u = 1 we have |λ · δx(1)| = λ · 1 6 1,
i.e. λ 6 1.
We say that a function ϕ :M → (0,+∞) is locally separated from zero, if for each point x ∈M there
exists a neighborhood U ∋ x such that
inf
y∈U
ϕ(y) > 0
Operations  and ♦.
Proposition 2.3. If a function ϕ :M → (0, 1] is locally separated from zero, then the formula
ϕ := absconv{ϕ(x) · δx; x ∈M} (2.18)
defines an absolutely convex neighborhood of zero in the space of analytical functionals O⋆(M), satisfying
(2.15)-(2.17).
Proof. The function f(x) = 1ϕ(x) is locally bounded and has values in [1;+∞). Hence, by Lemma 2.1,
(f)◦ = (2.14) = absconv
{
1
f(x)
· δx; x ∈M
}
= absconv {ϕ(x) · δx; x ∈M}
This set is a closed absolutely convex neighborhood of zero in O⋆(M), since it is the polar of the com-
pact set f in O(M). Besides this, since f > 1, the compact set f contains the unit, so its polar
absconv {ϕ(x) · δx; x ∈M} satisfies conditions (A),(B),(C) on page 43.
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Proposition 2.4. For any closed absolutely convex neighborhood of zero ∆ in the space of analytical
functionals O⋆(M), satisfying (2.15)-(2.16) the formula
∆♦(x) := sup{λ > 0 : λ · δx ∈ ∆} (2.19)
defines a continuous and locally separated from zero function ∆♦ :M → (0; 1].
Proof. Since ∆ is a neighborhood of zero in O⋆(M), its polar D = ◦∆ is a compact in O⋆(M), and from
(2.15) we have 1 ∈ D. By Proposition 2.2, the outer envelope D of this compact set is continuous and
locally bounded. Hence, the function
∆♦(x) := sup{λ > 0 : λ · δx ∈ ∆ = D◦} = (2.12) = 1
D(x)
is continuous and locally separated from zero.
The following properties are proved similarly with (2.3), (2.4) and (2.5).
Properties of the operations  and ♦:
ϕ 6 ψ =⇒ ϕ ⊆ ψ, ∆ ⊆ Γ =⇒ ∆♦ 6 Γ♦ (2.20)
ϕ 6 (ϕ)♦, (∆♦) ⊆ ∆ (2.21)
((ϕ)♦) = ϕ, ((∆♦))♦ = ∆♦ (2.22)
Inner envelopes on M . Let us use the following supplementary notations:
ϕ♦ := (ϕ)♦ ∆♦ := (∆♦) (2.23)
Formulas (2.3), (2.4), (2.5) imply
ϕ 6 ψ =⇒ ϕ♦ 6 ψ♦, ∆ ⊆ Γ =⇒ ∆♦ ⊆ Γ♦ (2.24)
ϕ 6 ϕ♦, ∆♦ ⊆ ∆ (2.25)
(ϕ♦)♦ = ϕ♦ (∆♦)♦ = ∆♦ (2.26)
Let us call a locally separated from zero function ψ :M → (0; 1]
— an inner envelope for an absolutely convex neighborhood of zero ∆ in O⋆(M), 1 ∈ ◦∆, if
ψ = ∆♦
— an inner envelope for a locally separated from zero function ϕ :M → (0; 1], if
ψ = ϕ♦
— an inner envelope on M , if it satisfies the following equivalent conditions:
(i) ψ is an inner envelope for some absolutely convex neighborhood of zero ∆ in O⋆(M), 1 ∈ ◦∆,
ψ = ∆♦
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(ii) ψ is an inner envelope for some locally separated from zero function ϕ :M → (0; 1].
ψ = ϕ♦
(iii) ψ is an inner envelope for itself:
ψ♦ = ψ
The equivalence of the conditions (i), (ii), (iii) is proved in the same way as for outer envelopes.
Properties of the inner envelopes:
(i) Every inner envelope ψ on M is a continuous function on M .
(ii) For any locally separated from zero function ϕ :M → (0; 1] its inner envelope ϕ♦ is the least inner
envelope on M , majorizing ϕ:
(a) ϕ♦ is an inner envelope on M , majorizing ϕ:
ϕ 6 ϕ♦
(b) if ψ is another inner envelope on M , majorizing ϕ,
ϕ 6 ψ
then ψ majorizes ϕ♦:
ϕ♦ 6 ψ
Rhombuses in O⋆(M) We call a set Γ ⊆ O⋆(M),
— a rhombus, generated by a locally separated from zero function ϕ :M → (0; 1], if
Γ = ϕ
— a rhombus, generated by an absolutely convex neighborhood of zero ∆ ⊆ O⋆(M), 1 ∈ ◦∆, if
Γ = ∆♦
— a rhombus in O⋆(M), if it satisfies the following equivalent conditions:
(i) Γ is a rhombus, generated by some locally separated from zero function ϕ :M → (0; 1],
Γ = ϕ
(ii) Γ is a rhombus, generated by some absolutely convex neighborhood of zero ∆ ⊆ O⋆(M),
1 ∈ ◦∆,
Γ = ∆♦
(iii) the rhombus generated by Γ , coincides with Γ :
Γ = Γ♦
Proof. The equivalence of conditions (i), (ii), (iii) is proved in the same way as in the case of rectangles.
Properties of rhombuses:
(i) Every rhombus ∆ in O⋆(M) is a closed absolutely convex neighborhood of zero in O⋆(M).
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(ii) For any neighborhood of zero ∆ ⊆ O⋆(M) the rhombus ∆♦ is the greatest rhombus in O⋆(M),
contained in ∆:
(a) ∆♦ is a rhombus in O⋆(M), contained in ∆:
∆♦ ⊆ ∆
(b) if Γ is another rhombus in O⋆(M), contained in ∆,
Γ ⊆ ∆,
then Γ is contained in ∆♦:
Γ ⊆ ∆♦
(iii) Rhombuses in O⋆(M) form a fundamental system of neighborhoods of zero in O⋆(M): every neigh-
borhood of zero Γ in O⋆(M) contains some rhombus.
By analogy with Theorem 2.1 one can prove
Theorem 2.2. The formulas
∆ = ϕ, ϕ = ∆♦ (2.27)
establish a bijection between inner envelopes ϕ on M and rhombuses ∆ in O⋆(M).
(e) Duality between rectangles and rhombuses
Lemma 2.1 implies
Theorem 2.3. The following equalities hold
(f)◦ =
(
1
f
)
, ◦(ϕ) =
(
1
ϕ
)
, (2.28)
(D◦)♦ =
1
D
, (◦∆)

=
1
∆♦
, (2.29)
1
f
=
(
1
f
)♦
,
1
ϕ♦
=
(
1
ϕ
)
, (2.30)(
D
)◦
=
(
D◦
)♦
, ◦
(
∆♦
)
=
(
◦∆
)
, (2.31)
where f : M → [1; +∞) is an arbitrary locally bounded function, ϕ : M → (0; 1] an arbitrary locally
separated from zero function, D an arbitrary absolutely convex compact set in O(M), ∆ an arbitrary
closed absolutely convex neighborhood of zero in O⋆(M).
Proof. 1. The first formula in (2.28) follows from (2.14):
(f)◦ = (2.14) = absconv
{
1
f(x)
· δx; x ∈M
}
= (2.18) =
(
1
f
)
After that the substitution f = 1ϕ gives the second formula:(
1
ϕ
) ◦
= ϕ =⇒
(
1
ϕ
)
= ◦
((
1
ϕ
) ◦)
= ◦
(
ϕ
)
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2. The first formula in (2.29) follows from (2.12):
1
D(x)
= (2.12) = max{λ > 0 : λ · δx ∈ D◦} = (2.19) = (D◦)♦(x) =⇒ (D◦)♦ = 1
D
Then the substitution D = ◦∆ gives the second formula:
D =
1
(D◦)♦
=⇒ (◦∆) = 1
((◦∆)◦)♦
=
1
∆♦
3. Now the first formula in (2.30) follows from the first formula in (2.29) and from the first formula
in (2.28) by substitution D = f:
1
D
= (D◦)♦ =⇒ 1
f
= (f ◦)♦ = (2.28) =
(
1
f
)♦
The second formula in (2.30) follows from the second formula in (2.29) and the second formula in (2.28)
after the substitution ∆ = ϕ:
1
∆♦
= (◦∆)

=⇒ 1
ϕ♦
=
(
◦(ϕ)
)
= (2.28) =
(
1
ϕ
)
4. The first formula in (2.31) follows from the first formula in (2.29) and from the first formula in
(2.28):
(D◦)♦ =
1
D
=⇒ (D◦)♦ =
(
1
D
)
= (2.28) = (D)◦
Finally the second formula in (2.31) follows from the second formula in (2.29) and from the second formula
in (2.28):
(◦∆) =
1
∆♦
=⇒ (◦∆) =
(
1
∆♦
)
= (2.28) = ◦
(
∆♦
)
Theorem 2.3 implies two important propositions.
Theorem 2.4. The passage to the inverse function
f =
1
ϕ
, ϕ =
1
f
(2.32)
establish a bijection between the outer envelopes f and the inner envelopes ϕ on M .
Proof. If ϕ is an inner envelope, then ϕ♦ = ϕ, hence
(
1
ϕ
)
= (2.30) = 1
ϕ♦
= 1ϕ , i.e.
1
ϕ is an outer
envelope. On the contrary, if f is an outer envelope, then f = f , therefore
(
1
f
)♦
= (2.30) = 1
f
= 1f ,
i.e. 1f is an inner envelope.
Theorem 2.5. The passage to polar
D = ◦∆, ∆ = D◦ (2.33)
establishes a bijection between rectangles D in O(M) and rhombuses ∆ in O⋆(M).
Proof. If ∆ is a rhombus, then ∆♦ = ∆, hence (◦∆) = (2.31) = ◦(∆♦) = ◦∆, i.e. ◦∆ is a rectangle.
On the contrary, if D is a rectangle, then D = D, hence (D◦)♦ = (2.31) = (D)◦ = D◦, i.e. D◦ is a
rhombus. Since the passage to polar is a bijection between closed absolutely convex sets, it is a bijection
between rectangles and rhombuses.
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Theorems 2.4, 2.5 and 2.3 imply
Theorem 2.6. The following equalities hold:(
(f)◦
)♦
=
1
f
,
(
◦(ϕ)
)
=
1
ϕ
(2.34)
(
1
(D◦)♦
)
= D,
(
1
(◦∆)

)
= ∆. (2.35)
where f : M → [1; +∞) is an arbitrary outer envelope, ϕ : M → (0; 1] an arbitrary inner envelope, D an
arbitrary rectangle in O(M), ∆ an arbitrary rhombus in O⋆(M).
Proof. If f is an outer envelope, then by Theorem 2.4, 1f is an inner envelope, so
(
(f)◦
)♦
= (2.28) =
(
1
f
)♦
=
1
f
The other formulas are proved by analogy.
§ 3 Stein groups and Hopf algebras connected to them
(a) Stein groups, linear groups and algebraic groups
A complex Lie group G is called a Stein group, if G is a Stein manifold [14]. By the Matsushima-Morimoto
Theorem [24, XIII.5.9], for complex groups this is equivalent to the condition of holomorphic separability
we mentioned at the page 38:
∀x 6= y ∈ G ∃u ∈ O(G) u(x) 6= u(y)
Dimension of a Stein group is its dimension as a complex manifold.
Special cases of Stein groups are linear complex groups. They are defined as complex Lie groups which
can be represented as closed complex Lie subgroups in the general linear group GLn(C). In other words,
a complex group G is linear, if it is isomorphic to some closed complex subgroup H in GLn(C) (i.e. there
is an isomorphism of groups ϕ : G→ H which is at the same time a biholomorphic mapping).
Even more narrow class are complex affine algebraic groups. These are subgroups H in GLn(C), which
are at the same time algebraic submanifolds. This means that the group H must be a common set of
zeroes for some finite set of polynomials u1, ..., uk on GLn(C) (by polynomial here we can understand a
polynomial of matrix elements):
H = {x ∈ GLn(C) : u1(x) = ... = uk(x) = 0}
If a complex group G is isomorphic to some algebraic group H (i.e. there exists an isomorphism of groups
ϕ : G→ H which is at the same time a biholomorphic mapping), then G is also considered an algebraic
group, since the algebraic operations on G are regular mappings with respect to the structure of algebraic
manifold inherited from H .
A Stein group G is called compactly generated, if it has a generating compact set, i.e. a compact set
K ⊆ G such that
G =
⋃
n∈N
Kn, Kn = K · ... ·K︸ ︷︷ ︸
n factors
Let us note some examples.
Example 3.1. Complex torus we have mentioned in § 2, i.e. the quotient group C/(Z+iZ), is an example
of a complex group, which is not a Stein group.
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Example 3.2. Every discrete group G is a Stein group (of zero dimension). Compact sets in G are
nothing more than finite sets, hence G will be compactly generated if and only if it is finitely generated.
Thus, say, a free group with infinite set of generators can be considered as an example a Stein group
which is not compactly generated.
Example 3.3. A discrete group G is algebraic if and only if it is finite. In this case it can be represented
as a group of transformations of the space Cn, where n = cardG is the number of elements of G. For this
Cn must be represented as the space of functions from G into C:
x ∈ CG ⇐⇒ x : G→ C,
Then the imbedding of G into GL(CG) (the group of a nondegenerate linear transformations of the space
CG) is defined by the formula
ϕ : G→ GL(CG) : ϕ(g)(x)(h) = x(h · g), g, h ∈ G, x ∈ CG
Example 3.4. The general linear group GLn(C), i.e. the group of a nondegenerate linear transformations
of the space Cn, is an algebraic group (of dimension n2). Certainly, GLn(C) is compactly generated. As
a corollary, every linear group is compactly generated.
Example 3.5. The additive group of complex numbers C is a complex algebraic group (of dimension 1),
since it can be embedded into GL(2,C) by formula
ϕ(λ) =
(
1 λ
0 1
)
, λ ∈ C
Example 3.6. The additive group Z of integers is a complex linear group (of dimension 0), since it can
be embedded into GL(2,C) by the same formula
ϕ(n) =
(
1 n
0 1
)
, n ∈ Z
But the difference with C is that Z is not algebraic: neither in this embedding into GLn(C), nor in any
other one, Z is a common set for a family of polynomials (this is a result of the fact that Z is discrete
and infinite).
Example 3.7. A multiplicative group C× of nonzero complex numbers
C× = C \ {0}
can be represented as general linear group (of nondegenerate transformations of the space C),
C× ∼= GL1(C),
Thus C× is a complex algebraic group (of dimension 1). We call this group complex circle.
Example 3.8. Consider the action of group C on itself by exponents:
ϕ : C→ Aut(C), ϕ(a)(x) = x · ea
The semidirect product of C and C with respect to this action, i.e. a group C ⋉ C, coinciding with the
Cartesian product C× C, but endowed with a more complicated multiplication
(a, x) · (b, y) := (a+ b, x · eb + y)
is a (connected) linear complex group, since it can be embedded into GL3(C) by the homomorphism
(x, a) 7→
ea 0 0x 1 0
0 0 eia

But C ⋉ C is not algebraic, since its center
Z(C⋉ C) = {(2πin, 0); n ∈ Z}
is an infinite discrete subgroup (this does not happen with algebraic groups).
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(b) Hopf algebras O(G), O⋆(G), R(G), R⋆(G)
The Hopf algebras CG and CG we were talking about in § 1(c), are interesting not so in themselves but
more as guiding examples for various similar constructions arising in situations when the initial group G
is endowed with some supplementary structure and functions on G preserve this structure. In particular,
in [1, examples 10.24-10.27] the author noted standard examples of algebras of functions and functionals,
which are stereotype Hopf algebras. If we add Hopf algebras CG and CG to those examples, we obtain
the following list:
class of groups algebra of functions algebra of functionals
”pure” groups algebra C
G
of all functions on G
algebra CG
of point charges on G
algebraic groups algebra R(G)
of polynomials on G
algebra R⋆(G)
of currents of degree 0 on G
Stein groups algebra O(G)
of holomorphic functions on G
algebra O⋆(G)
of analytical
functionals on G
Lie groups algebra E(G)
of smooth functions on G
algebra E⋆(G)
of distributions on G
locally compact groups algebra C(G)
of continuous functions on G
algebra C⋆(G)
of Radon measures on G
In [1] the last four examples were mentioned without proof, so we see fit to explain here why those
algebras are indeed stereotype Hopf algebras. Stein groups and algebraic groups will be case studies for
us.
Hopf algebras O(G) and O⋆(G) on a Stein group G. If G is a Stein group, then the proposition
that algebra O(G) of holomorphic functions on G (with the usual topology of uniform convergence on
compact sets in G) is an injective stereotype Hopf algebra, is proved exactly like this was done for CG.
A significant aspect in those reasonings is the isomorphism of functors connecting Cartesian product of
groups × with the corresponding tensor products of functional spaces ⊙ and ⊛ [1, Theorem 8.13],
O(G ×H)
ρG,H∼= O(G)⊙O(H)
@−1∼= O(G)⊛O(H) (3.1)
– here ρG,H is defined by identity analogous to (1.25):
ρG,H(u⊡ v) = u⊙ v, u ∈ O(G), v ∈ O(H) (3.2)
and the function u⊡ v is again defined by formula (1.24).
After defining ρG,H , the multiplication and comultiplication in O(G) are defined initially on (or with
values in) the space O(G×G) of functions on the Cartesian square G×G, and then the passage to tensor
square is carried out with the help of the isomorphism ρG,G:
multiplication: µ = µ˜ ◦ ρG,G : O(G) ⊙O(G)→ O(G), µ˜(v)(t) = v(t, t) (3.3)
unit: ι : C→ O(G), ι(λ)(t) = λ (3.4)
comultiplication: κ = ρG,G ◦ κ˜ : O(G)→ O(G)⊙O(G), κ˜(u)(s, t) = u(s · t) (3.5)
counit: ε : O(G)→ C, ε(u) = u(1G) (3.6)
antipode: σ : O(G)→ O(G), σ(u)(t) = u(t−1) (3.7)
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This can be illustrated by the following picture:
O(G×G)
C O(G) O(G) C
O(G) ⊙O(G)
''OO
OOO
OO eµ

ρG,G//
ι
77ooooooo
eκ
''OO
OOO
OO
κ
//ε
77ooooooo µ
(3.8)
The fact that this defines an injective stereotype Hopf algebra is proved literally like Theorem 1.7. And
again, like in the case of CG, the Hopf algebra O(G) becomes a projective Hopf algebra (hence, a rigid
Hopf algebra in the sense of definition § 1(b)), because of the second equality in (3.1).
Theorem 3.1. For any Stein group G
— the algebra O(G) of holomorphic functions on G is a rigid stereotype Hopf algebra with respect to
algebraic operations, defined by formulas (3.3)-(3.7);
— its dual algebra O⋆(G) of analytical functionals on G is a rigid stereotype Hopf algebra with respect
to the dual algebraic operations.
If in addition the group G is compactly generated, then O(G) is a nuclear Hopf-Fre´chet algebra, and
O⋆(G) a nuclear Hopf-Brauner algebra.
Hopf algebras R(G) and R⋆(G) on an affine algebraic group G. Let G be an affine algebraic
group, R(G) the algebra of polynomials on G (with the strongest locally convex topology). Like in the
previous cases, the identity
ρG,H(u⊡ v) = u⊙ v, u ∈ R(G), v ∈ R(H)
(again, u ⊡ v is defined by formula (1.24)) defines an isomorphism of functors, connecting the Cartesian
product of groups × and tensor products of functional spaces ⊙ and ⊛ [1, Theorem 8.16]:
R(G ×H)
ρG,H∼= R(G)⊙R(H)
@−1∼= R(G)⊛R(H) (3.9)
Those isomorphisms then define algebraic operations on R(G) by formulas, analogous to (3.3)-(3.7). As
a result we come to the following
Theorem 3.2. For any affine algebraic group G
— the algebra R(G) of polynoimals on G is a rigid stereotype Hopf-Brauner algebra;
— the dual algebra R⋆(G) of currents of degree 0 on G is an injective stereotype Hopf-Fre´chet algebra.
Convolutions in R⋆(G) and O⋆(G). For some further calculations it is useful to record the formulas
defining convolution in the algebras of functionals R⋆(G) and O⋆(G). This definition is anticipated by
formulas for shift, antipode and convolution between a functional and a function:
(u · a)(x) := u(a · x), (a · u)(x) := u(x · a), u ∈ O(G), a, x ∈ G (3.10)
(α · a)(u) := α(a · u), (a · α)(u) := α(u · a), α ∈ O⋆(G), u ∈ O(G), a ∈ G (3.11)
u˜(x) := u(x−1), α˜(u) := α(u˜), α ∈ O⋆(G), u ∈ O(G), x ∈ G (3.12)
(α ∗ u)(x) := α(x˜ · u), (u ∗ α)(x) := α(u˜ · x) α ∈ O⋆(G), u ∈ O(G), x ∈ G (3.13)
Then the convolution of functionals is defined by formula
α ∗ β(u) := α(β˜ ∗ u˜) = α˜(β ∗ u˜) = β(α˜ ∗ u) α, β ∈ O⋆(G), u ∈ O(G) (3.14)
In particular, the convolution with the delta-functional is a shift:
δa ∗ β = a · β β ∗ δa = β · a β ∈ O⋆(G), a ∈ G (3.15)
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(c) Examples
It is useful to illustrate the latter theorems by several examples. For this we choose the main examples
of Abelian Stein groups – Z, C×, C – apart from everything else, these examples will be useful below in
§ 6 and § 7.
Algebras O(Z) and O⋆(Z). We have already noted in Example 3.6 that the group Z of integers can be
considered as a complex group (of dimension 0). Since Z is discrete, each function on Z is automatically
holomorphic, so the algebra O(Z) formally coincides with the algebra CZ, and the algebra O⋆(Z) with
the algebra CZ:
O(Z) = CZ, O⋆(Z) = CZ
As a corollary the structure of these algebras is described by formulas (1.19)-(1.23): the characteristic
functions of singletons
1n(m) =
{
0, m = n
1, m = n
, m ∈ Z, n ∈ Z (3.16)
form a basis in the stereotype space O(Z) = CZ, and delta-functionals
δk(u) = u(k), u ∈ O(Z)
a dual (algebraic) basis in O⋆(Z) = CZ:
〈1n, δk〉 =
{
0, n 6= k
1, n = k
,
It is convenient to represent elements of O(Z) and O⋆(Z) in the form of series (which converge in these
spaces)
u ∈ O(Z) = CZ ⇐⇒ u =
∑
n∈Z
u(n) · 1n, u(n) = δn(u), (3.17)
α ∈ O⋆(Z) = CZ ⇐⇒ α =
∑
n∈Z
αn · δn, αn = α(1n), (3.18)
where the action of α on u is described by formula
〈u, α〉 =
∑
n∈Z
u(n) · αn
The operations of multiplication in O(Z) = CZ and in O⋆(Z) = CZ are represented by series:
u · v =
∑
n∈Z
u(n) · v(n) · 1n, α ∗ β =
∑
k∈Z
(∑
i∈Z
αi · βk−i
)
· δk, (3.19)
(in the first case this is the coordinate-wise multiplication, and in the second case the multiplication of
power series).
Proposition 3.1. The algebra O(Z) = CZ of functions on Z is a nuclear Hopf-Fre´chet algebra with the
topology generated by seminorms
||u||N =
∑
|n|6N
|u(n)|, N ∈ N. (3.20)
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and with algebraic operations defined on basis elements 1k by formulas
1m · 1n =
{
1m, m = n
0, m 6= n 1R⋆(C×) =
∑
n∈Z
1n (3.21)
κ(1n) =
∑
m∈Z
1m ⊙ 1n−m ε(1n) =
{
1, n = 0
0, n 6= 0 (3.22)
σ(1n) = 1−n (3.23)
Proposition 3.2. The algebra O⋆(Z) = CZ of point charges on Z is a nuclear Hopf-Brauner algebra with
the topology generated by seminorms
|||α|||r =
∑
n∈Z
rn · |αn| (rn > 0) (3.24)
and algebraic operations defined on basis monomials δk by formulas
δk ∗ δl = δk+l 1R(C×) = δ0 (3.25)
κ(δk) = δk ⊛ δk ε(zk) = 1 (3.26)
σ(δk) = δ−k (3.27)
Proof. It can be not obvious here that seminorms (3.24) indeed define the topology in O⋆(Z) = CZ.
The auxiliary statement used here will be also useful for us below in Lemma 6.3, so we formulate it
separately:
Lemma 3.1. If p is a continuous seminorm on O⋆(Z), and rn = p(δn), then p is majorized by seminorm
(3.24):
p(α) 6 |||α|||r (3.28)
Proof.
p(α) = p
(∑
n∈Z
αn · δn
)
6
∑
n∈Z
|αn| · p(δn) =
∑
n∈Z
|αn| · rn = |||α|||r (3.29)
Algebras R(C×), R⋆(C×), O(C×), O⋆(C×). In Example 3.7 we denoted by C× the multiplicative
group of nonzero complex numbers:
C× := C \ {0}.
(the multiplication in C× is the usual multiplication of complex numbers). We call this group complex
circle.
The algebra R(C×) of polynomials on C× consists of Laurent polynomials, i.e. of function of the form
u =
∑
n∈Z
un · zn
where zn are monomials on C×:
zn(x) := xn, x ∈ C×, n ∈ Z (3.30)
and almost all un ∈ C vanish:
card{n ∈ Z : un 6= 0} <∞
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And the algebra R⋆(C×) of currents on C× consists of functionals
α =
∑
k∈Z
αk · ζk
where ζk is the functional of finding the k-th Laurent coefficient:
ζk(u) =
1
2πi
∫
|z|=1
u(z)
zk+1
d z =
∫ 1
0
e−2πiktu(e2πit) d t, u ∈ R(C×) (3.31)
and αk ∈ C is an arbitrary sequence.
Monomials ζk and z
n act on each other by formula
〈zn, ζk〉 =
{
1, n = k
0, n 6= k , (3.32)
so the action of a current α on a polynomial u is described by formula
〈u, α〉 =
∑
n∈Z
un · αn
and the operations of multiplication in R(C×) and in R⋆(C×) are represented by series as follows:
u · v =
∑
n∈Z
(∑
i∈Z
ui · vn−i
)
· zn, α ∗ β =
∑
k∈Z
αk · βk · ζk, (3.33)
(in the first case this is the multiplication of series, and in the second case the coordinate-wise multipli-
cation).
Proposition 3.3. The mapping
u ∈ R(C×) 7→ {uk; k ∈ Z} ∈ CZ
is an isomorphism of nuclear Hopf-Brauner algebras
R(C×) ∼= CZ (3.34)
Proposition 3.4. The algebra R(C×) of polynomials on the complex circle C× is a nuclear Hopf-Fre´chet
algebra with the topology generated by seminorms
|||u|||r =
∑
n∈Z
rn · |un| (rn > 0) (3.35)
and algebraic operations defined on monomials zk by formulas
zk · zl = zk+l 1R(C×) = z0 (3.36)
κ(zk) = zk ⊙ zk ε(zk) = 1 (3.37)
σ(zk) = z−k (3.38)
Proposition 3.5. The mapping
α ∈ R⋆(C×) 7→ {αk; k ∈ Z} ∈ CZ
is an isomorphism of nuclear Hopf-Fre´chet algebras
R⋆(C×) ∼= CZ (3.39)
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Proposition 3.6. The algebra R⋆(C×) of currents on the complex circle C× is a nuclear Hopf-Fre´chet
algebra with the topology generated by seminorms
||α||N =
∑
|n|6N
|αn| (N ∈ N) (3.40)
and algebraic operations defined on basis elements ζk by formulas
ζk ∗ ζl =
{
ζl, k = l
0, k 6= l 1R⋆(C×) =
∑
n∈Z
ζn (3.41)
κ(ζk) =
∑
l∈Z
ζl ⊛ ζk−l ε(ζk) =
{
1, k = 0
0, k 6= 0 (3.42)
σ(ζk) = ζ−k (3.43)
As usual, by symbol O(C×) we denote the algebra of holomorphic functions on the complex circle
C×, and by O⋆(C×) its dual algebra of analytic functionals on C×.
It is useful to represent the elements of algebras O(C×) and O⋆(C×) by series
u ∈ O(C×) ⇐⇒ u =
∑
n∈Z
un · zn, un ∈ C : ∀C > 0
∑
n∈Z
|un| · C|n| <∞
(
un = ζn(u)
)
(3.44)
α ∈ O⋆(C×) ⇐⇒ α =
∑
n∈Z
αn · ζn, αn ∈ C : ∃C > 0 ∀n ∈ N |αn| 6 C|n|
(
αn = α(z
n)
)
(3.45)
Like in the case of R(C×) and R⋆(C×), the action of α on u is described by formula
〈u, α〉 =
∑
n∈Z
un · αn,
and the operations of multiplication in O(C×) and O⋆(C×) can be written as the usual multiplication of
series in the first case, and a coordinate-wise multiplication in the second case:
u · v =
∑
n∈Z
(∑
i∈Z
ui · vn−i
)
· zn, α ∗ β =
∑
n∈Z
αn · βn · ζn, (3.46)
Proposition 3.7. The algebra O(C×) of holomorphic functions on the complex circle C× is a nuclear
Hopf-Fre´chet algebra with the topology generated by seminorms
||u||C =
∑
n∈Z
|un| · C|n|, C > 1. (3.47)
and algebraic operations defined on monomials zk by the same formulas (3.36)-(3.38) as in the case of
R(C×):
zk · zl = zk+l 1O(C×) = z0
κ(zk) = zk ⊙ zk ε(zk) = 1
σ(zk) = z−k
Proof. Every usual seminorm |u|K = maxx∈K |u(x)|, where K is a compact set in C×, is majorized by
some seminorm ||u||C , namely the one with C = maxx∈K max{|x|, 1|x|}:
|u|K = max
x∈K
|u(x)| = max
x∈K
∣∣∣∣∣∑
n∈Z
un · xn
∣∣∣∣∣ 6 maxx∈K∑
n∈Z
|un| · |xn| 6
∑
n∈Z
|un| · C|n| = ||u||C
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On the contrary, for every number C > 1 we can take a compact set K = {t ∈ C : 1C+1 6 |t| 6 C + 1},
and then from the Cauchy formulas for Laurent coefficients
|un| 6 |u|K ·min
{
(C + 1)n;
1
(C + 1)n
}
= |u|K · (C + 1)−|n| = |u|K
(C + 1)|n|
we have that ||u||C is majorized by |u|K (with coefficient (C + 1)2):
||u||C =
∑
n∈Z
|un| · C|n| 6
∑
n∈Z
|u|K
(C + 1)|n|
· C|n| 6 |u|K ·
∑
n∈Z
(
C
C + 1
)|n|
= (C + 1)2 · |u|K
Proposition 3.8. The algebra O⋆(C×) of analytical functionals on the complex circle C× is a nuclear
Hopf-Brauner algebra with the topology generated by seminorms
|||α|||r = sup
u∈Er
|α(u)| =
∑
n∈Z
rn · |αn|
(
rn > 0 : ∀C > 0
∑
n∈Z
rn · C|n| <∞
)
(3.48)
and algebraic operations defined on basis elements ζk by the same formulas (3.41)-(3.43) as in the case
of R⋆(C×):
ζk ∗ ζl =
{
ζl, k = l
0, k 6= l 1O⋆(C×) =
∑
n∈Z
ζn
κ(ζk) =
∑
l∈Z
ζl ⊛ ζk−l ε(ζk) =
{
1, k = 0
0, k 6= 0
σ(ζk) = ζ−k
Proof. For every sequence of nonnegative numbers rn > 0 satisfying the condition
∀C > 0
∑
n∈Z
rn · C|n| <∞ (3.49)
the set
Er = {u ∈ O(C×) : ∀n ∈ Z |un| 6 rn} (3.50)
is compact in O(C×) since it is closed and is contained in the rectangle f, where
f(t) =
∑
n∈Z
rn · |t|n, t ∈ C×
Hence, Er generates a continuous seminorm α 7→ maxu∈Er |〈u, α〉| on O⋆(C×). But this is exactly the
seminorm from (3.48):
max
u∈Er
|〈u, α〉| = max
|u|6rn
∣∣∣∣∣∑
n∈Z
un · αn
∣∣∣∣∣ =∑
n∈Z
rn · |αn| = |||α|||r
It remains to verify that seminorms ||| · |||r indeed generate the topology of the space O⋆(C×). This
follows from:
Lemma 3.2. If p is a continuous seminorm on O⋆(C×), then the family of numbers
rn = p(ζn)
satisfy condition (3.49), and p is majorized by the seminorm ||| · |||r:
p(α) 6 |||α|||r (3.51)
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Proof. The set
D = {u ∈ O(C×) : sup
α∈O⋆(C×): p(α)61
|α(u)| 6 1}
is compact in O(C×) generating the seminorm p:
p(α) = sup
u∈D
|α(u)|
Therefore,
rn = p(ζn) = sup
u∈D
|ζn(u)| = sup
u∈D
|un|
For any C > 0 we have:
∞ > sup
u∈D
||u||C+1 = sup
u∈D
∑
n∈Z
|un| · (C + 1)|n| > sup
u∈D
sup
n
|un| · (C + 1)|n| = sup
n
(
rn · (C + 1)|n|
)
⇓
∃M > 0 ∀n ∈ Z rn 6 M
(C + 1)|n|
⇓∑
n∈Z
rn · C|n| 6
∑
n∈Z
M
(C + 1)|n|
· C|n| <∞
i.e. rn indeed satisfy (3.49). The formula (3.51) is proved by a sequence of inequalities analogous to
(3.29).
The chain R(C) ⊂ O(C) ⊂ O⋆(C) ⊂ R⋆(C). By symbol R(C) we denote the usual algebra of polyno-
mials on the complex plane C. Let tk denote the monomial of degree k ∈ N on C:
tk(x) := xk, x ∈ C, k ∈ N (3.52)
Every polynomial u ∈ R(C) is uniquely represented by the series (with finite number of nonzero terms)
u =
∑
k∈N
uk · tk, uk ∈ C : card{k ∈ N : uk 6= 0} <∞ (3.53)
so the monomials tk form an algebraic basis in the space R(C). The multiplication in R(C) is the usual
multiplication of polynomials
u · v =
∑
k∈N
(
n∑
i=0
uk−i · vi
)
· tk
and the topology in R(C) is defined as the strongest locally convex topology. This implies
Proposition 3.9. The mapping
u ∈ R(C) 7→ {uk; k ∈ N} ∈ CN
is an isomorphism of topological vector spaces
R(C) ∼= CN (3.54)
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Remark 3.1. We can interpret formula (3.54) as isomorphism of algebras, if the multiplication in CN is
defined by the same formula (1.23) as for algebra CG of point charges on the group G (defined in § 1(c)),
we should only remember here that the set N is not a group, but a monoid with respect to the additive
operation used for this purpose.
On the other hand formula (3.54) is not an isomorphism of Hopf algebras, in particular, since CN is
not a Hopf algebra at all with respect to the operations defined in § 1(c): for x ∈ N the inverse element
x−1 = −x does not exist when x 6= 0, so the antipode here cannot be defined by equality (1.27).
Proposition 3.10. The algebra R(C) of polynomials on the complex plane C is a nuclear Hopf-Brauner
algebra with the topology generated by seminorms
‖u‖r =
∑
k∈N
rk · |uk|, (rk > 0) (3.55)
and algebraic operations defined on monomials tk by formulas
tk · tl = tk+l 1R(C) = t0 (3.56)
κ(tk) =
k∑
i=0
(
k
i
)
· tk−i ⊙ ti ε(tk) =
{
1, k = 0
0, k > 0
(3.57)
σ(tk) = (−1)k · tk (3.58)
Proof. The algebraic operations which we did not find yet – comultiplication, counit and antipode – are
computed by formulas (3.5)-(3.7). For instance, comultiplication:
κ˜(tk)(x, y) = tk(x + y) = (x+ y)k =
k∑
i=0
(
k
i
)
· xk−i · yi =
k∑
i=0
(
k
i
)
· tk−i ⊡ ti(x, y)
⇓
κ˜(tk) =
k∑
i=0
(
k
i
)
· tk−i ⊡ ti
⇓
κ(tk) = ρC,C(κ˜(t
k)) =
k∑
i=0
(
k
i
)
· tk−i ⊙ ti
Following the terminology of [1], we call a current of degree 0, or a current on C an arbitrary linear
functional α : R(C) → C on the space of polynomials R(C) (every such a functional is automatically
continuous). Formula (3.54) implies that every compact set in the space of polynomials R(C) is finite-
dimensional, hence it is contained in a convex hull of a finite set of basis monomials tk. Therefore the
topology of the space R⋆(C) of currents on C (which is formally defined as the topology of uniform
convergence on compact sets in R(C)) can be defined as the topology of convergence on monomials tk,
i.e. the topology generated by seminorms
‖α‖N =
∑
k∈N
∣∣α(tk)∣∣ ,
where N is an arbitrary finite set in N.
The functional of taking derivative of the k-th derivative in the point 0 is a typical example of a
current:
τk(u) =
(
dk
dxk
u(x)
) ∣∣∣∣∣
x=0
, u ∈ R(C) (3.59)
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By the Taylor theorem, these functionals are connected with the coefficients uk in the decomposition
(3.53) of a polynomial u ∈ R(C) through the formula
uk =
1
k!
· τk(u) (3.60)
Therefore the action of a current α ∈ R⋆(C) on a polynomial u ∈ R(C) can be written by formula
α(u) = α
(∑
k∈N
uk · tk
)
=
∑
k∈N
uk · α(tk) =
∑
k∈N
1
k!
· τk(u) · α(tk) =
(∑
k∈N
1
k!
· α(tk) · τk
)
(u) (3.61)
This means that α is decomposed into a series in terms of τk:
α =
∑
k∈N
αk · τk, αk = 1
k!
· α(tk) (3.62)
We can deduce from this that currents τk form a basis in the topological vector spaces R⋆(C): every func-
tional α ∈ R⋆(C) can be uniquely represented by a converging in R⋆(C) series (3.62), where coefficients
αk ∈ C continuously depend on α ∈ R⋆(C).
From (3.61) it follows that the action of the current α on a polynomial u is defined by formula
α(u) =
∑
k∈N
1
k!
· τk(u)︸ ︷︷ ︸
uk
· 1
k!
· α(tk)︸ ︷︷ ︸
αk
·k! =
∑
k∈N
uk · αk · k!
and the basis currents τk act on monomials tk by formula
τk(tn) =
{
0, n 6= k
n!, n = k
,
This means that the system τk is not a dual basis for tk: it differs from the dual basis by the coefficients
k!. However, since R⋆(C) ∼= CN (this follows from (3.54)) and, on the other hand, in CN any two bases
are isomorphic (Theorem 0.20), we have
Proposition 3.11. The mapping
α ∈ R⋆(C) 7→ {αk; k ∈ N} ∈ CN
is an isomorphism of topological vector spaces:
R⋆(C) ∼= CN (3.63)
This isomorphism is not however, an isomorphism of algebras, since the multiplication in R⋆(C) is
not coordinate-wise (i.e. not by formula (1.20), as it could defined in CN by analogy with the case of
§ 1(c)), but as power series:
α ∗ β =
∑
k∈N
(
k∑
i=0
αk−i · βi
)
· τk, (3.64)
This follows from formula (3.66) below:
Proposition 3.12. The algebra R⋆(C) of currents of zero degree on the complex plane C is a nuclear
Hopf-Fre´chet algebra with the topology generated by seminorms
‖α‖K =
K∑
k=0
|αk|, (K ∈ N) (3.65)
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and algebraic operations defined on basis elements τk by formulas
τk ∗ τ l = τk+l 1R⋆(C) = τ0 (3.66)
κ(τk) =
k∑
i=0
(
k
i
)
· τk−i ⊛ τ i ε(τk) =
{
1, k = 0
0, k > 0
(3.67)
σ(τk) = (−1)k · τk (3.68)
Proof. There are many ways to prove these formulas, for instance, to prove (3.66) one can use formula
(3.57) for comultiplication in R(C):
(τk ∗ τ l)(tm) = (τk ⊛ τ l)(κ(tm)) = (3.57) = (τk ⊛ τ l)
(
m∑
i=0
(
m
i
)
· tm−i ⊙ ti
)
=
=
m∑
i=0
(
m
i
)
· τk(tm−i) · τ l(ti) =

(
m
i
)
· (m− l)! · l!, m = k + l
0, m 6= k + l
 =
{
m!, m = k + l
0, m 6= k + l
}
= τk+l(tm).
(on each monomial tm the action of functionals τk ∗τ l and τk+l coincide, hence they coincide themselves).
Let us consider now algebra O(C) of entire functions and its dial algebra O⋆(C) of analytical function-
als on complex plane C. Again, let tk denote the monomial of degree k ∈ N on C, and τk the functional
of taking k-th derivative in the point 0:
tk(z) = zk τk(u) =
(
dk
d zk
u(z)
)∣∣∣∣∣
z=0
(
x ∈ C, u ∈ O(C)
)
Then it is convenient to represent elements O(C) and O⋆(C) as (converging in these spaces) series
u ∈ O(C) ⇐⇒ u =
∞∑
n=0
un · tn, un = 1
n!
τn(u) ∈ C : ∀C > 0
∞∑
n=0
|un| · Cn <∞ (3.69)
α ∈ O⋆(C) ⇐⇒ α =
∞∑
n=0
αn · τn, αn = 1
n!
α(tn) ∈ C : ∃M,C > 0 ∀n ∈ N |αn| 6M · C
n
n!
(3.70)
The action of an analytical functional α on an entire function u is described by formula
〈u, α〉 =
∞∑
n=0
un · αn · n!
and the multiplications in O(C) and in O⋆(C) are defined by the same formulas as for the usual power
series:
u · v =
∞∑
n=0
(
n∑
i=0
ui · vn−i
)
· tn, α ∗ β =
∑
k∈N
(
k∑
i=0
αi · βk−i
)
· τk, (3.71)
Proposition 3.13. The algebra O(C) of entire functions on complex plane C is a nuclear Hopf-Fre´chet
algebra with the topology generated by seminorms
‖u‖C =
∑
k∈N
|uk| · Ck (C > 1) (3.72)
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and algebraic operations defined on monomials tk by the same formulas (3.56)-(3.58) as for R(C):
µ(tk ⊙ tl) = tk+l 1R(C) = t0
κ(tk) =
k∑
i=0
(
k
i
)
· tk−i ⊙ ti ε(tk) =
{
1, k = 0
0, k > 0
σ(tk) = (−1)k · tk
Proof. The formulas for algebraic operations are proved similarly with the same formulas for R(C), so
it remains only to explain, why the topology is generated by seminorms (3.72). This is a subject of
mathematical folklore (see e.g. [26]): clearly, every usual seminorm |u|K = maxz∈K |u(z)|, where K is a
compact set in C, is majorized by some seminorm ||u||C , namely by the one with C = maxz∈K |z|:
|u|K = max
z∈K
|u(z)| = max
z∈K
∣∣∣∣∣
∞∑
n=0
un · zn
∣∣∣∣∣ 6 maxz∈K
∞∑
n=0
|un| · |zn| 6
∞∑
n=0
|un| · Cn = ||u||C
On the contrary, for every C > 0 we can take a compact set K = {z ∈ C : |z| 6 C + 1}, and then from
formulas for Cauchy coefficients
|un| 6 |u|K
(C + 1)n
it follows that ||u||C is subordinated to |u|K (with the constant C + 1):
||u||C =
∞∑
n=0
|un| · Cn 6
∞∑
n=0
|u|K
(C + 1)n
· Cn 6 |u|K ·
∞∑
n=0
(
C
C + 1
)n
= |u|K · 1
1− CC+1
= (C + 1) · |u|K
Proposition 3.14. The algebra O⋆(C) of analytical functionals on complex plane C is a nuclear Hopf-
Brauner algebra with the topology generated by seminorms
|||α|||r =
∑
k∈N
rk · |αk| · k!
(
rk > 0 : ∀C > 0
∑
k∈N
rk · Ck <∞
)
(3.73)
and algebraic operations defined on basis elements τk by the same formulas (3.66)-(3.68) as in the case
of R⋆(C):
µ(τk ⊛ τ l) = τk+l 1R⋆(C) = τ
0
κ(τk) =
k∑
i=0
(
k
i
)
· τk−i ⊛ τ i ε(τk) =
{
1, k = 0
0, k > 0
σ(τk) = (−1)k · τk
Proof. Here again the formulas for algebraic operations are proved similarly with the case of R⋆(C), so
we need only to explain, why the topology is generated by seminorms (3.73). Note first that for any
sequence of non-negative numbers rk > 0, satisfying the condition
∀C > 0
∑
k∈N
rk · Ck <∞ (3.74)
the set
Er = {u ∈ O(C) : ∀k ∈ N |uk| 6 rk} (3.75)
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is compact in O(C), since it is closed and is contained in the rectangle f, where
f(x) =
∑
k∈N
rk · |x|k, x ∈ C
Hence, Er generates a continuous seminorm α 7→ maxu∈Er |〈u, α〉| on O⋆(C). But this is exactly seminorm
(3.73):
max
u∈Er
|〈u, α〉| = max
|u|6rk
∣∣∣∣∣∑
k∈N
uk · αk · k!
∣∣∣∣∣ =∑
k∈N
rk · |αk| · k! = |||α|||r
It remains to verify that the seminorms ||| · |||r indeed generate the topology of the space O⋆(C×). This
follows from:
Lemma 3.3. If p is a continuous seminorm on O⋆(C), then the numbers rk = 1k!p(τk) satisfy the
condition (3.74), and p is majorized by the seminorm ||| · |||r:
p(α) 6 |||α|||r (3.76)
Proof. The set
D = {u ∈ O(C) : sup
α∈O⋆(C): p(α)61
|α(u)| 6 1}
is compact in O(C) and generates the seminorm p:
p(α) = sup
u∈D
|α(u)|
Hence
rk =
1
k!
p(τk) =
1
k!
sup
u∈D
|τk(u)| = sup
u∈D
|uk|
For each C > 0 we have:
∞ > sup
u∈D
||u||C+1 = sup
u∈D
∑
k∈N
|uk| · (C + 1)k > sup
u∈D
sup
k
|uk| · (C + 1)k = sup
k
(
rk · (C + 1)k
)
⇓
∃M > 0 ∀k ∈ N rk 6 M
(C + 1)k
⇓∑
k∈N
rk · Ck 6
∑
k∈N
M
(C + 1)k
· Ck <∞
I.e., rk indeed satisfy condition (3.74). Formula (3.76) is proved by the chain of inequalities analogous to
(3.29).
Proposition 3.15. The mappings
tk 7→ tk 7→ τk 7→ τk (k ∈ N)
define the chain of homomorphisms of rigid Hopf algebras:
R(C)→ O(C)→ O⋆(C)→R⋆(C) (3.77)
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§ 4 Functions of exponential type on a Stein group
(a) Semicharacters and inverse semicharacters on Stein groups
Let G be a Stein group. Then
— a locally bounded function f : G→ [1,+∞) is called a semicharacter, if it satisfies the following so
called submultiplicativity inequality:
f(x · y) 6 f(x) · f(y), x, y ∈ G (4.1)
— a function ϕ : G→ (0; 1], locally separated from zero, is called inverse semicharacter, if it satisfies
the inverse inequality:
ϕ(x) · ϕ(y) 6 ϕ(x · y), x, y ∈ G (4.2)
Clearly, if f : G→ [1,+∞) is a semicharacter, then the inverse function
ϕ(x) =
1
f(x)
(4.3)
is an inverse semicharacter, and vice versa.
Properties of semicharacters and inverse semicharacters:
(i) The set of all semicharacters on G is closed under the following operations:
— multiplication by a sufficiently big constant: C · f (C > 1),
— multiplication: f · g,
— addition: f + g,
— taking maximum: max{f, g}.
(ii) The set of all inverse semicharacters on G is closed under the following operations:
— multiplication by a sufficiently small constant: C · ϕ (C 6 1),
— multiplication: ϕ · ψ,
— taking half of harmonic mean: ϕ·ψϕ+ψ
— taking minimum: min{ϕ, ψ}.
Proof. Having in mind the duality between semicharacters and inverse semicharacters reflected by formula
(4.3), we can consider only the case of semicharacters.
If f is a semicharacter on G and C > 1, then
C · f(x · y) 6 C · f(x) · f(y) 6 (C · f(x)) · (C · f(y))
If f and g are semicharacters on G, then considering their multiplication we have:
(f · g)(x · y) = f(x · y) · g(x · y) 6 f(x) · f(y) · g(x) · g(y) =
= f(x) · g(x) · f(y) · g(y) = (f · g)(x) · (f · g)(y)
For their sum we have:
(f + g)(x · y) = f(x · y) + g(x · y) 6 f(x) · f(y) + g(x) · g(y) 6
6 f(x)·f(y)+g(x)·f(y)+f(x)·g(y)+g(x)·g(y) =
(
f(x)+g(x)
)
·
(
f(y)+g(y)
)
= (f+g)(x)·(f+g)(y)
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The proof for maximum max{f, g} is based on the following evident inequality:
max{a · b, c · d} 6 max{a, c} ·max{b, d} (a, b, c, d > 0) (4.4)
It implies:
max{f, g}(x · y) = max{f(x · y), g(x · y)} 6 max{f(x) · f(y), g(x) · g(y)} 6 (4.4) 6
6 max{f(x), g(x)} ·max{f(y), g(y)} = max{f, g}(x) ·max{f, g}(y)
Example 4.1. All the submultiplicative matrix norms (see [15]), for instance
||x|| =
n∑
i,j=1
|xi,j |, ||x|| =
√√√√ n∑
i,j=1
|xi,j |2 (4.5)
are semicharacters on GLn(C). From the properties of semicharacters it follows that the function of the
form
rNC (x) = C ·max{||x||; ||x−1||}N , C > 1, N ∈ N (4.6)
are again semicharacters on GLn(C).
Proposition 4.1. For any submultiplicative matrix norm || · || on GLn(C) the semicharacters of the form
(4.6) majorize all other semicharacters on GLn(C).
Proof. Note from the very beginning that it is sufficient to consider the case when || · || is the Euclid norm
on the algebra Mn(C) of all complex matrices n× n:
||x|| = sup
ξ∈Cn:||ξ||61
||x(ξ)||, where ||ξ|| =
√√√√ n∑
i=1
|ξi|2,
– since any other norm on Mn(C) majorizes the Euclid seminorm up to a constant multiplier, this will
prove our proposition.
Consider the set
K :=
{
x ∈ GLn(C) : max{||x||; ||x−1||} 6 2
}
=
{
x ∈ GLn(C) : ∀ξ ∈ Cn 1
2
· ||ξ|| 6 ||x(ξ)|| 6 2 · ||ξ||}
It is closed and bounded in the algebra of matrices Mn(C), hence it is compact. This is a generating
compact in GLn(C)
GLn(C) =
∞⋃
m=1
Km, Km = K · ... ·K︸ ︷︷ ︸
m factors
, (4.7)
In addition,
Km =
{
x ∈ GLn(C) : max{||x||; ||x−1||}m 6 2m
}
(4.8)
Indeed, if x ∈ Km, then x = x1 · ... · xm, where ||xi|| 6 2 and ||x−1i || 6 2, hence
||x|| 6
m∏
i=1
||xi|| 6 2m, ||x−1|| 6
m∏
i=1
||x−1i || 6 2m
On the contrary, suppose max{||x||m; ||x−1||m} 6 2m. Consider the polar decomposition: x = r · u,
where r is a positive definite Hermitian, and u a unitary matrices. Let us decompose r into a product
r = v · d · v−1, where v is unitary, and d a diagonal matrices:
d =

d1 0 ... 0
0 d2 ... 0
... ... ... ...
0 0 ... dn
 , di > 0
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The m-th root
m
√
d =

m
√
d1 0 ... 0
0 m
√
d2 ... 0
... ... ... ...
0 0 ... m
√
dn

has the following properties:
max
i=1,...,n
di = ||d|| = ||r|| = ||x|| 6 2m =⇒ || m
√
d|| = max
i=1,...,n
m
√
di 6 2,
max
i=1,...,n
d−1i = ||d−1|| = ||r−1|| = ||x−1|| 6 2m =⇒ ||
m
√
d−1|| = max
i=1,...,n
m
√
d−1i 6 2
As a corollary, the matrix
y = v · m
√
d · v−1
belongs to K:
max{||y||; ||y−1||} = max{|| m
√
d||; || m
√
d
−1||} 6 2 =⇒ y ∈ K
Hence the matrix y · u also belongs to K, and we obtain
x = v · d · v−1 · u = v · ( m
√
d)m−1 · v−1 · v · ( m
√
d) · v−1 · u = ym−1︸ ︷︷ ︸
∈
Km−1
· y · v︸︷︷︸
∈
K
∈ Km
We have proved formula (4.8). Now let f be an arbitrary semicharacter on GLn(C). Put
C = sup
x∈K
f(x), N > log2 C
and let us show that
∀x ∈ GLn(C) f(x) 6 rNC (x) (4.9)
Take x ∈ GLn(C). From (4.7) it follows that x ∈ Km \Km−1 for some m ∈ N. By formula (4.8) we have:
2m−1 < max{||x||; ||x−1||} 6 2m
⇓
m− 1 < log2
(
max{||x||; ||x−1||}
)
⇓
f(x) 6 sup
y∈K
f(y)m 6 Cm 6 C · Cm−1 < C · C log2
(
max{||x||;||x−1||}
)
=
= C ·
(
max{||x||; ||x−1||}
)log2 C
6 C ·
(
max{||x||; ||x−1||}
)N
= rNC (x)
In the special case when n = 1 we have:
Corollary 4.1. On the complex circle C× the semicharacters of the form
rNC (t) = C ·max{|t|; |t|−1}N , C > 1, N ∈ N
majorize all other semicharacters.
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Proposition 4.2. If G is a compactly generated Stein group and K a compact neighborhood of identity
in G, generating G,
G =
∞⋃
n=1
Kn, Kn = K · ... ·K︸ ︷︷ ︸
n factors
,
then for any C > 1 the rule
hC(x) = C
n ⇐⇒ x ∈ Kn \Kn−1 (4.10)
defines a semicharacter hC on G. Such semicharacters form a fundamental system among all semichar-
acters on G: every semicharacter f on G is majorized by some semicharacter hC
f(x) 6 hC(x), x ∈ G,
– for this the constant C should be chosen such that
C > max
t∈K
f(t) (4.11)
Proof. The local boundedness of hC is obvious, so we need to check the submultiplicativity inequality.
Take x, y ∈ G and choose k, l ∈ N such that
x ∈ Kk \Kk−1, y ∈ K l \K l−1.
Then x · y ∈ Kk+l, so
hC(x · y) 6 Ck+l = Ck · Cl = hC(x) · hC(y)
If now f is an arbitrary semicharacter, and C satisfies the condition (4.11), then
x ∈ Kn \Kn−1 =⇒ f(x) 6
(
max
t∈K
f(t)
)n
= Cn = hC(x)
(b) Submultiplicative rhombuses and dually submultiplicative rectangles
Let us introduce the following definitions:
— a closed absolutely convex neighborhood of zero ∆ in O⋆(G) is said to be submultiplicative, if for
any functionals α, β from ∆ their convolution α ∗ β also belong to ∆:
∀α, β ∈ ∆ α ∗ β ∈ ∆
shortly this is expressed by the following inclusion:
∆ ∗∆ ⊆ ∆
— an absolutely closed compact set D in O(G) is said to be dually submultiplicative, if its polar D◦ is
a submultiplicative neighborhood of zero:
D◦ ∗D◦ ⊆ D◦
Lemma 4.1.
(a) If ϕ : G → (0; 1] is an inverse semicharacter on G, then its rhombus ϕ is a (closed, absolutely
convex, and) submultiplicative neighborhood of zero in O⋆(G).
(b) If ∆ ⊆ O⋆(G) is a closed absolutely convex and submultiplicative neighborhood of zero in O⋆(G),
then its inner envelope ∆♦ is an inverse semicharacter on G.
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Proof. 1. Let us denote
εx = ϕ(x) · δx ∈ O⋆(G),
then
ϕ = absconv {ϕ(x) · δx; x ∈M} = absconv {εx; x ∈M} (4.12)
and the inclusion
ϕ ∗ ϕ ⊆ ϕ
is verified in three steps. First we should note that
∀x, y ∈ G εx ∗ εy ∈ ϕ
Indeed,
εx ∗ εy = ϕ(x) · δx ∗ ϕ(y) · δy = ϕ(x) · ϕ(y) · δx·y = ϕ(x) · ϕ(y)
ϕ(x · y)︸ ︷︷ ︸
6
1
·εx·y ∈ absconv {εz; z ∈M} = ϕ
Second, we take finite absolutely convex combinations of functionals εx:
α =
k∑
i=1
λi · εxi , β =
l∑
j=1
µj · εyj
 k∑
i=1
|λi| 6 1,
l∑
j=1
|µj | 6 1
 (4.13)
For them we have:
α ∗ β =
k∑
i=1
λi · εxi ∗
l∑
j=1
µj · εyj =
∑
16i6k,16j6l
λi · µj︸ ︷︷ ︸
↑P
16i6k,16j6l |λi · µj |
=
Pk
i=1 |λi| ·
Pl
j=1 |µj |
6
1
· εxi ∗ εyj︸ ︷︷ ︸
∈
ϕ
∈ ϕ︸︷︷︸
absolutely
convex
set
And, third, for arbitrary α, β ∈ ϕ the inclusion α ∗ β ∈ ϕ becomes a corollary of two facts: that func-
tionals (4.13) are dense in the set ϕ = absconv {εx; x ∈M}, and that the convolution ∗ is continuous.
2. We use here formula (2.19):
∆ ∗∆ ⊆ ∆ =⇒ ∀x, y ∈ G ∆♦(x) · δx︸ ︷︷ ︸
∈
∆,
by (2.19)
∗∆♦(y) · δy︸ ︷︷ ︸
∈
∆,
by (2.19)
= ∆♦(x) ·∆♦(y) · δx·y ∈ ∆ =⇒
=⇒ ∆♦(x)·∆♦(y) 6 max{λ > 0 : λ·δx·y ∈ ∆} = (2.19) = ∆♦(x·y) =⇒ ∆♦(x)·∆♦(y) 6 ∆♦(x·y)
Lemma 4.2.
(a) If f : G→ [1;∞) is a semicharacter on G, then its rectangle f is dually submultiplicative.
(b) If D ⊆ O(G) is a dually submultiplicative absolutely convex compacts set, then its outer envelope
D is a semicharacter on G.
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Proof. 1. If f : G → [1;∞)] is a semicharacter, then 1f is an inverse semicharacter, therefore by Lemma
4.1 (a) the rhombus (
1
f
)
= (2.28) = (f)◦
is a submultiplicative neighborhood of zero. This means that f is dually submultiplicative.
2. IfD ⊆ O(G) is a dually submultiplicative absolutely convex compact set, then its polarD◦ ⊆ O⋆(G)
is a submultiplicative neighborhood of zero in O⋆(G), hence by Lemma 4.1 (b) the inner envelope
(D◦)♦ = (2.29) =
1
D
is an inverse semicharacter. Therefore, D must be a semicharacter.
Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 together with formulas ∆ = ∆♦ and D = D for rhombuses and rectangles
give the following
Theorem 4.1.
(a) A rhombus ∆ in O⋆(G) is submultiplicative if and only if its inner envelope ∆♦ is an inverse
semicharacter on G.
(b) A rectangle D in O(G) is dually submultiplicative if and only if its outer envelope D is a semichar-
acter on G.
The following result shows that the submultiplicative rhombuses form a fundamental system among
all submultiplicative closed absolutely convex neighborhood of zero in O⋆(G):
Theorem 4.2.
(a) Every closed absolutely convex neighborhood of zero ∆ in O⋆(G) contains some submultiplicative
rhombus, namely ∆♦.
(b) Every dually submultiplicative absolutely convex compact set D in O(G) is contained in some dually
submultiplicative rectangle, namely in D.
Proof. 1. If ∆ is a closed absolutely convex neighborhood of zero in O⋆(G), then by Lemma 4.1(b), ∆♦
is an inverse semicharacter, hence by Lemma 4.1(a), the rhombus ∆♦ is submultiplicative.
2. If D is a dually submultiplicative absolutely convex compact set in O(G), then its polar D◦
is a closed absolutely convex submultiplicative neighborhood of zero in O⋆(G), and by what we have
already proved (D◦)♦ is a submultiplicative rhombus. I.e. the set (D)◦ = (D◦)♦ is submultiplicative.
Therefore the rectangle D is dually submultiplicative.
In accordance with the definitions of § 2, we call a function f on G an enveloping semicharacter, if it
is an outer envelope and at the same time a semicharacter on G.
Theorem 4.3. If G is a compactly generated Stein group, then the systems of all semicharacters, all
enveloping semicharacters and all dual submultiplicative rectangles in G contain countable cofinal subsys-
tems:
– there exists a sequence hN of semicharacters on G such that every semicharacter g is majorized by
some semicharacter hN :
g(x) 6 hN (x), x ∈ G
– there exists a sequence fN of enveloping semicharacters on G such that every enveloping semichar-
acter g is majorized by some semicharacter fN :
g(x) 6 fN(x), x ∈ G
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– there exists a sequence EN of dually submupltiplicative rectangles in G such that every dually sub-
multiplicative rectangle D in G is contained in some EN :
D ⊆ EN
Proof. This follows from Proposition 4.2: the semicharacters hN , N ∈ N, defined in (4.10), are the
sequence we look for. The sequences EN and fN are defined as follows:
EN = {u ∈ O(G) : max
x∈Kn
|u(x)| 6 Nn} = (hN ) (4.14)
fN = (EN )
 = (hN )
 (4.15)
(EN are dually submultiplicative rectangles by Lemma 4.2(a), and fN are enveloping semicharacters by
Lemma 4.2(b)).
If now D is a dually submultiplicative rectangle, then by Lemma 4.2(b), its outer envelope D is a
semicharacter, hence by Proposition 4.2, there is N ∈ N such that
D 6 hN
This means that D is contained in some EN :
D = (D) ⊆ (hN ) = EN
This in its turn implies that
D 6 (EN )
 = fN ,
– so every enveloping semicharacter (always being of the form D by Theorem 4.1) is majorized by some
fN .
(c) Holomorphic functions of exponential type
Algebra Oexp(G) of holomorphic functions of exponential type. A holomorphic function u ∈
O(G) on a compactly generated Stein group G we call a function of exponential type, if it is bounded by
some semicharacter:
|u(x)| 6 f(x), x ∈ G
(
f(x · y) 6 f(x) · f(y)
)
The set of all holomorphic functions of exponential type on G is denoted by Oexp(G). It is a subspace
in O(G) and, by Theorem 4.2, Oexp(G) can be considered as the union of all dually submultiplicative
rectangles in O(G):
Oexp(G) =
⋃
D is a dually
submultiplicative
rectangle in O(G)
D =
⋃
f is a semicharacter in G
f
or, what is the same, the union of all subspaces of the form CD, where D is a dually submultiplicative
rectangle in O(G):
Oexp(G) =
⋃
D is a dually
submultiplicative
rectangle in O(G)
CD (4.16)
This equality allows to endow Oexp(G) with the natural topology – the topology of injective (locally
convex) limit of Smith spaces CD:
Oexp(G) = lim
→
D is a dually
submultiplicative
rectangle in O(G)
CD (4.17)
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From Theorem 4.3 it follows that in this limit the system of all dually submultiplicative rectangles can
be repalced by some countable subsystem:
Oexp(G) = lim
−→
N→∞
CEN (4.18)
Together with Theorem 0.6 this gives the following fact.
Theorem 4.4. The space Oexp(G) of the functions of exponential growth on a compactly generated Stein
group G is a Brauner space.
Corollary 4.2. If G is a compactly generated Stein group, then every bounded set D in Oexp(G) is
contained in some rectangle of the form f, where f is some semicharacter on G:
D ⊆ f
Proof. By Proposition 0.1, D is contained in one of the compact sets EN . This set, being a dually
submultiplicative rectangle, by Theorem 4.1 has the form fN for some semicharacter fN , namely for
fN = E

N .
Theorem 4.5. The space Oexp(G) of the functions of exponential growth on a compactly generated Stein
group G is a projective stereotype algebra with respect to usual pointwise multiplication of functions.
Proof. Note that if two functions u, v ∈ O(G) are bounded by semicharacters f and g, then their multi-
plication u · v is bounded by the semicharacter f · g:
u ∈ f, v ∈ g =⇒ u · v ∈ (f · g)
In other words, the multiplication (u, v) 7→ u ·v in the space O(G) turns any compact of the form f× g
(where f and g are semicharacters) into the rectangle (f · g).
(u, v) ∈ f × g 7→ u · v ∈ (f · g)
Since this operation is continuous in O(G), it turns f× g into (f · g) continuously. On the other hand,
(f ·g), being a dually submultiplicative rectangle, is continuously included into the space Oexp(G). Thus
we obtain a continuous mapping
(u, v) ∈ f × g 7→ u · v ∈ Oexp(G)
If now D and E are arbitrary compact sets in the Brauner space Oexp(G), then by Corollary 4.2, they
are contained in some compact sets of the form f and g, where f and g are semicharacters. Hence,
D × E ⊆ f × f
From this we can conclude that the operation of multiplication is continuous from D × E into Oexp(G):
(u, v) ∈ D × E ⊆ f × g 7→ u · v ∈ Oexp(G)
This is true for arbitrary compact sets D and E in Oexp(G). So we can apply [1, Theorem 5.24]: since
Oexp(G), being a Brauner space, is co-complete (i.e. its stereotype dual space is complete), by [1, Theorem
2.4] it is saturated. This implies that any bilinear form on Oexp(G), if continuous on compact sets of
the form D × E, will be continuous Oexp(G) in the sense of definition [1, § 5.6]. Being applied to the
operation (u, v) 7→ u · v this means that the multiplication is continuous in the sense of conditions of
Proposition 1.1. Hence, Oexp(G) is a projective stereotype algebra.
Let us note the following obvious fact:
Theorem 4.6. If H is a closed subgroup in a Stein group G, then the restriction of any holomorphic
function of exponential type on G to H is a holomorphic function of exponential type:
u ∈ Oexp(G) =⇒ u|H ∈ Oexp(H) (4.19)
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Algebra O⋆exp(G) of exponential analytic functionals. We shall call the elements of the dual stereo-
type space O⋆exp(G), i.e. linear continuous functionals on Oexp(G) exponential analytic functionals on the
group G. The space O⋆exp(G) is called the space of exponential analytic functionals on G.
From Theorem 4.4 we have
Theorem 4.7. The space Oexp(G) of exponential functionals on a compactly generated Stein group G is
a Fre´chet space.
Theorem 4.8. The space O⋆exp(G) of exponential functionals on a compactly generated Stein group G
is a projective stereotype algebra with respect to usual convolution of functionals defined by Formulas
(3.10)-(3.14):
(α, β) 7→ α ∗ β
Proof. 1. Take a function u ∈ Oexp(G) and note that for any point s ∈ G its shift u · s (defined by (3.10))
is again a function from Oexp(G):
∀s ∈ G ∀u ∈ Oexp(G) u · s ∈ Oexp(G)
Indeed, if we take a semicharacter f majorizing u, we obtain:
∀t ∈ G |(u · s)(t)| = |u(s · t)| 6 f(s · t) 6 f(s) · f(t)
i.e.,
u ∈ f =⇒ u · s ∈ f(s) · f (4.20)
2. Let us denote the mapping s 7→ u · s by û,
û : G→ Oexp(G)
∣∣∣ û(s) := u · s, s ∈ G
and show that it is continuous. Let si be a sequence of points in G, tending to a point s:
si
G−→
i→∞
s
Then the sequence of holomorphic functions û(si) ∈ O(G) tends to the holomorphic function û(s) ∈ O(G)
uniformly on every compact set K ⊆ G, i.e. in the space O(G):
û(si)
O(G)−→
i→∞
û(s)
At the same time, from (4.20) it follows that all those functions are bounded by the semicharacter C · f ,
where C = max{supi f(si), f(s)} (this value is finite since the sequence si with its limit s forms a compact
set), so it lies in the rectangle generated by the semicharacter C · f :
û(si) = u · si ∈ C · f, û(s) = u · s ∈ C · f
In other words, û(si) tends to û(s) in the compact set C · f
û(si) = u · si C·f

−→
i→∞
u · s = û(s)
Hence, û(si) tends to û(s) in the space Oexp(G):
û(si)
Oexp(G)−→
i→∞
û(s)
3. The continuity of the mapping û : G → Oexp(G) implies that for any functional β ∈ O⋆exp(G)
the function β ◦ û : G → C is holomorphic. We can use the Morera theorem to prove this: consider a
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closed oriented hypersurface Γ in G with a sufficiently small diameter so that integral over Γ of every
holomorphic function vanishes, and show that the integral of β ◦ û also vanishes:∫
Γ
(β ◦ û)(s) d s = 0 (4.21)
Indeed, take a net of functionals {βi; i→∞} ⊂ O⋆exp(G) approximating β in O⋆exp(G), and having a form
of linear combinations of delta-functionals:
βi =
∑
k
λki · δa
k
i , βi
O⋆exp(G)−→
i→∞
β
Then we obtain the following: since û : G→ Oexp(G) is continuous,
β ◦ û C(G)←−
∞←i
βi ◦ û
From this it follows that for any Radon measure α ∈ C(G)
α(β ◦ û) ←−
∞←i
α(βi ◦ û)
In particular for the functional of integration over the hypersurface Γ we have∫
Γ
(β ◦ û)(s) d s ←−
∞←i
∫
Γ
(βi ◦ û)(s) d s =
∫
Γ
(∑
k
λki · δa
k
i ◦ û
)
(s) d s =
=
∑
k
λki ·
∫
Γ
(
δa
k
i ◦ û
)
(s) d s =
∑
k
λki ·
∫
Γ
δa
k
i (û(s)) d s =
=
∑
k
λki ·
∫
Γ
û(s)(aki ) d s =
∑
k
λki ·
∫
Γ
u(s · aki ) d s︸ ︷︷ ︸
‖
0,
since u is holomorphic
= 0
So indeed (4.21) is true.
4. We have showed that for any functional β ∈ O⋆exp(G) the function β ◦ û : G → C is holomorphic.
Let us show now that this function is of exponential type:
∀u ∈ Oexp(G) ∀β ∈ O⋆exp(G) β ◦ û ∈ Oexp(G) (4.22)
Indeed, since the functional β ∈ O⋆exp(G) is bounded on the compact set f ⊆ Oexp(G), it is a bounded
functional on the Banach representation of the Smith space Cf, i.e. the following inequality holds:
∀v ∈ Cf |β(v)| 6M · ‖v‖
f
(4.23)
where
M = ‖β‖
(f)◦
:= max
v∈f
|β(v)|, ‖v‖
f
:= inf{λ > 0 : v ∈ λ · f}
Now from formula (4.20) we have
∀s ∈ G u · s ∈ f(s) · f =⇒ ‖u · s‖f := inf{λ > 0 : u · s ∈ λ · f} 6 f(s) =⇒
=⇒ |(β ◦ û)(s)| = |β(u · s)| 6M · ‖u · s‖
f
6M · f(s)
So the function β ◦ û is bounded by the semicharacter M · f = ‖β‖
(f)◦
· f :
u ∈ f =⇒ β ◦ û ∈ ‖β‖
(f)◦
· f (4.24)
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5. Now let us note that
(β ◦ û)(s) = β(u · s) = (3.13) = (u ∗ β˜)(s), s ∈ G
In other words, we proved that the function u ∗ β˜ = β ◦ û belongs to the space Oexp(G), so for any
functional α ∈ O⋆exp(G) the convolution
α ∗ β(u) = (3.14) = α(u ∗ β˜)
is defined. It remains to verify that the operation (α, β) 7→ α∗β is a continuous bilinear form, i.e. satisfies
the conditions (i) and (ii) of Proposition 1.1.
Let αi be a net tending to zero in Oexp(G), and B a compact set in O⋆exp(G). Let us consider an
arbitrary compact set D in Oexp(G). By Corollary 4.2, it must be contained in a rectangle f, where f
is a semicharacter:
D ⊆ f
On the other hand, on the Smith space Cf the norms of functionals β ∈ B are bounded:
sup
β∈B
‖v‖
f
=M <∞
So by virtue of (4.24) we obtain that
∀u ∈ D ∀β ∈ B u ∗ β˜ = β ◦ û ∈ ‖β‖
(f)◦
· f ⊆M · f
Thus the set {u ∗ β˜; u ∈ D, β ∈ B} is contained in the compact set M · f in the space O⋆exp(G). Hence,
the net of functionals αi tends to zero uniformly on this set:
(αi ∗ β)(u) = αi(u ∗ β˜)
C
⇒
i→∞
0
(
u ∈ D, β ∈ B
)
This is true for any compact set D, so the net αi ∗ β tends to zero in the space O⋆exp(G) uniformly by
β ∈ B:
αi ∗ β
O⋆exp(G)
⇒
i→∞
0
(
β ∈ B
)
We can omit the case of the inverse sequence of multipliers due to the identity
α˜ ∗ β = β˜ ∗ α˜
(d) Examples.
Finite groups. As we have noted in § 3(a), every finite group G, considered as a zero-dimensional
complex manifold, is a linear complex Lie group on which every function is holomorphic. On the other
hand, every function u : G → C is bounded (since its set of values is finite), so u must be a function of
exponential type. Thus, algebras Oexp(G) and O(G) in this case coincide with each other and are equal
to the algebra CG of all functions on G (with the pointwise algebraic operations and the topology of
pointwise convergence):
Oexp(G) = O(G) = CG
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Groups Cn. For the case of complex plane C our definition, certainly, coincide with the classical one –
functions of exponential type on C are entire functions u ∈ O(C) growing not faster than the exponential:
∃A > 0 : |u(x)| 6 A|x| (x ∈ C).
According to the classical theorems on the growth of entire functions [22, 33], this is equivalent to the
condition that the derivatives of u in a fixed point, say in zero, grow not faster than the exponential:
∃B > 0 : |u(k)(0)| 6 Bk (k ∈ N).
The same is true for several variables: functions of exponential type on Cn according to our definition
will be exactly the functions u ∈ O(Cn) satisfying the condition
∃A > 0 : |u(x)| 6 A|x| (x ∈ Cn), (4.25)
which turns out to be equivalent to the condition
∃B > 0 : |u(k)(0)| 6 B|k| (k ∈ Nn), (4.26)
where the factorial k! and the modulus |k| of a multiindex k = (k1, ..., kn) ∈ Nn are defined by the
equalities
k! := k1 · ... · kn, |k| := k1 + ...+ kn
The equivalence of (4.25) to our definition follows from Proposition 4.2, and the equivalence between
(4.25) and (4.26) is proved similarly with the case of one variable: the implication (4.26) ⇒ (4.25) is
obvious, and the inverse implication (4.25) ⇒ (4.26) is a corollary of the Cauchy inequalities (see [34])
for the coefficients ck =
u(k)(0)
k! of the Taylor series for the function u:
∀R > 0 |ck| 6
max
|x|6R
|u(x)|
R|k|
6 (4.25) 6
AR
R|k|
⇓
|ck| 6 min
R>0
AR
R|k|
=
AR
R|k|
∣∣∣∣∣
R= |k|logA
=
A
|k|
logA
|k||k| · (logA)
|k| =
1
|k||k| ·B
|k|, B = A
1
logA · logA
⇓
|u(k)(0)| = k! · |ck| 6 k!|k||k| ·B
|k| 6 B|k|
Groups GLn(C). On the group GLn(C) the functions of exponential type are exactly polynomials, i.e.
the functions of the form
u(x) =
P (x)
(det x)m
, x ∈ GLn(C), m ∈ Z+ (4.27)
where P is a usual polynomial on matrix elements of the matrix x, and detx is its determinant. Thus,
the equality holds:
Oexp(GLn(C)) = R(GLn(C)) (4.28)
Proof. 1. First, let us prove the inclusion R(GLn(C)) ⊆ Oexp(GLn(C)). Note for this that every matrix
element
x 7→ xk,l
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is a function of exponential type, since it is bounded by, for instance the first of the matrix norms in
(4.5):
|xk,l| 6
n∑
i,j=1
|xi,j | = ||x||
As a corollary, every polynomial x 7→ P (x) of matrix elements is also a function of exponential type (since
functions of exponential type form an algebra).
Further, every power of the determinant, x 7→ (detx)−m, is multiplicative
(det(x · y))−m = (detx)−m · (det y)−m
so its absolute value is also multiplicative:∣∣(det(x · y))−m∣∣ = ∣∣(detx)−m∣∣ · ∣∣(det y)−m∣∣
Therefore, the function x 7→ |(detx)−m| is a semicharacter on GLn(C), and x 7→ (detx)−m a function of
exponential type on GLn(C).
Now, if we multiply two functions of exponential type x 7→ P (x) and x 7→ (det x)−m, we obtain a
function of exponential type x 7→ P (x)/(detx)m.
2. Let us prove the inverse inclusion: Oexp(GLn(C)) ⊆ R(GLn(C)). If u is a holomorphic function of
exponential type on GLn(C), then by Proposition 4.1, it must be bounded by some semicharacter of the
form (4.6). In particular, for some C > 1 and N ∈ N
|u(x)| 6 C ·max{||x||; ||x−1||}N , ||x|| =
n∑
i,j=1
|xi,j | (4.29)
The elements of the inverse matrix x−1 are obtained from x as complementary minors, divided by the
determinant, so we can treat them as polynomials (of degree n − 1) of xi,j and (det x)−1. This means
that one can estimate the righthand side of (4.29) by a polynomial (of degree N(n − 1)) of |xi,j | and
| detx|−1 with nonnegative coefficients:
|u(x)| 6 C ·max{||x||; ||x−1||}N 6 C · P
(
{|xi,j |}16i,j6n, | detx|−1
)
Hence if we multiply u by (det x)N(n−1), we obtain a holomorphic function on GLn(C) bounded by a
polynomial of |xi,j |: ∣∣∣u(x) · (detx)N(n−1)∣∣∣ 6 C ·Q({|xi,j |}16i,j6n)
Such a function is locally bounded in the points of the analytical set detx = 0, so by the Riemann
extension theorem (see [34]), it can be extended to a holomorphic function to the manifold Mn(C) (of
all complex matrices). Therefore, we can consider u(x) · (detx)N(n−1) as a holomorphic function on
Mn(C) = C
n2 . Since it has a polynomial growth, it must be a polynomial q of matrix elements xi,j :
u(x) · (det x)N(n−1) = q(x)
Hence
u(x) =
q(x)
(detx)N(n−1)
,
i.e. u ∈ R(GLn(C)).
Corollary 4.3. On the complex circle C× the functions of exponential type are exactly the Laurent
polynomials:
u(t) =
∑
|n|6N
un · tn, N ∈ N
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(e) Injection ♭G : Oexp(G)→ O(G)
We need to denote the injection of Oexp(G) into O(G) by some symbol. Let us use for this the symbol
♭G:
♭G : Oexp(G)→ O(G) (4.30)
This mapping is always injective, a homomorphism of algebras, and by definition of topology in Oexp(G),
always continuous. Below in Theorem 4.9 we shall see that if G is a linear group, then ♭G has dense
image in O(G).
From equality (4.28) and Theorem 4.6 it follows that if G is an arbitrary linear group (with a given rep-
resentation as a closed subgroup in GLn(C)), then every function G that can be extended to a polynomial
on GLn(C), is a function of exponential type. Thus, we have the following chain of inclusions:
R(G) ⊆ Oexp(G) ⊆ O(G) (4.31)
(here R(G) denotes the functions that can be extended to polynomials on GLn(C) – we need this speci-
fication since G is not necessarily an algebraic group).
Theorem 4.9. If G is a linear complex group, then the algebra Oexp(G) of holomorphic functions of
exponential type on G is dense in the algebra O(G) of all holomorphic functions on G.
Proof. Let ϕ : G→ GLn(C) be a holomorphic embedding as a closed subgroup. By one of the corollaries
from the Cartan theorem [38, 11.5.2], every holomorphic function v ∈ O(G) can be extended to a
holomorphic function u ∈ O(GLn(C)). Let us approximate u uniformly on compact set by polynomials
ui ∈ R(GLn(C)). By (4.28), all polynomials ui are functions of exponential type on GLn(C), hence
their restrictions ui|G are functions of exponential type on G. Thus, v is approximated by functions of
exponential type ui|G uniformly on compact sets in G.
(f) Nuclearity of the spaces Oexp(G) and O⋆exp(G)
Theorem 4.10. For any compactly generated Stein group G the space Oexp(G) is a nuclear Brauner
space, and its dual space O⋆exp(G) a nuclear Fre´chet space.
We premise the proof of this fact by two lemmas. The first of them is true for arbitrary complex
manifold and is proved by the same technique that is applied for the proof of nuclearity of O(C) (see [25,
6.4.2]):
Lemma 4.3. If M is a complex manifold, and K and L are two compact sets in M , such that K is
strictly contained in L,
K ⊆ IntL
then there exists a constant C > 0 and a probability measure µ on L such that for any u ∈ O(G) we have
|u|K 6 C ·
∫
L
|α(u)| µ(dα) (4.32)
As a corollary, the operator u|L 7→ u|K of restriction is absolutely summing, and its quasinorm of absolute
summing is not greater than C: for any u1, ..., ul ∈ O(M)
l∑
i=1
|ui|K 6 C ·
∫
L
l∑
i=1
|α(ui)| µ(dα) 6 C · sup
α∈absconv(δL)
l∑
i=1
|α(ui)|
Remark 4.1. Here absconv
(
δL
)
means the universal compact set in the Smith space C⋆(L) dual to
the Banach space C(L) of continuous functions on L, or what is the same, the unit ball in the Banach
space M(L) of Radon measures on L. We use this notation, because it is convenient to denote by
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δL = {δx; x ∈ L} the set of all delta-functionals on C(L) – then the polar B◦ of the unit ball B in C(L)
coincides with the absolutely convex hull of δL:
B◦ = absconv
(
δL
)
= {α ∈M(L) : ||α|| 6 1}
(the closure with respect to topology of C⋆(L)).
Lemma 4.4. For any generating compact neighborhood of identity K in G
G =
∞⋃
n=1
Kn
there are constants C > 0, λ > 0 such that for any l ∈ N and for arbitrary u1, ..., ul ∈ O(G), n ∈ N the
following inequality holds:
l∑
i=1
|ui|Kn 6 C · λn−1 · sup
α∈absconv(δK2n+1)
l∑
i=1
|α(ui)| (4.33)
Proof. 1. The set U = IntK is an open neighborhood of identity in G, so the system of shifts {x ·U ; x ∈
K2} is an open covering of the compact set K2. Let us choose a finite subcovering, i.e. a finite set
F ⊆ K2 such that
K2 ⊆
⋃
x∈F
x · U = F · U
Then we obtain:
Kn ⊆ Fn−1 ·K ⊆ Fn−1 ·K2 ⊆ K2n+1, n ∈ N (4.34)
Here is the proof: first we should note that
F ⊆ K2 =⇒ Fn ⊆ K2n, n ∈ N
After that in the sequence (4.34) it is sufficient to check only the first inclusion:
Kn ⊆ Fn−1 ·K, n ∈ N (4.35)
This is done by the induction: for n = 2 we have
K2 ⊆ F · U ⊆ F ·K
and, if (4.35) is true for some n, then for n+ 1 we have:
Kn+1 = Kn ·K ⊆ Fn−1 ·K ·K ⊆ Fn−1 ·K2 ⊆ Fn−1 · F ·K = Fn ·K
2. Since the compact set K2 strictly contains K, by Lemma 4.3 there are C, µ such that
|u|K 6 C ·
∫
K2
|α(u)|µ(dα) (4.36)
Under the shift by an element x ∈ G this inequality takes form
|u|x·K 6 C ·
∫
x·K2
|α(u)|(x · µ)(dα) (4.37)
where x · µ is a shift of the measure µ:
(x · µ)(u) = µ(u · x), (u · x)(t) = u(x · t)
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This implies that if E is an arbitrary finite set in G, then the sum
ν =
1
cardE
∑
x∈E
x · µ
is a probability measure on the set E ·K2, with the property
|u|E·K 6
∑
x∈E
|u|x·K 6 C ·
∑
x∈E
∫
x·K2
|α(u)|(x · µ)(dα) =
= C ·
∑
x∈E
∫
E·K2
|α(u)|(x · µ)(dα) = C ·
∫
E·K2
|α(u)|
(∑
x∈E
x · µ
)
(dα) =
= C · card(E) ·
∫
E·K2
|α(u)| ν(dα)
From this we deduce that the restriction operator u|E·K2 7→ u|E·K is absolutely summing, and the
quasinorm of absolute summing can be estimated by the constant C · card(E): for all u1, ..., ul ∈ O(G)
l∑
i=1
|ui|E·K 6 C · card(E) ·
∫
E·K2
l∑
i=1
|α(ui)| ν(dα) 6 C · card(E) · sup
α∈absconv(δE·K2)
l∑
i=1
|α(ui)|
Now from formulas (4.34) we have:
l∑
i=1
|ui|Kn 6
l∑
i=1
|ui|Fn−1·K 6 C · card(Fn−1) · sup
α∈absconv(δFn−1·K2)
l∑
i=1
|α(ui)| 6
6 C · card(Fn−1) · sup
α∈absconv(δK2n+1)
l∑
i=1
|α(ui)| 6 C · (card(F ))n−1 · sup
α∈absconv(δK2n+1)
l∑
i=1
|α(ui)|
To obtain (4.33) we can put λ = cardF .
Proof of Theorem 4.10. Consider the sequence of rectangles as in Theorem 4.3:
EN = (fN )

By Theorem 4.3, their union covers the whole space Oexp(G)
Oexp(G) =
∞⋃
N=1
EN
and moreover any dually submultiplicative rectangle D ⊆ O(G) is contained in some rectangle EN :
D ⊆ EN
From this we deduce that in Formulas (4.16) and (4.17) the system of all dually submultiplicative rect-
angles D can be replaced by the system of rectangles EN :
Oexp(G) =
∞⋃
N=1
CEN = lim
→
N→∞
CEN
This means that Oexp(G) is a Brauner space, and O⋆exp(G) a Fre´chet space. To prove that both spaces
are nuclear we can only note that Oexp(G) is conuclear. Consider CEN as Banach spaces with unit balls
EN . By (4.14), the seminorm on CEN is defined by equality
pN (u) = sup
n∈N
1
Nn
|u|Kn
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Its unit ball is the set EN :
EN = {u ∈ O(G) : ∀n ∈ N |u|Kn 6 Nn} =
{
u ∈ O(G) : ∀n ∈ N 1
Nn
|u|Kn 6 1
}
=
=
{
u ∈ O(G) : pN (u) = sup
n∈N
1
Nn
|u|Kn 6 1
}
To prove that the space Oexp(G) = lim
→
N→∞
CEN is conuclear, we need to verify that for any N ∈ N there
exists M ∈ N, M > N , such that the inclusion mapping CEN → CEM is absolutely summing, i.e. such
that for some constant L > 0, for any l ∈ N and for all u1, ..., ul ∈ CEN we have:
l∑
i=1
pM (ui) 6 L · sup
α∈(EN )◦
l∑
i=1
|α(ui)| (4.38)
This is proved as follows. First we need to note that for all n,N ∈ N the following inclusion holds
EN = {u ∈ O(G) : ∀n ∈ N |u|Kn 6 Nn} ⊆ {u ∈ O(G) : |u|Kn 6 Nn} = Nn · ◦δK
n
(4.39)
It implies following chain:
EN ⊆ Nn · ◦
(
δK
n
)
⇓
(EN )
◦ ⊇ (Nn · ◦
(
δK
n
)
)◦ =
1
Nn
· (◦
(
δK
n
)
)◦ =
1
Nn
· absconv(δKn)
⇓
absconv(δK
n
) ⊆ Nn · (EN )◦
⇓
absconv(δK
2n+1
) ⊆ N2n+1 · (EN )◦
⇓
l∑
i=1
|ui|Kn 6 (4.33) 6 C · λn−1 · sup
α∈absconv(δK2n+1)
l∑
i=1
|α(ui)| 6 C · λn−1 · sup
α∈N2n+1·(EN )◦
l∑
i=1
|α(ui)| =
= C · λn−1 · sup
β∈(EN)◦
l∑
i=1
|N2n+1 · β(ui)| = C · λn−1 ·N2n+1 · sup
β∈(EN)◦
l∑
i=1
|β(ui)|
⇓
∀M > 0
l∑
i=1
1
Mn
|ui|Kn 6 C · λ
n−1 ·N2n+1
Mn
· sup
β∈(EN)◦
l∑
i=1
|β(ui)|
⇓
l∑
i=1
pM (ui) =
l∑
i=1
sup
n∈N
1
Mn
|ui|Kn 6
l∑
i=1
(
∞∑
n=1
1
Mn
|ui|Kn
)
=
∞∑
n=1
(
l∑
i=1
1
Mn
|ui|Kn
)
6
6
∞∑
n=1
(
C · λ
n−1 ·N2n+1
Mn
· sup
β∈(EN)◦
l∑
i=1
|β(ui)|
)
= C ·
(
∞∑
n=1
λn−1 ·N2n+1
Mn
)
· sup
β∈(EN)◦
l∑
i=1
|β(ui)|
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If we now choose M ∈ N sufficiently large such that
C ·
∞∑
n=1
λn−1 ·N2n+1
Mn
6 1
then the constant L in (4.38) can be chosen as 1:
l∑
i=1
pM (ui) 6 C ·
∞∑
n=1
λn−1 ·N2n+1
Mn︸ ︷︷ ︸
6
1
· sup
β∈(EN )◦
l∑
i=1
|β(ui)|
(g) Holomorphic mappings of exponential type and tensor products of the
spaces Oexp(G) and O⋆exp(G)
Theorem 4.11. Let G and H be two compactly generated Stein groups. The formula
ρG,H(u⊡ v) = u⊙ v, u ∈ Oexp(G), v ∈ Oexp(H) (4.40)
(where u⊡ v is the function from (1.24)) defines a linear continuous mapping
ρG,H : Oexp(G×H)→ Oexp(G)⊘O⋆exp(H) = Oexp(G) ⊙Oexp(H),
This mapping is an isomorphism of stereotype spaces and is natural by G and H, i.e. is an isomorphism
of bifunctors from the category SG of Stein groups into the category Ste of stereotype spaces:(
(G;H) 7→ O(G ×H)
)
֌
(
(G;H) 7→ O(G) ⊙O(H)
)
Equivalently this mapping is defined by formula
ρG,H(w)(β) = β ◦ ŵ, w ∈ Oexp(G×H), β ∈ O⋆exp(H) (4.41)
where
ŵ : G→ Oexp(H)
∣∣∣ ŵ(s)(t) = w(s, t), s ∈ G, t ∈ H (4.42)
Corollary 4.4. The following isomorphisms of functors hold:
Oexp(G×H) ∼= Oexp(G)⊙Oexp(H) ∼= Oexp(G) ⊛Oexp(H) (4.43)
O⋆exp(G×H) ∼= O⋆exp(G)⊙O⋆exp(H) ∼= O⋆exp(G) ⊛O⋆exp(H) (4.44)
To prove Theorem 4.11 we have to recall the notion of injective tensor product A ⊙B of sets A and
B in stereotype spaces X and Y . According to notations [1, (7.27)], A⊙B is defined as a subset in the
space X⊙Y = X⊘Y ⋆ of operators ϕ : Y ⋆ → X containing only those operators satisfying the condition
ϕ(B◦) ⊆ A. That is the sense of the following formula we use in Lemma 4.5 below:
A⊙B = A⊘B◦.
Lemma 4.5. If g : G → R+ and h : H → R+ are two semicharacters on G and H, then g ⊡ h is a
semicharacter on G × H, and the mapping ρG,H defined in (4.41)-(4.42) is a homeomorphism between
compact sets (g ⊡ h) ⊆ Oexp(G×H) and g ⊙ h ⊆ Oexp(G)⊙Oexp(H):
(g ⊡ h) ∼= g ⊙ h (4.45)
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Proof. Here at the beginning we use reasonings similar to those we used in the proof of Theorem 4.8.
1. Note first that for any function w ∈ (g⊡ h) ⊆ Oexp(G×H) Formula (4.42) defines some mapping
ŵ : G→ Oexp(H)
Indeed, since w is holomorphic on G×H , it is holomorphic with respect to each of two variables, so when
s ∈ G is fixed, then the function ŵ(s) : H → C is also holomorphic. At the same time it is bounded by
the semicharacter g(s) · h:
∀s ∈ G ŵ(s) ∈ g(s) · h (4.46)
since
w ∈ (g ⊡ h) =⇒ |ŵ(s)(t)| = |w(s, t)| 6 g(s) · h(t) =⇒ ŵ(s) ∈ g(s) · h
Thus, ŵ(s) is always a holomorphic function of exponential type on H , i.e. ŵ((s) ∈ Oexp(H)
2. Let us show that the mapping ŵ : G → Oexp(H) is continuous. Let si be a sequence of points in
G tending to a point s:
si
G−→
i→∞
s
Then the sequence of holomorphic functions ŵ(si) ∈ O(H) tends to the holomorphic function ŵ(s) ∈
O(H) uniformly on each compact set K ⊆ H , i.e. in the space O(H):
ŵ(si)
O(H)−→
i→∞
ŵ(s)
On the other hand, all functions are bounded by the semicharacter C ·h, where C = max{supi g(si), g(s)}
is a finite number, since the sequence si converges and together with its limit is a compact set:
|ŵ(si)(t)| 6 g(si) · h(t) 6 C · h(t)
Thus, the functions ŵ(si) and ŵ(s) lie in a rectangle generated by the semicharacter C · h:
{ŵ(si); ŵ(s)} ⊆ (C · h)
In other words, ŵ(si) tends to ŵ(s) on the compact set (C · h)
ŵ(si)
(C·h)−→
i→∞
ŵ(s)
so ŵ(si) tends to ŵ(s) in the space Oexp(H):
ŵ(si)
Oexp(H)−→
i→∞
ŵ(s)
3. From continuity of the mapping ŵ : G → Oexp(H) it follows that for any functional β ∈ O⋆exp(H)
the function β ◦ ŵ : G → C is holomorphic. To prove this one can use the Morera theorem: consider a
closed oriented hypersurface Γ in G of dimension n = dimG with a sufficiently little diameter and show
that ∫
Γ
(β ◦ ŵ)(s) d s = 0 (4.47)
Indeed, take a net of functionals {βi; i → ∞} ⊂ O⋆exp(H) which are linear combinations of delta-
functionals, and approximate β in O⋆exp(H):
βi =
∑
k
λki · δa
k
i , βi
O⋆exp(H)−→
i→∞
β
Then we obtain the following. Since ŵ : G→ Oexp(H) is continuous, we have
β ◦ ŵ C(G)←−
∞←i
βi ◦ ŵ
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This implies that for any Radon measure α ∈ C(G)
α(β ◦ ŵ) ←−
∞←i
α(βi ◦ ŵ)
In particular, for the functional of integrating by our hypersurface Γ we obtain
∫
Γ
(β ◦ ŵ)(s) d s ←−
∞←i
∫
Γ
(βi ◦ ŵ)(s) d s =
∫
Γ
(∑
k
λki · δa
k
i ◦ ŵ
)
(s) d s =
=
∑
k
λki ·
∫
Γ
(
δa
k
i ◦ ŵ
)
(s) d s =
∑
k
λki ·
∫
Γ
δa
k
i (ŵ(s)) d s =
=
∑
k
λki ·
∫
Γ
ŵ(s)(aki ) d s =
∑
k
λki ·
∫
Γ
w(s, aki ) d s︸ ︷︷ ︸
‖
0,
since w is holomorphic
with respect to the first variable
= 0
I.e., indeed (4.47) is true.
4. We understood that for any functional β ∈ O⋆exp(H) the function β ◦ ŵ : G → C is holomorphic.
Let us show now that it is of exponential type:
∀w ∈ Oexp(G×H) ∀β ∈ O⋆exp(H) β ◦ ŵ ∈ Oexp(G) (4.48)
Indeed, since the functional β ∈ O⋆exp(H) is bounded on the compact set h ⊆ Oexp(H), it must be a
bounded functional on the Banach representation of the Smith space Ch, i.e.
∀v ∈ Ch |β(v)| 6M · ‖v‖h (4.49)
where
M = ‖β‖(h)◦ := max
v∈h
|β(v)|, ‖v‖h := inf{λ > 0 : v ∈ λ · h}
So from formula (4.46) we have:
ŵ(s) ∈ g(s) · h =⇒ ‖ŵ(s)‖
h
:= inf{λ > 0 : ŵ(s) ∈ λ · h} 6 g(s) =⇒
=⇒ |β(ŵ(s))| 6M · g(s)
I.e. the function β ◦ ŵ is bounded by the semicharacter M · g :
β ◦ ŵ ∈M · g (4.50)
5. We have proved (4.48). Now let us show that for any w ∈ (g ⊡ h) ⊆ Oexp(G×H) the mapping
β ∈ O⋆exp(H) 7→ ρG,H(w)(β) = β ◦ ŵ ∈ Oexp(G) (4.51)
is continuous, i.e.
ρG,H(w) ∈ Oexp(G)⊘O⋆exp(H) (4.52)
This follows from (4.50): if βi is a net tending to zero in O⋆exp(H), then
βi ◦ ŵ ∈Mi · g, Mi = max
v∈h
|βi(v)| −→
i→∞
0
⇓
βi ◦ ŵ g

−→
i→∞
0
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⇓
βi ◦ ŵ Oexp(G)−→
i→∞
0
6. Now we need to verify that
ρG,H(w) ∈ g ⊙ h = g ⊘ (h)◦ ⊆ Oexp(G) ⊘O⋆exp(H) (4.53)
Or, in other words,
ρG,H(w)
(
(h)◦
) ⊆ g
This follows from (4.46):
∀s ∈ G ŵ(s) ∈ g(s) · h
⇓
∀s ∈ G 1
g(s)
ŵ(s) ∈ h
⇓
∀s ∈ G ∀β ∈ (h)◦ 1 >
∣∣∣∣β( 1g(s) ŵ(s)
)∣∣∣∣ = 1g(s) |(β ◦ ŵ)(s)| = 1g(s) |(ρG,H(w)(β))(s)|
⇓
∀s ∈ G ∀β ∈ (h)◦ |ρG,H(w)(β)(s)| 6 g(s)
⇓
∀β ∈ (h)◦ ρG,H(w)(β) ∈ g
⇓
ρG,H(w)
(
(h)◦
) ⊆ g
7. Let us show that the mapping
w ∈ (g ⊡ h) 7→ ρG,H(w) ∈ g ⊙ h (4.54)
is injective. Consider functionals of the form
δs,t : Oexp(G)⊘O⋆exp(H)→ C
∣∣∣ δs,t(ϕ) = ϕ(δt)(s) (4.55)
Now we have: if w 6= 0, then for some s ∈ G, t ∈ H we have w(s, t) 6= 0, so
δs,t(ρG,H(w)) = ρG,H(w)(δ
t)(s) = (δt ◦ ŵ)(s) = δt
(
ŵ(s)
)
= ŵ(s)(t) = w(s, t) 6= 0
thus, ρG,H(w) 6= 0.
8. Similarly it turns out that the mapping
w ∈ (g ⊡ h) 7→ ρG,H(w) ∈ g ⊙ h (4.56)
is surjective: for any ϕ ∈ g ⊙ h = g ⊘ (h)◦ ⊂ Oexp(G)⊘O⋆exp(H) we set
w(s, t) = δs ⊛ δt(ϕ) = ϕ(δt)(s), s ∈ G, t ∈ H
and then, first, w is a holomorphic function on G × H , since it is holomorphic with respect to every
variable: when t ∈ H is fixed, the object ϕ(δt) is an element of the space Oexp(G), i.e. a holomorphic
function (of exponential type) on G, hence w(·, t) is holomorphic with respect to the first variable, and
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when s ∈ G is fixed, the mapping β ∈ O⋆exp(H) 7→ (δs ◦ ϕ)(β) is a continuous functional on the space
O⋆exp(H), i.e. by stereotype duality, an element of the space Oexp(H):
(δs ◦ ϕ)(β) = β(v), v ∈ Oexp(H)
Thus
w(s, t) = ϕ(δt)(s) = (δs ◦ ϕ)(δt) = δt(v) = v(t)
i.e. the function w(s, ·) is holomorphic with respect to the second variable.
Further, turning the chain of item 6 to reverse direction, we obtain:
ϕ ∈ g ⊙ h
⇓
ϕ
(
(h)◦
) ⊆ g
⇓
∀β ∈ (h)◦ ϕ(β) ∈ g
⇓
∀t ∈ H 1
h(t)
δt ∈ (h)◦ =⇒ ϕ
(
1
h(t)
δt
)
∈ g
⇓
∀t ∈ H ϕ(δt) ∈ h(t) · g
⇓
∀s ∈ G ∀t ∈ H |w(s, t)| = |ϕ(δt)(s)| 6 h(t) · g(s) = |(g ⊡ h)(s, t)|
⇓
w ∈ (g ⊡ h)
And finally it remains to note that w is an inverse image of ϕ under the mapping w 7→ ρG,H(w):
∀s, t ρG,H(w)(δt)(s) = (δt ◦ ŵ)(s) = δt(ŵ(s)) = ŵ(s)(t) = w(s, t) = ϕ(δt)(s)
⇓
ρG,H(w) = ϕ
9. Thus, we obtained that the mapping
w ∈ (g ⊡ h) 7→ ρG,H(w) ∈ g ⊙ h (4.57)
is bijective. It remains to show now that it is continuous in both directions. This follows from the fact
that both (g ⊡ h) and g ⊙ h are compact sets. Since functionals δs ⊛ δt separate the points of the
compact set g⊙h, the (Hausdorff) topology they generate on g⊙h coincides with the initial topology
of g ⊙ h: if
δs ⊛ δt(ϕi) −→
i→∞
δs ⊛ δt(ϕ)
for any s ∈ G, t ∈ H , then
ϕi
g⊙h−→
i→∞
ϕ
From this we have that the mapping w 7→ ρG,H(w) is continuous in forward direction:
wi
(g⊡h)−→
i→∞
w
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⇓
∀(s, t) ∈ G×H δs ⊛ δt(ρG,H(wi)) = wi(s, t) −→
i→∞
w(s, t) = δs ⊛ δt(ρG,H(w))
⇓
ρG,H(wi)
g⊙h−→
i→∞
ρG,H(w)
Thus, the operation w 7→ ρG,H(w) is a continuous bijective mapping of the compact set (g⊡ h) into the
compact set g ⊙ h. This means that ρG,H is a homeomorphism between (g ⊡ h) and g ⊙ h.
Proof of Theorem 4.11. Let us note from the very beginning that if f is a semicharacter on G×H , then
the functions
g(s) = f(s, 1H), h(t) = f(1G, t), s ∈ G, t ∈ H
are again semicharacters (as restrictions of f on subgroups), and the function g⊡h is a semicharacter on
G×H , majorizing f :
f 6 g ⊡ h (4.58)
Indeed,
f(s, t) = f((s, 1H) · (1G, t)) 6 f(s, 1H) · f(1G, t) = g(s) · h(t) = (g ⊡ h)(s, t)
From this it follows that every function w ∈ Oexp(G × H) is contained in some compact set of the
form (g ⊡ h) (since w is always contained in compact set of the form f). At the same time the object
ρG,H(w) is an element of the set g
 ⊙ h, i.e. an element of the space Oexp(G)⊘O⋆exp(H).
Thus, Formulas (4.42) and (4.41) correctly define a mapping
w ∈ Oexp(G×H) 7→ ρG,H(w) ∈ Oexp(G)⊘O⋆exp(H) (4.59)
and we only need to check its bijectivity and continuity in both directions.
1. The injectivity of ρG,H follows from its injectivity on compact sets (g ⊡ h)
 (and from the fact
that the compact sets (g ⊡ h) and g ⊙ h are injectively included into the spaces Oexp(G × H) and
Oexp(G) ⊘O⋆exp(H)).
2. The surjectivity of ρG,H follows from the fact that it surjectively maps compact sets (g ⊡ h)
 into
compact sets g⊙h (and from the fact that the compact sets g⊙h cover all the spaceOexp(G)⊘O⋆exp(H)).
3. The continuity follows from the fact that ρG,H continuously maps every compact set (g ⊡ h)
 into
the compact set g⊙h, hence into the space Oexp(G)⊘O⋆exp(H). This means that ρG,H is continuous on
each compact set K in the Brauner space Oexp(G ×H), thus it must be continuous on the whole space
Oexp(G×H).
4. The continuity in reverse direction is proved in the same way: since the inverse mapping continu-
ously turns every compact set g ⊙ h into a compact set (g ⊡ h), it is continuous on each compact set
in the Brauner space Oexp(G) ⊘O⋆exp(H). Thus, it is continuous on the whole space Oexp(G)⊘O⋆exp(H).
5. We have proved that the mapping defined by formulas (4.41) - (4.42) is an isomorphism of the
stereotype spaces: Oexp(G ×H) ∼= Oexp(G) ⊘O⋆exp(H) = Oexp(G) ⊙Oexp(H) (hence the identities (4.43)
hold). Let us show that this mapping satisfies the identity (4.40): if u ∈ Oexp(G), v ∈ Oexp(H), then for
the mapping û⊡ v : G→ Oexp(H) defined by formula (4.42) we have the following logic chain:
û⊡ v(s)(t) = (u ⊡ v)(s, t) = u(s) · v(t)
⇓
û⊡ v(s) = u(s) · v
⇓
∀β ∈ O⋆exp(H) β(û⊡ v(s)) = u(s) · β(v)
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⇓
∀β ∈ O⋆exp(H) ρG,H(u⊡ v)(β) = β ◦ û⊡ v = β(v) · u = (1.2) = (u ⊙ v)(β)
⇓
ρG,H(u⊡ v) = u⊙ v
It remains now to note that since the elements of the form u⊛ v generate a dense subspace in Oexp(G)⊛
Oexp(H), by the proven above nuclearity of the spaces Oexp, the corresponding elements of the form
u ⊙ v must generate a dense subspace in Oexp(G) ⊙ Oexp(H), and elements u ⊡ v a dense subspace in
Oexp(G×H). This implies that the property (4.40) uniquely define the mapping ρG,H .
(h) Structure of Hopf algebras on Oexp(G) and O⋆exp(G)
In § 3(b) we have mentioned the standard trick, allowing to prove that functional algebras of a given
class on groups are Hopf algebras – a sufficient condition for this is a natural isomorphism between the
functional algebra of the Cartesian product of groups × and the corresponding tensor product of their
functional algebras. Theorem 4.11, establishing the natural isomorphism
Oexp(G×H)
ρG,H∼= Oexp(G) ⊙Oexp(H)
allows now to make the same conclusion about algebras Oexp(G):
Theorem 4.12. For any compactly generated Stein group G
– the space Oexp(G) of holomorphic functions of exponential type on G is a nuclear Hopf-Brauner
algebra with respect to the algebraic operations defined by formulas, analogous to (3.3)-(3.7);
– its stereotype dual space O⋆exp(G) is a nuclear Hopf-Fre´chet algebra with respect to dual algebraic
operations.
§ 5 Arens-Michael envelope and holomorphic reflexivity
(a) Submultiplicative seminorms and Arens-Michael algebras
A seminorm p : A → R+ on an algebra A is said to be submultiplicative, if it satisfies the following
condition
p(u · v) 6 p(u) · p(v), u, v ∈ A
This is equivalent to the fact that the unit ball of this seminorm
U = {u ∈ A : p(u) 6 1}
satisfies the condition
U · U ⊆ U
(such sets in A are also said to be submultiplicative like submultiplicative neighborhoods of zero, defined
on page 66).
A topological algebra A is called an Arens-Michael algebra, if it is complete (as a topological vector
space) and satisfies the following equivalent conditions:
(i) the topology of A is generated by a system of submultiplicative seminorms:
(ii) A has a local base of submultiplicative closed absolutely convex neighborhoods of zero.
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Example 5.1. Seminorms (3.20) generating the topology on O(Z) are submultiplicative:
||u||N =
∑
|n|6N
|u(n)|, N ∈ N,
hence O(Z) is an Arens-Michael algebra.
Proof. Indeed,
‖u · v‖N =
∑
|n|6N
|(u·v)(n)| = (3.19) =
∑
|n|6N
|u(n)·v(n)| 6
 ∑
|n|6N
|u(n)|
·
 ∑
|n|6N
|v(n)|
 = ‖u‖N ·‖v‖N
Example 5.2. Seminorms (3.47) generating the topology on O(C×), are submultiplicative:
||u||C =
∑
n∈Z
|un| · C|n|, C > 1,
hence O(C×) is an Arens-Michael algebra.
Proof. Indeed,
||u · v||C =
∑
n∈Z
|(u · v)n| · C|n| = (3.46) =
∑
n∈Z
∣∣∣∣∣∑
i∈Z
ui · vn−i
∣∣∣∣∣ · C|n| 6
6
∑
n∈Z
∑
i∈Z
|ui| · |vn−i| · C|i| · C|n−i| =
(∑
k∈Z
|uk| · C|k|
)
·
(∑
l∈Z
|ul| · C|l|
)
= ||u||C · ||v||C
Example 5.3. Seminorms (3.72), generating the topology on O(C), are submultiplicative:
||u||C =
∞∑
n=0
|un| · Cn, C > 0,
hence O(C) is an Arens-Michael algebra.
Proof. Indeed,
||u · v||C =
∞∑
n=0
|(u · v)n| · Cn = (3.71) =
∞∑
n=0
∣∣∣∣∣
n∑
i=0
ui · vn−i
∣∣∣∣∣ · Cn 6
∞∑
n=0
n∑
i=0
|ui| · |vn−i| · Cn =
=
(∑
k∈N
|uk| · Ck
)
·
(
∞∑
l=0
|ul| · Cl
)
= ||u||C · ||v||C
Of the following three propositions the first two are evident, and the third one follows from the
A. Yu. Pirkovskii theorem 5.1 which we formulate below in this section:
Proposition 5.1. The algebra O(M) of holomorphic functions on any complex manifold M is an Arens-
Michael algebra.
Proposition 5.2. The algebra O⋆exp(G) of exponential functionals on every Stein group is an Arens-
Michael algebra.
Proposition 5.3. The algebra R(M) of polynomials on a complex affine algebraic manifold M , endowed
with the strongest locally convex topology, is an Arens-Michael algebra if an only if the manifold M is
finite.
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(b) Arens-Michael envelopes
The Arens-Michael envelope of a topological algebra A is a (continuous) homomorphism π : A→ B of A
into an Arens-Michael algebra B such that for any (continuous) homomorphism ρ : A→ C of A into an
arbitrary Arens-Michael algebra C there is a unique (continuous) homomorphism σ : B → C such that
the following diagram is commutative:
A B
C
//π

??
??
?
ρ 


σ
From this definition it is clear that if π : A → B and ρ : A → C are two Arens-Michael envelopes of A,
then the arising homomorphism σ : B → C becomes an isomorphism of topological algebras (due to the
uniqueness of σ). Hence the Arens-Michael envelope of A is defined uniquely up to an isomorphism, and
as a corollary, we can introduce a special notation for this construction:
♥A : A→ A♥
This should be understood as follows: if we have a homomorphism ϕ : A→ B, then the record ϕ = ♥A
means that ϕ : A→ B is an Arens-Michael envelope of the algebra A; on the other hand, if we have an
algebra B, then the record B = A♥ means that there exists a homomorphism ϕ : A → B which is an
Arens-Michael envelope of the algebra A — in this case the algebra B is also called an Arens-Michael
envelope of the algebra A.
Proposition 5.4. A topological algebra B is an Arens-Michael envelope for a topological algebra A if
and only if
(i) B is an Arens-Michael algebra, and
(ii) there exists a continuous homomorphism π : A→ B such that
(a) the image π(A) of the algebra A under the action of π is dense in B,
(b) for any continuous submultiplicative seminorm p : A → R+ there is a continuous submul-
tiplicative seminorm p˜ : B → R+, such that the seminorm p˜ ◦ π : A → R+ majorizes the
seminorm p:
p(a) 6 p˜(π(a)), a ∈ A
The Arens-Michael envelope can be constructed directly: to any submultiplicative neighborhood of
zero U in A we can assign the closed ideal KerU in A defined by the equality
KerU =
⋂
ε>0
ε · U
and a quotient algebra
A/KerU
endowed with the topology of normed space with the unit ball U+KerU . Then the completion (A/KerU)H
becomes a Banach algebra. Following (0.3) we denote such algebra by A/U :
A/U := (A/KerU)H
The family of such algebras (with different U) forms a projective system. The Its limit is an Arens-Michael
envelope A♥:
A♥ = lim
←−
U is a submultiplicative
neighborhood of zero in A
A/U. (5.1)
The following propositions show that the operation of taking the Arens-Michael envelope commutes
with the passage to direct sums and quotient algebras.
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Proposition 5.5. The Arens-Michael envelope of a direct sum A1⊕ ...⊕An of finite family of topological
algebras A1, ..., An coincides with the direct sum of the Arens-Michael envelopes of these algebras:
(A1 ⊕ ...⊕An)♥ ∼= A♥1 ⊕ ...⊕A♥n
Proposition 5.6. Let π : A → A♥ be an Arens-Michael envelope of the algebra A, and let I be a close
d ideal in A. Then the Arens-Michael envelope of the quotient algebra A/I coincides with the completion
of the quotient algebra A♥/π(I) over the closure π(I) in A♥ of the image of ideal I under the action of
the mapping π:
(A/I)♥ ∼=
(
A♥/π(I)
)H
An important example of the Arens-Michael envelope was constructed by A .Yu. Pirkovskii:
Theorem 5.1 (A .Yu. Pirkovskii, [26]). The Arens-Michael envelope of the algebra R(M) of polynomials
on an affine algebraic manifold M coincides with the algebra O(M) of holomorphic functions on M :(
R(M)
)♥ ∼= O(M) (5.2)
(c) The mapping ♭⋆G : O⋆(G)→ O⋆exp(G) is an Arens-Michael envelope
Theorem 5.2. For any Stein group G the mapping
♭⋆G : O⋆(G)→ O⋆exp(G)
is an Arens-Michael envelope of the algebra O⋆(G):(
O⋆(G)
)♥ ∼= O⋆exp(G) (5.3)
Proof. From the representation (4.17) it follows that this space is a projective limit of the Banach quotient
algebras:
O⋆exp(G) = (4.17) =
(
lim
−→
D is a dually
submultiplicative
rectangle in O(G)
CD
)⋆
= lim
←−
D is a dually
submultiplicative
rectangle in O(G)
(CD)⋆ = (0.4) = lim
←−
D is a dually
submultiplicative
rectangle in O(G)
O⋆(G)/D◦ =
= lim
←−
∆ is a submultiplicative
rhombus in O⋆(G)
O⋆(G)/∆ = (Theorem 4.2(a)) = lim
←−
U is a submultiplicative
neighborhood of zero in O⋆(G)
O⋆(G)/U = (5.1) =
(
O⋆(G)
)♥
(d) The mapping ♭G : Oexp(G) → O(G) is an Arens-Michael envelope for the
groups with algebraic connected component of identity
Theorem 5.3. Let G be a compactly generated Stein group, such that the connected component of identity
Ge is an algebraic group. Then the mapping
♭G : Oexp(G)→ O(G)
is an Arens-Michael envelope of the algebra Oexp(G):(
Oexp(G)
)♥ ∼= O(G) (5.4)
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We shall prove this theorem in several steps.
1. Let initially G be a discrete group. Recall that in (0.28) we agreed to denote by 1x the characteristic
functions of singletons {x} in G:
1x(y) =
{
1, y = x
0 y 6= x (5.5)
(since G is discrete, the function 1x can be considered as element of both algebras O(G) and Oexp(G)).
Lemma 5.1. The functions {1x; x ∈ G} form a basis in the topological vector spaces O(G) and Oexp(G):
for any function u ∈ O(G) (u ∈ Oexp(G)) the following equality holds
u =
∑
x∈G
u(x) · 1x (5.6)
where the series converges in O(G) (Oexp(G)), and its coefficients continuously depend on u ∈ O(G)
(u ∈ Oexp(G)).
Proof. For the space O(G) this is evident, since for the case of discrete group G this space coincides
with the space CG of all functions on G. Let us prove this for Oexp(G): if u ∈ Oexp(G), then taking a
majorizing semicharacter f : G→ R+,
|u(x)| 6 f(x), x ∈ G
we obtain that the partial sums of the series (5.6) are contained in the rectangle f, so the series (5.6)
converges (not only in O(G), but) in Oexp(G) as well. On the other hand, every coefficient u(x) contin-
uously depend u, if u runs over the rectangle f. By the definition of topology in Oexp(G), this means
that u(x) continuously depend on u, when u runs over Oexp(G).
Lemma 5.2. If G is a discrete finitely generated group, then for any continuous seminorm q : Oexp(G)→
R+ and for any semicharacter f : G→ [1; +∞) the number family {f(x) · q(1x); x ∈ G} is summable:∑
x∈G
f(x) · q(1x) <∞
Proof. Let T is an absolutely convex compact set in O⋆exp(G) corresponding to the seminorm q:
q(u) = sup
α∈T
|α(u)|
Every rectangle f is a compact set in O⋆exp(G), so
∞ > sup
u∈f
sup
α∈T
|α(u)| = (5.6) = sup
u∈f
sup
α∈T
∣∣∣α(∑
x∈G
u(x) · 1x
)∣∣∣ = sup
u∈f
sup
α∈T
∣∣∣∑
x∈G
u(x) · α(1x)
∣∣∣ >
> sup
α∈T
∣∣∣∑
x∈G
f(x) · α(1x)
|α(1x)|︸ ︷︷ ︸
↑
one of the values of
u ∈ f
·α(1x)
∣∣∣ = sup
α∈T
∑
x∈G
f(x) · |α(1x)| > sup
α∈T
sup
x∈G
f(x) · |α(1x)| =
= sup
x∈G
f(x) · sup
α∈T
|α(1x)| = sup
x∈G
f(x) · q(1x)
So we have that for any semicharacter f : G→ [1; +∞)
sup
x∈G
f(x) · q(1x) <∞
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Now take a finite set K, generating G,
∞⋃
n=1
Kn = G
and define a semicharacter g : G→ [1; +∞) by formula
g(x) = Rn ⇐⇒ x ∈ Kn \Kn−1
where R is a number, greater than the cardinality of K:
R > cardK.
Since the product g · f is also a semicharacter, we have:
sup
x∈G
[
g(x) · f(x) · q(1x)
]
<∞
⇓
∃C > 0 ∀x ∈ G f(x) · q(1x) 6 C
g(x)
⇓
∑
x∈G
f(x) · q(1x) 6
∑
x∈G
C
g(x)
=
∞∑
n=1
∑
x∈Kn\Kn−1
C
g(x)
=
∞∑
n=1
∑
x∈Kn\Kn−1
C
Rn
6
∞∑
n=1
C · card(Kn)
Rn
6
6
∞∑
n=1
C · (cardK)n
Rn
= C ·
∞∑
n=1
(
cardK
R
)n
<∞
If q : Oexp(G)→ R+ is a continuous seminorm on Oexp(G), then let us call its support the set
supp(q) = {x ∈ G : q(1x) 6= 0} (5.7)
Lemma 5.3. If G is a discrete finitely generated group, then for any submultiplicative continuous semi-
norm q : Oexp(G)→ R+
(a) its support supp(q) is a finite set:
card supp(q) <∞
(b) for any point x ∈ supp(q) the value of the seminorm q on any function 1x is less than 1:
q(1x) > 1
Proof. Let us prove (b) first. If x ∈ supp(q), i.e. q(1x) > 0, then:
1x = 1
2
x =⇒ q(1x) = q(12x) 6 q(1x)2 =⇒ 1 6 q(1x)
Now (a). Since the constant identity f(x) = 1 is a semicharacter on G, by Lemma 5.2 the number family
{q(1x); x ∈ G} is summing: ∑
x∈G
q(1x) <∞
On the other hand, by the condition (b) we have already proved, all non-zero terms in this series are
bounded from below by 1. Hence there is a finite number of them.
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2. Let us now pass to the case whenG is compactly generated Stein group, whose connected component
of identity Ge is an algebraic group. Let LCexp(G) denote a subalgebra in Oexp(G) consisting of locally
constant functions:
u ∈ LCexp(G) ⇐⇒ u ∈ Oexp(G) &
(
∀x ∈ G ∃ neighborhood U ∋ x ∀y ∈ U u(x) = u(y)
)
Lemma 5.4. Let π : G → G/Ge denote the quotient mapping. For any function v ∈ Oexp(G/Ge) the
composition v ◦ π is a locally constant function of exponential type on G, and the mapping
v 7→ v ◦ π
establishes an isomorphism of topological algebras:
Oexp(G/Ge) ∼= LCexp(G)
Let now for any coset K ∈ G/Ge and for any function u ∈ Oexp(G) the symbol uK denote the function
coinciding with u on the set K ⊂ G and vanishing outside of K:
uK(x) =
{
u(x), x ∈ K
0, x /∈ K (5.8)
The following proposition is proved just like Lemma 5.1:
Lemma 5.5. For any coset K ∈ G/Ge and for any function u ∈ Oexp(G)
(a) the function uK belongs to algebra Oexp(G),
(b) the mapping u ∈ Oexp(G) 7→ uK ∈ Oexp(G) is continuous, and
(c) the series
∑
K∈G/Ge
uK converges in the space Oexp(G) to the function u:
u =
∑
K∈G/Ge
uK
For any coset K ∈ G/Ge let us consider the operator of projection
PK : Oexp(G)→ Oexp(G), PK(u) = uK
and let Oexp(K) denote its image in the space Oexp(G):
Oexp(K) = PK
(
Oexp(G)
)
Clearly, Oexp(K) is a closed subspace in Oexp(G), so Oexp(K) can be endowed with the topology induced
from Oexp(G) (this will be the same as the topology of an immediate subspace in Oexp(G)), and with
respect to this topology Oexp(K) is a Brauner space.
Let in addition O(K) denote the usual algebra of holomorphic functions on the complex manifold K.
Lemma 5.6. The inclusion Oexp(K) ⊆ O(K) is an Arens-Michael envelope:
Oexp(K)♥ = O(K)
Proof. We have to note first that it is sufficient to consider the case of K = Ge, since shifts turn inclusions
Oexp(K) ⊆ O(K) into inclusions Oexp(Ge) ⊆ O(Ge). For this case our proposition becomes a corollary
of the Pirkovskii Theorem 5.1: by assumption, Ge is an algebraic group, so we can consider the algebra
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R(Ge) of polynomials on Ge. Then the train of thought is illustrated by the following diagram (where
the horizontal arrows mean inclusions):
R(Ge) Oexp(Ge) O(Ge)
B
//
$$J
JJ
JJ
JJ
JJ
JJ
ρR
//

ρ
zzt
t
t
t
t
t
eρ
If ρ : Oexp(Ge)→ B is an arbitrary morphism into the Arens-Michael algebra in B, then by Pirkovskii’s
Theorem there arises a unique morphism ρR : R(Ge) → B. Since R(Ge) is dense in Oexp(Ge) in the
topology of O(Ge), the morphism ρ˜ extends the morphism ρ. And since Oexp(Ge) is dense in O(Ge), this
extension is unique.
Proof of Theorem 5.3. Let G be an arbitrary compactly generated Stein group with algebraic connected
component of identity and p : Oexp(G) → R+ a submultiplicative seminorm. Its restriction p|LCexp(G) to
the subalgebra LCexp(G) defines by Lemma 5.4 a continuous seminorm q on Oexp(G/Ge),
q(v) = p(v ◦ π),
and q will be submultiplicative, like p. Hence by Lemma 5.3, the support of q is finite:
card supp(q) <∞
Being applied to seminorm p this mean that there exists a finite family of cosets {K1, ...,Kn} ⊆ G/Ge,
for which
p(1Ki) 6= 0
while for the others K ∈ G/Ge, K /∈ {K1, ...,Kn},
p(1K) = 0 (5.9)
(here 1K denotes the image of the constant identity u(x) = 1 under the projection (5.8)).
As a corollary, for any function u ∈ Oexp(G) and for any coset K /∈ {K1, ...,Kn} we have
p(uK) = 0 (5.10)
(since p(uK) = p(1K · uK) 6 p(1K) · p(uK) = 0 · p(uK) = 0).
Denote now by P and S the projections to the spaces consisting of functions vanishing outside and
inside K1 ∪ ... ∪Kn:
P (u)(x) =
{
u(x), x ∈ K1 ∪ ... ∪Kn
0, x /∈ K1 ∪ ... ∪Kn
}
= uK1 + ...+ uKn
S(u)(x) =
{
u(x), x /∈ K1 ∪ ... ∪Kn
0, x ∈ K1 ∪ ... ∪Kn
}
=
∑
K/∈{K1,...,Kn}
uK
(the latter series converges in Oexp(G), by Lemma 5.5). From (5.10) we have
∀u ∈ Oexp(G) p(S(u)) = p
 ∑
K/∈{K1,...,Kn}
uK
 6 ∑
K/∈{K1,...,Kn}
p(uK) = (5.10) =
∑
K/∈{K1,...,Kn}
0 = 0,
what implies
p = p ◦ P (5.11)
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(on the one hand, p(u) = p(P (u) + S(u)) 6 p(P (u)) + p(S(u)) = p(P (u)), and on the other hand,
p(P (u)) = p(u− S(u)) 6 p(u) + p(S(u)) = p(u)).
Denote by pi the (submultiplicative) seminorms on Oexp(Ki), induced by p,
pi(v) = p(v), v ∈ Oexp(Ki)
By Lemma 5.6 and Proposition 5.4, these seminorms are majorized by some seminorms p˜i and O(Ki):
pi(v) 6 p˜i(v), v ∈ Oexp(Ki)
From (5.11) we have the following estimation:
p(u) = p
( n∑
i=1
uKi +
∑
K/∈{K1,...,Kn}
uK
)
= (5.11) = p
( n∑
i=1
uKi
)
6
n∑
i=1
pi(uKi) 6
n∑
i=1
p˜i(uKi)
Thus, our initial seminorm p on Oexp(G) is majorized by the seminorm
∑n
i=1 p˜i on O(G). Again applying
Proposition 5.4, we obtain that the inclusion Oexp(G) ⊆ O(G) is an Arens-Michael envelope.
(e) Holomorphic reflexivity
We can now declare the following a result of our considerations. For a compactly generated Stein group
G with the algebraic connected component of identity two algebras of those we considered above, namely,
O⋆(G) and Oexp(G), have the following curious property: every such algebra H , being a rigid stereotype
Hopf algebra, has an Arens-Michael envelope H♥, which also has a structure of rigid stereotype Hopf
algebra, and
(i) the natural homomorphism
♥H : H → H♥
is a homomorphism of rigid Hopf algebras, and
(ii) the dual mapping
(♥H)⋆ : (H♥)⋆ → H⋆
is an Arens-Michael envelope of the algebra (H♥)⋆:
(♥H)⋆ = ♥(H♥)⋆
Let us note the following in view of this:
Proposition 5.7. For an arbitrary rigid stereotype Hopf algebra H the structure of rigid Hopf algebra
on the Arens-Michael envelope H♥, satisfying conditions (i) and (ii), if exists, is unique.
Proof. Note first that (i) and (ii) immediately imply
(iii) the mappings ♥H and (♥H)⋆ are bimorphisms of stereotype spaces (i.e. are injective and have
dense image in the range).
Indeed, the mappings ♥H : H → H♥ and (♥H)⋆ : (H♥)⋆ → H⋆ are epimorphisms (i.e. have dense
image), since they are Arens-Michael envelopes. On the other hand they are dual to each other, so they
must be monomorphisms (i.e. are injective).
This implies everything. First, the multiplication and the unit on H♥ are defined uniquely by the
condition that ♥H : H → H♥ is the Arens-Michael envelope of H . Consider the dual mapping (♥H)⋆ :
(H♥)⋆ → H⋆. Like ♥H , this must be a homomorphism of Hopf algebras. Hence, it is a homomorphism of
algebras, and at the same time an injective mapping, by virtue of (iii). This means that the multiplication
and the unit in (H♥)⋆ are defined uniquely since they are unduced from H⋆.
Thus, conditions (i) and (ii) impose rigid conditions on multiplication, unit, comultiplication and
counit in H♥, and allow to define no more than one structure of bialgebra on H♥. On the other hand, we
know that antipode, if exists is also unique, so the structure of Hopf algebra on H♥ is also unique.
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It is convenient to sketch out conditions (i) and (ii) by the diagram,
H
 ♥ // H♥
_
⋆
_⋆
OO
H⋆
♥oo (H♥)⋆
(5.12)
with the following sense: first, in the corners of the square there are rigid stereotype Hopf algebras,
and the horizontal arrows (the Arens-Michael operations ♥) are their homomorphisms, and, second, the
alternation of the operations ♥ and ⋆ (no matter which place you begin with) at the fourth step returns
back to the initial Hopf algebra (of course, up to an isomorphism of functors).
The rigid stereotype Hopf algebras H , satisfying conditions (i) and (ii), will be called holomorphically
reflexive, and the diagram (5.12) for such algebras the reflexivity diagram. The justification of the term
“reflexivity” in this case is the following: if we denote by some symbol, say ̂ , the composition of
operations ♥ and ⋆,
Ĥ := (H♥)⋆
and call such object a Hopf algebra holomorphically dual to H , then H becomes naturally isomorphic to
its second dual Hopf algebra:
H ∼= ̂̂H (5.13)
This is a corollary of Proposition (5.7): since for holomorphically reflexive Hopf algebras the passage
H 7→ H♥ uniquely defines the structure of Hopf algebra on H♥, the isomorphism of algebras
((H♥)⋆)♥ ∼= H⋆,
postulating in axiom (ii), automatically must be an isomorphism of Hopf algebras. The passage to the
dual Hopf algebras exactly gives (5.13).
Theorems 5.2 and 5.3 imply:
Theorem 5.4. If G is a Stein group with the algebraic connected component of identity, then the algebras
O⋆(G) and Oexp(G) are holomorphically reflexive, and the reflexivity diagram for them has the form:
O⋆(G)  ♥
(5.3)
// O⋆exp(G)
_
⋆
_⋆
OO
O(G) ♥
(5.4)
oo Oexp(G)
(5.14)
(the numbers under the horizontal arrows are references to the formulas in our text).
Example 5.4. For the group GLn(C) the reflexivity diagram (5.14) is as follows:
O⋆(GLn(C))  ♥
(4.28)
// R⋆(GLn(C))
_
⋆
_⋆
OO
O(GLn(C)) ♥
(5.2)
oo R(GLn(C))
(5.15)
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§ 6 Holomorphic reflexivity as a generalization of Pontryagin
duality
(a) Pontryagin duality for compactly generated Stein groups
The complex circle C× we were talking about in § 3(a), occupies among all Abelian compactly generated
Stein groups the same place, as the usual “real” circle T = R/Z among all locally compact Abelian groups
(or among all Abelian compactly generated real Lie groups), since for the Abelian compactly generated
Stein groups the following variant of Pontryagin’s duality theory holds.
Let G be an Abelian compactly generated Stein group. Let us call an arbitrary holomorphic homo-
morphism of a Stein group G into the complex circle
χ ∈ G• ⇐⇒ χ : G→ C×
a holomorphic character on G. The set G• of all holomorphic characters on G is a topological group with
respect to the pointwise multiplication and the topology of uniform convergence on compact sets. The
following theorem shows that the operation G 7→ G• is analogous to the Pontryagin operation of passage
to the dual locally compact Abelian group:
Theorem 6.1. If G is an Abelian compactly generated Stein group, then its dual group G• is again an
Abelian compactly generated group and the mapping
iG : G→ G••, iG(x)(χ) = χ(x), x ∈ G, χ ∈ G•
is an isomorphism of (topological groups and of) functors G 7→ G and G 7→ G••:
G•• ∼= G
In view of this fact we call G• dual complex group for the group G.
Proof. First we need to note that this is true for the special cases where G = C, C×, Z and for the case
of a finite Abelian group G = F . This is a corollary of the following obvious formulas:
C• ∼= C, (C×)• ∼= Z, Z• ∼= C×, F • ∼= F
After that it remains to note that every compactly generated Stein group has the form
G ∼= Cl × (C×)m × Zn × F (l,m, n ∈ Z+)
so its dual group has the form
G• ∼= Cl × Zm × (C×)n × F (l,m, n ∈ Z+)
So G• is an Abelian compactly generated Stein group. The second dual group G•• turns out to be
isomorphic to G:
G•• ∼= Cl × (C×)m × Zn × F ∼= G
(b) Fourier transform as an Arens-Michael envelope
If G is an Abelian compactly generated Stein group, then every its holomorphic character χ : G→ C× is
a holomorphic function on G. In other words we can think of the dual complex group G• as a subgroup
in the group of invertible elements of the algebra O(G) of holomorphic functions on G:
G• ⊂ O(G
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If we pass to dual objects by Theorem 6.1, we obtain that the group G itself is included by the trans-
formation iG into the group of invertible elements of the algebra O(G•) of holomorphic functions on
G•:
iG : G→ G•• ⊂ O(G•).
On the other hand, obviously, G is included (through delta-functionals) into algebra O⋆(G):
δ : G→ O⋆(G) (x 7→ δx).
By [1, Theorem 10.12] this implies that there exists a unique homomorphism of stereotype algebras
♯G : O⋆(G)→ O(G•),
such that the following diagram is commutative:
G
O⋆(G) O(G•)

??
??
??
?
iG
 



δ
//_____
♯G
(this is the property of being group algebra for O⋆(G)). It is natural to call the homomorphism ♯G :
O⋆(G) → O(G•) the (inverse) Fourier transform on the Stein group G, since it is defined by the same
formula as for the (inverse) Fourier transform for measures and distributions [16, 31.2]:
value of the function α♯ ∈ CG
•
in the point χ ∈ G•
↓︷ ︸︸ ︷
α♯(χ) = α(χ)︸︷︷︸
↑
action of the functional α ∈ O⋆(G)
on the function χ ∈ G• ⊆ O(G)
, χ ∈ G• (α ∈ O⋆(G), w ∈ O(G•)) (6.1)
Theorem 6.2. For any Abelian compactly generated Stein group G its Fourier transform
♯G : O⋆(G)→ O(G•),
is:
(a) a homomorphism of rigid Hopf-Fre´chet algebras, and
(b) an Arens-Michael envelope of the algebra O⋆(G).
As a corollary the following isomorphisms of rigid Hopf-Fre´chet algebras hold:
O⋆exp(G) ∼=
(
O⋆(G)
)♥ ∼= O(G•) (6.2)
and the reflexivity diagram for G takes the form
O⋆(G)  Fourier transform
(6.1)
// O(G•)
_
⋆
_⋆
OO
O(G) Fourier transform
(6.1)
oo O⋆(G•)
(6.3)
Like Theorem 6.1, this is proved by successive consideration of the cases G = C, C×, Z and the case
of arbitrary finite Abelian group G = F . In the rest of this section up to the “inclusion diagram” we
devote to this.
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Finite Abelian group. As we told in § 3(a), every finite group G can be considered as a complex Lie
group (of zero dimension), on which every function is holomorphic. Moreover, in example § 4(c) we have
noticed that every function on G has exponential type, so the algebras Oexp(G), O(G) and CG coincide:
Oexp(G) = O(G) = CG
If in addition G is commutative, then the theorem 6.2 we illustrate here turns into a formally more strong
proposition:
Proposition 6.1. If G is a finite Abelian group, then the formula (6.1) establishes an isomorphism of
Hopf algebras:
O⋆exp(G) = O⋆(G) = CG ∼= CG
•
= O(G•) = Oexp(G•) (6.4)
Complex plane C. Let for every λ ∈ C the symbol χλ denote a character on the group C, defined by
formula:
χλ(t) = e
λ·t
The mapping λ ∈ C 7→ χλ ∈ C• is an isomorphism of complex groups
C ∼= C•
and this isomorphism turns formula (6.1) into formula
α♯(λ) = α(χλ), λ ∈ C (α ∈ O⋆exp(C), w ∈ O(C)) (6.5)
(we denote this isomorphism by the same symbol ♯, although formally it is a composition of mappings
(6.1) and λ 7→ χλ). As a result Theorem 6.2 being applied to the group G = C is turned into
Proposition 6.2. Formula (6.5) defines a homomorphism of stereotype Hopf algebras
♯C : O⋆(C)→ O(C)
which is an Arens-Michael envelope of the algebra O⋆(C), and establishes an isomorphism of Hopf-Fre´chet
algebras:
O⋆exp(C) ∼= O(C) (6.6)
We shall need the following
Lemma 6.1. Seminorms of the form
||α||C =
∑
k∈N
|αk| · Ck, C > 0, (6.7)
(i.e. special case of seminorms (3.73), when rk =
Ck
k! ) form a fundamental system in the set of all
submultiplicative continuous seminorms on O⋆(C).
Proof. As we had noted in § 3(c), the multiplication in O(C) and in O⋆(C) is defined by the same formulas
on series (3.71). So we can say that the submultiplicativity of seminorms (6.7) is already proven, since
in Example 5.3 we had proven the same fact for seminorms (3.72), defined by the same formula on the
series.
Let us show that seminorms (6.7) form a fundamental system among all submultiplicative continuous
seminorms on O⋆(C). This is done like in Proposition 3.14. Let p be a submultiplicative continuous
seminorm:
p(α ∗ β) 6 p(α) · p(β)
Put
rk =
1
k!
p(ζk)
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Then
(k + l)! · rk+l = p(ζk+l) = p(ζk ∗ ζl) 6 p(ζk) · p(ζl) = (k! · rk) · (l! · rl)
The sequence Ak = rk · k! satisfies the recurrent inequality Ak+1 6 Ak · A1, which implies Ak 6 Ck, for
C = A1. This in its turn implies inequalities
rk 6
Ck
k!
Now using the same reasonings as in the proof of Proposition 3.14, we obtain:
p(α) 6 (3.76) 6 |||α|||r =
∑
k∈N
rk · |αk| · k! 6
∑
k∈N
|αk| · Ck = ||α||C
Proof of Proposition 6.2. Note from the very beginning that the mapping ♯C : O⋆(C) → O(C), defined
by Formula (6.5) is continuous: by the continuity of the mapping λ ∈ C 7→ χλ ∈ O(C), every compact
set T in C is turned into a compact set {χλ; λ ∈ T } in O(C), so if the net of functionals αi tends to zero
in O⋆(C), then for any compact set T in C we have
α♯i(λ) = αi(χλ) ⇒
λ∈T
0, i→∞
Thus, the functions α♯i tend to zero in O(C).
Further, note that the mapping ♯C turns the functionals ζn into functions z
n:
(ζn)
♯(λ) = ζn(χλ) =
(
dn
d tn
eλt
) ∣∣∣∣∣
t=0
= λn = zn(λ)
From this and from the continuity of ♯C it follows that the mapping act on functionals α as the substitution
of monomials ζn in the decomposition (3.70) by monomials z
n:
α♯ =
(
∞∑
n=0
αn · ζn
)♯
=
∞∑
n=0
αn · (ζn)♯ =
∞∑
n=0
αn · zn
This immediately implies the rest.
1. First, the mapping ♯C : O⋆(C) → O(C) is an Arens-Michael envelope, since by Lemma 6.1, every
submultiplicative continuous seminorm on O⋆(C) is majorized by a seminorm of the form (6.7), which in
its turn can be extended by the mapping ♯C to a seminorm (3.72) on O(C).
2. Second, the mapping ♯C : O⋆(C)→ O(C) is a homomorphism of algebras, since by formulas (3.69)-
(3.70) these algebras can be considered as algebras of power series, where the multiplication is defined
by usual formulas for power series (3.71), and ♯C will be just inclusion of one algebra into another, more
wide, algebra.
3. To prove that the mapping ♯C : O⋆(C) → O(C) is an isomorphism of coalgebras, let us note that
the dual mapping
(♯C)
⋆ : O⋆(C)→ (O⋆(C))⋆ = O(C)⋆⋆
coincides with ♯C up to the isomorphism iO(C) : O(C) ∼= O(C)⋆⋆:
O⋆(C) O(C)⋆⋆
O(C)
//
(♯C)
⋆
$$J
JJJ
JJ
♯C
::tttttt iO(C)
(6.8)
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This follows from the formula
♯C(δ
x) = χx (6.9)
Indeed,
♯C(δ
x)(λ) = δx(χλ) = χλ(x) = e
λx = χx(λ)
Now we obtain:
♯⋆(δa)(δb) = δa(♯C(δ
b)) = (6.9) = δa(χb) = ♯C(δ
a)(b) = δb(♯C(δ
a)) == iO(C)(♯C(δ
a))(δb) = (iO(C) ◦ ♯)(δa)(δb)
This is true for all a, b ∈ C. On the other hand, the linear hull of delta-functionals is dense in O⋆, so
(♯C)
⋆ = iO(C) ◦ ♯C
i.e. the diagram (6.8) is commutative. But we have already proved that ♯C is a homomorphism of
algebras, and for iO(C) this is obvious. Hence, (♯C)
⋆ is also a homomorphism of algebras, and this means
that ♯C is a homomorphism of coalgebras.
4. Now it remains to prove that ♯C preserves antipode:
σO(C)(χλ)(x) = χλ(−x) = e−λx = (eλx)−1 = χλ(x)−1
⇓
σO(C)(χλ) = χ
−1
λ
⇓
(σO⋆(C)(α))
♯(λ) = (σO⋆(C)(α))(χλ) = (α◦σO(C))(χλ) = α(σO(C)(χλ)) = α(χ−1λ ) = α♯(−λ) = σO(C)(α♯)(λ)
⇓
(σO⋆(C)(α))
♯ = σO(C)(α
♯)
Complex circle C×. Let for any n ∈ Z the symbol zn denote the character on the group C×, defined
by formula
zn(t) = tn
The mapping n ∈ Z 7→ zn ∈ (C×)• is a homomorphism of complex groups
Z ∼= (C×)•
and formula (6.1) under this isomorphism takes the form
α♯(n) = α(zn), n ∈ Z (α ∈ O⋆exp(C×)) (6.10)
(like in the previous example we denote this mapping by the same symbol ♯, although formally this is a
composition of mappings (6.1) and n 7→ zn). As a result Theorem 6.2, being applied to group G = C×
is turned into
Proposition 6.3. Formula (6.10) defines a homomorphism of stereotype Hopf algebras
♯C× : O⋆(C×)→ O(Z)
which is an Arens-Michael envelope of the algebra O⋆(C×), and establishes an isomorphism of Hopf-
Fre´chet algebras
O⋆exp(C×) ∼= O(Z) = CZ (6.11)
We shall need
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Lemma 6.2. The seminorms of the form
||α||N =
∑
|n|6N
|αn|, N ∈ N (6.12)
– i.e. the special case of seminorms (3.48), when
rn =
{
1, |n| 6 N
0, |n| > N
– form a fundamental system in the set of all submultiplicative continuous seminorms on O⋆(C×).
Proof. Submultiplicativity of seminorms (6.12) follows from the formula for the operation of multiplication
in O⋆(C×):
||α ∗ β||N =
∑
|n|6N
|(α ∗ β)n| = (3.46) =
∑
|n|6N
|αn · βn| 6
 ∑
|n|6N
|αn|
 ·
 ∑
|n|6N
|βn|
 = ||α||N · ||β||N
Let us show that seminorms (3.48) form a fundamental system among all submultiplicative continuous
seminorms on O⋆(C×). Let p be a submultiplicative continuous seminorm:
p(α ∗ β) 6 p(α) · p(β)
Put
rn = p(ζn)
Then
rn = p(ζn) = p(ζn ∗ ζn) 6 p(ζn) · p(ζn) = r2n
i.e. 0 6 rn 6 r
2
n, hence rn > 1, or rn = 0. But by Lemma 3.2, the numbers rn must satisfy the condition
(3.49), which in its turn implies that rn → 0. This is possible only if all those numbers, except maybe a
finite subfamily, vanishes:
∃N ∈ N ∀n ∈ Z |n| > N =⇒ rn = 0
Put M = maxn rn, then by Lemma 3.2 we obtain:
p(α) 6 |||α|||r =
∑
n∈Z
rn · |αn| =
∑
|n|6N
rn · |αn| 6
∑
|n|6N
M · |αn| =M · ||α||N
Beginning of the proof of Proposition 6.3. Note that the mapping ♯C× : O⋆(C×) → O(Z), defined by
Formula (6.10) is continuous: if a net of functionals αi tends to zero in O⋆(C×), then for any n ∈ Z we
have
α♯i(n) = αi(z
n) −→ 0, i→∞
This means that α♯i tends to zero in O(Z) = CZ.
Further, let us note that the mapping ♯C× turns functionals ζk into characteristic functions of singletons
in Z:
(ζk)
♯(n) = ζk(z
n) = (3.32) =
{
1, n = k
0, n 6= k
}
= (3.16) = 1k(n)
From this and from the continuity of ♯C× it follows that this mapping acts on functionals α as substitution
of monomials ζn in the decomposition (3.70) by monomials 1n:
α♯ =
(∑
n∈Z
αn · ζn
)♯
=
∑
n∈Z
αn · (ζn)♯ =
∑
n∈Z
αn · 1n
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This in its turn imply the most part of Proposition 6.3.
1. First, the mapping ♯C× : O⋆(C×) → O(Z) is an Arens-Michael envelope, so by Lemma 6.2, every
submultiplicative continuous seminorm on O⋆(C×) is majorized by a seminorm of the form (6.12), which
in its turn can be extended by the mapping ♯C to a continuous seminorm on O(Z) = CZ.
2. Second, the mapping ♯C× : O⋆(C×)→ O(Z) is a homomorphism of algebras, since by the formula
for multiplication (3.46) in O⋆(C×), this mapping can be represented as a space of two-sided sequences αn
with the coordinate-wise multiplication, which is included in the wider space O(Z) = CZ of all two-sided
sequences with the coordinate-wise multiplication by the mapping ♯C× .
3. we have to postpone to the next example (at page 104) the proof of the fact that the mapping
♯C× : O⋆(C×)→ O(Z) is an isomorphism of coalgebras.
4. Let us check that ♯C× preserves antipode:
σO(C×)(z
n)(x) = zn(x−1) = x−n = z−n(x)
⇓
σO(C×)(z
n) = z−n
⇓
(σO⋆(C×)(α))
♯(n) = (σO⋆(C×)(α))(z
n) = (α◦σO(C×))(zn) = α(σC×(zn)) = α(z−n) = α♯(−n) = σO(Z)(α♯)(n)
⇓
(σO⋆(C×)(α))
♯ = σO(Z)(α
♯)
Group of integers Z. Let for any t ∈ C× the symbol χt denote a character on the group Z, defined
by formula
χt(n) = t
n (6.13)
The mapping t ∈ C× 7→ χt ∈ Z• is an isomorphism of complex group
C× ∼= Z•
and Formula (6.1) under this isomorphism takes the form
α♯(t) = α(χt), t ∈ C× (α ∈ O⋆exp(Z)) (6.14)
(again we denote this mapping by the same symbol ♯, although it is a composition of the mappings (6.1)
and t 7→ χt). As a result, Theorem 6.2, being applied to group G = Z, is turned into
Proposition 6.4. Formula (6.14) defines a homomorphism of rigid stereotype Hopf algebras
♯Z : O⋆(Z)→ O(C×)
which is an Arens-Michael envelope of the algebra O⋆(Z), and establishes an isomorphism of Hopf-Fre´chet
algebras
O⋆exp(Z) ∼= O(C×) (6.15)
We need
Lemma 6.3. The seminorms of the form
||α||C =
∑
n∈Z
|αn| · C|n|, C > 1 (6.16)
(i.e. special case of seminorms (3.24), when rn = C
|n|) form a fundamental system in the set of all
submultiplicative continuous seminorms on O⋆(Z).
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Proof. We had already noted the submultiplicativity of seminorms (6.16) in Example 5.2. Let us show
that they form a fundamental system. Let p be a submultiplicative continuous seminorm on on O⋆(Z):
p(α ∗ β) 6 p(α) · p(β)
Put rn = p(δ
n). Then
rk+l = p(δ
k+l) = p(δk ∗ δl) 6 p(δk) · p(δl) = rk · rl
From this recurrent formula it follows that
rn 6M · C|n|
where M = r0, C = max{r1; r−1}, and now by Lemma 3.1 we obtain:
p(α) 6 (3.28) 6 |||α|||r =
∑
n∈Z
rn · |αn| 6
∑
n∈Z
M · C|n| · |αn| =M · ||α||C
Proof of Proposition 6.4. First of all, let us note that the mapping ♯Z : O⋆(Z) → O(C×), defined by
formula (6.14) is continuous: by continuity of the mapping t ∈ C× 7→ χt ∈ O(Z), every compact set T in
C× is turned into a compact set {χt; t ∈ T } in O(Z), so if a net of functionals αi turns to zero in O⋆(Z),
then for any compact set T in C× we have
α♯i(t) = αi(χt) ⇒
λ∈T
0, i→∞
This means that α♯i tends to zero in O(C×).
Further, let us note that the mapping ♯Z turns functionals δ
n into monomials zn:
(δn)♯(t) = δn(χt) = χt(n) = t
n = zn(t)
This together with continuity of ♯Z implies that this mapping acts on functionals α as substitution of
monomials δn in the decomposition (3.18) by monomials zn:
α♯ =
(∑
n∈Z
αn · δn
)♯
=
∑
n∈Z
αn · (δn)♯ =
∑
n∈Z
αn · zn
This implies the rest.
1. First, the mapping ♯Z : O⋆(Z) → O(C×) is an Arens-Michael envelope, so by Lemma 6.3, every
submultiplicative seminorm on O⋆(Z) is majorized by a seminorm of the form (6.16), which in its turn
can be extended by the mapping ♯Z to a seminorm (3.47) on O(C×).
2. Second, the mapping ♯Z : O⋆(Z) → O(C×) is a homomorphism of algebras, since by (3.19)-(3.46)
these are algebras of power series with the usual multiplication of power series, and ♯C is simply inclusion
of one algebra into another, wider algebra.
3. To prove that the mapping ♯Z : O⋆(Z)→ O(C×) is an isomorphism of coalgebras, let us note that
the dual mapping
(♯Z)
⋆ : O⋆(C×)→ (O⋆(Z))⋆ = O(Z)⋆⋆
up to the isomorphism iO(Z) : O(Z) ∼= O(Z)⋆⋆ coincides with ♯C× :
O⋆(C×) O(Z)⋆⋆
O(Z)
//
(♯Z)
⋆
$$J
JJJ
JJ
♯
C×
::tttttt iO(Z)
(6.17)
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This follows from formula
δt(♯Z(δ
n)) = tn = δn(♯C×(δ
t)), t ∈ C×, n ∈ Z (6.18)
Indeed,
δt(♯Z(δ
n)) = ♯Z(δ
n)(t) = δn(χt) = χt(n) = t
n
and
δn(♯C×(δ
t)) = ♯C×(δ
t)(n) = δt(zn) = zn(t) = tn
Now we obtain: for t ∈ C× and n ∈ Z
(♯Z)
⋆(δt)(δn) = δt(♯Z(δ
n)) = (6.18) = δn(♯C×(δ
t)) = iO(Z)(♯C×(δ
t))(δn) = (iO(Z) ◦ ♯C×)(δt)(δn)
This is true for any t ∈ C× and for any n ∈ Z. On the other hand, delta-functionals generate a dense
subspace in O⋆, hence
(♯Z)
⋆ = iO(Z) ◦ ♯C×
i.e. diagram (6.17) is commutative. Now we can note that in the first part of proof of Proposition 6.3
(p.102) we have already verified that ♯C× is a homomorphism of algebras. Certainly, the mapping iO(Z)
is also a homomorphism, so we conclude that (♯Z)
⋆ is a homomorphism of algebras, and this means that
♯Z is a homomorphism of coalgebras.
4. Now it remains to check that ♯Z preserves antipode:
σO(Z)(χt)(n) = χt(−n) = t−n = (t−1)n = χt−1(n)
⇓
σO(Z)(χt) = χt−1
⇓
(σO⋆(Z)(α))
♯(t) = (σO⋆(Z)(α))(χt) = (α◦σO(Z))(χt) = α(σO(Z)(χt)) = α(χt−1 ) = α♯(t−1) = σO(C×)(α♯)(t)
⇓
(σO⋆(Z)(α))
♯ = σO(C×)(α
♯)
End of the proof of Proposition 6.3. In Proposition 6.3 it remains to proof that the mapping ♯C× : O⋆(C×)→
O(Z) is an isomorphism of coalgebras. Note that the dual mapping
(♯C×)
⋆ : O⋆(Z)→ (O⋆(C×))⋆ = O(C×)⋆⋆
coincides with ♯Z up to the isomorphism iO(C×) : O(C×) ∼= O(C×)⋆⋆:
O⋆(Z) O(C×)⋆⋆
O(C×)
//
(♯
C× )
⋆
$$J
JJ
JJ
JJ
♯Z
::ttttttt iO(C×)
(6.19)
This also follows from (6.18): if t ∈ C× and n ∈ Z
(♯C×)
⋆(δn)(δt) = δn(♯C×(δ
t)) = (6.18) = δt(♯Z(δ
n)) = iO(C×)(♯Z(δ
n))(δt) = (iO(Z) ◦ ♯C×)(δn)(δt)
This is true for all t ∈ C× and n ∈ Z, and the delta-functionals form a dense subspace in O⋆, so
(♯C×)
⋆ = iO(C×) ◦ ♯Z
i.e. Diagram (6.19) is commutative. Now we can note that in proof of Proposition 6.4 we have already
verified that ♯Z is a homomorphism of algebras. And for iO(C×) this is obvious, so we obtain that (♯C×)
⋆
is also a homomorphism of algebras, and this means that ♯C× is a homomorphism of coalgebras.
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Proof of Theorem 6.2 Now formulas (6.4), (6.6), (6.11), (6.15) prove isomorphism (6.2) for that cases
G = C, C×, Z and for the case of finite group G, so it remains just to apply formulas (4.43) and (4.44):
let us decompose an Abelian compactly generated Stein group G into a direct product
G = Cl × (C×)m × Zn × F
where F is a finite group. Then we have:
O⋆exp(G) = O⋆exp(Cl × (C×)m × Zn × F ) = (4.43) =
= O⋆exp(C)⊙l ⊙O⋆exp(C×)⊙m ⊙O⋆exp(Z)⊙n ⊙O⋆exp(F ) =
= O(C•)⊙l ⊙O((C×)•)⊙m ⊙O(Z•)⊙n ⊙O(F •) =
= (4.43) = O((C•)l × ((C×)•)m × (Z•)n × F •) = O(G•)
(c) Inclusion diagram
Theorem 6.3. the following construction is a generalization of the Pontryagin duality theory from the
category of Abelian compactly generated Stein groups to the category of compactly generated Stein groups
with the algebraic connected component of identity,
holomorphically reflexive
Hopf algebras
H 7→(H♥)⋆
//
holomorphically reflexive
Hopf algebras
compactly generated Stein groups
with algebraic component of identity
O⋆(G)
7→
G
OO
compactly generated Stein groups
with algebraic component of identity
O⋆(G)
7→
G
OO
Abelian
compactly generated Stein groups
OO
G 7→G• //
Abelian
compactly generated Stein groups
OO
and the commutativity of this diagram is established by the isomorphism of functors
O⋆(G•) ∼=
((
O⋆(G)
)♥)⋆
.
Proof. In Theorem 5.4 we have already showed that the functor G 7→ O⋆(G) acts from the category of
compactly generated Stein groups with algebraic component of identity into the category of holomor-
phically reflexive rigid stereotype Hopf algebras. So we need only to verify the commutativity of this
“categorical diagram”. This follows from Theorem 6.1: if G is an Abelian compactly generated Stein
group, then the walk around the diagram gives the following objects:
O⋆(G)  ♥ // O⋆exp(G) ∼= (6.2) ∼= O(G•)  ⋆ // O⋆(G•)
G
_
O⋆
OO
 • // G•
_
O⋆
OO
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§ 7 Appendix: holomorphic reflexivity of the quantum group
‘az + b’
In this final section we, following our promises in Introduction, will show by the example of the quantum
group ‘az + b’, that the holomorphic reflexivity described above does not restrict itself on algebras of
analytical functionals O⋆(G), but lengthens into the theory of quantum groups.
(a) Quantum combinatorial formulas
The theory of quantum groups has its own analog of elementary combinatorics, used in the situations
where the computations are applied to variables with the following commutation law
yx = qxy (7.1)
where q is a fixed number. For those computations in particular, the analogs of usual binomial formulas
are deduced. Some of them will be useful for us in our constructions connected with ‘az+b’, so we record
them for further references (we refer the reader to details in C. Kassel’s textbook [19]).
For an arbitrary positive integer n we put
(n)q := 1 + q + ...+ q
n−1 =
qn − 1
q − 1 , (n)!q := (1)q(2)q...(n)q =
(q − 1)(q2 − 1)...(qn − 1)
(q − 1)n (7.2)
The integer (n)!q will be called quantum factorial of the integer n. The quantum binomial coefficient is
defined by formula (
n
k
)
q
:=
{
(n)!q
(k)!q·(n−k)!q
, k 6 n
0, k > n
(7.3)
Theorem 7.1 (quantum binomial formula). Let x and y be elements of an associative algebra A
satisfying condition (7.1). Then for all n ∈ N
(x+ y)n =
n∑
k=0
(
n
k
)
q
· xk · yn−k (7.4)
Theorem 7.2 (quantum Chu-Wandermond formula). For all l,m, n ∈ N(
m+ n
l
)
q
=
∑
max{0,l−n}6i6min{l,m}
q(m−i)·(l−i) ·
(
m
i
)
q
·
(
n
l − i
)
q
=
=
∑
06i6l
q(m−i)·(l−i) ·
(
m
i
)
q
·
(
n
l − i
)
q
(7.5)
Proof. 6 If l > m+ n, then for any i = 0, ...,m we have n < l −m 6 l − i, so
(
n
l − i
)
q
= 0. Thus, both
sums in (7.5) vanish. And the same happens with
(
m+ n
l
)
q
, so formula (7.5) is trivial.
Thus only the case of l 6 m+ n is interesting. Consider the equality (x+ y)m+n = (x+ y)m(x+ y)n.
Removing the parenthesis in (7.4) we obtain
m+n∑
l=0
(
m+ n
l
)
q
· xl · yn−l =
(
m∑
i=0
(
m
i
)
q
· xi · ym−i
)
·
 n∑
j=0
(
n
j
)
q
· xj · yn−j
 =
6We give here the proof of the Chu-Wandermond formula just to draw reader’s attention to the limits of summing
max{0, l− n} 6 i 6min{l,m}, which will be useful below.
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=
m∑
i=0
n∑
j=0
(
m
i
)
q
·
(
n
j
)
q
· xi · ym−i · xj · yn−j = (7.1) =
m∑
i=0
n∑
j=0
(
m
i
)
q
·
(
n
j
)
q
· q(m−i)·j · xi+j · ym+n−i−j
Let us consider in the last sum the terms with indices i and j connected by equality i+ j = l. All those
terms can be indexed by the parameter i, if we express j trough i by formula j = l− i. We need only to
note that to obtain a bijection the index i must vary in the following limits:
max{0, l− n} 6 i 6 min{l,m}
This follows from the restrictions on i and j:{
0 6 i 6 m
0 6 j 6 n
⇐⇒
{
0 6 i 6 m
0 6 l − i 6 n ⇐⇒
{
0 6 i 6 m
−n 6 i− l 6 0 ⇐⇒
{
0 6 i 6 m
l − n 6 i 6 l
Now equating the coefficients at monomial xl · yn−l, we obtain the first equality in (7.5):(
m+ n
l
)
q
=
∑
max{0,l−n}6i6min{l,m}
q(m−i)·(l−i) ·
(
m
i
)
q
·
(
n
l − i
)
q
The second equality is evident, since for i < l − n and i > l we have respectively n < l − i or l − i < 0,
hence
(
n
l − i
)
q
= 0, and the terms vanish:
∑
max{0,l−n}6i6min{l,m}
=
∑
06i<max{0,l−n}︸ ︷︷ ︸
0
+
∑
max{0,l−n}6i6min{l,m}
+
∑
min{l,m}<i6m︸ ︷︷ ︸
0
=
∑
06i6m
(b) Hopf algebra of skew polynomials and similar constructions
Tensor products X ⊙R(C), X ⊛R(C), X ⊙R⋆(C), X ⊛R⋆(C)
Theorem 7.3. Let X be a stereotype space. Then
— the elements of tensor product X ⊙R(C) are uniquely represented as converging series
u =
∑
k∈N
uk ⊙ tk, (7.6)
with coefficients uk ∈ X continuously depending on u ∈ X ⊙R(C),
— the elements of tensor product X ⊛R(C) are uniquely represented as converging series
u =
∑
k∈N
uk ⊛ t
k, (7.7)
with coefficients uk ∈ X continuously depending on u ∈ X ⊛R(C),
— the elements of tensor product X ⊙R⋆(C) are uniquely represented as converging series
u =
∑
k∈N
uk ⊙ τk, (7.8)
with coefficients uk ∈ X continuously depending on u ∈ X ⊙R⋆(C),
— the elements of tensor product X ⊛R⋆(C) are uniquely represented as converging series
u =
∑
k∈N
uk ⊛ τ
k, (7.9)
with coefficients uk ∈ X continuously depending on u ∈ X ⊛R⋆(C),
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Algebras of skew polynomials A
ϕ⊙ R(C) and skew power series A ϕ⊛ R⋆(C)
Theorem 7.4. Let A be an injective stereotype algebra and ϕ : A → A its (continuous) automorphism.
Then the formula
u · v =
∑
k∈N
uk ⊙ tk ·
∑
l∈N
vl ⊙ tl =
∑
n∈N
n∑
i=0
ui · ϕi(vn−i)︸ ︷︷ ︸
multiplication in A
⊙tn (7.10)
defines an associative and continuous multiplication on the tensor product A ⊙ R(C), and turns it into
an injective stereotype algebra called algebra of skew polynomials (with respect to the automorphism ϕ)
with coefficients in A and is denoted by A
ϕ⊙ R(C). If in addition A is a Brauner algebra, then A ϕ⊙ R(C)
is also a Brauner algebra.
Theorem 7.5. Let A be a projective stereotype algebra and ϕ : A → A its (continuous) automorphism.
Then the formula
α ∗ β =
∑
k∈N
αk ⊛ τ
k ∗
∑
l∈N
βl ⊛ τ
l =
∑
n∈N
n∑
i=0
αi · ϕi(βn−i)︸ ︷︷ ︸
multiplication in A
⊛τn (7.11)
defines an associative and continuous multiplication on the tensor product A⊛R⋆(C), and turns it into
a projective stereotype algebra called algebra of skew power series (with respect to the automorphism ϕ)
with coefficients in A and denoted by A
ϕ
⊛ R⋆(C). If in addition A is a Fre´chet algebra, then A ϕ⊛ R⋆(C)
is also a Fre´chet algebra.
Quantum pairs in stereotype Hopf algebras. Let H ba an injective (resp., a projective) stereotype
Hopf algebra and suppose we have
– a group-like central element z in H
– a group-like central element ω in H⋆
Suppose in addition that the operators M⋆ω and M
⋆
z dual to the operators of multiplication by elements
ω and z, act on elements z and ω as multiplication by a fixed number q ∈ C \ {0}:
M⋆ω(z) = q · z, M⋆z(ω) = q · ω (7.12)
Then we call the pair (z, ω) a quantum pair in the Hopf algebra H (with the parameter q).
The key examples for us are the pairs of algebras 〈R(C×),R⋆(C×)〉 and 〈O(C×),O⋆(C×)〉 on the
complex circle C×, we have considered in § 3(c). There by symbol z we dented a monomial of power 1
on C×:
z(x) := x, x ∈ C×
Let us take a number q ∈ C× and consider the delta-functional δq in the point q:
δq(u) = u(q) =
∑
n∈Z
un · qn, u ∈ R(C×)
Certainly, this is a current on C×, i.e. an element of the space R⋆(C×). Its expansion in basis ζn has the
form:
δq =
∑
n∈Z
qn · ζn (7.13)
Proposition 7.1. Elements (z, δq) form a quantum pair in the rigid stereotype Hopf algebras R(C×) and
O(C×) with the parameter q.
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Proof. Let us prove this for R(C×). We need to verify that z and δq are central and group-like elements.
The first property is trivial, since R(C×) and R⋆(C×) are commutative algebras. The fact that z is a
group-like element follows from (3.37):
κ(z) = z ⊙ z
And for δq this follows from multiplicativity of delta-functionals:
〈u ⊙ v,κ(δq)〉 = 〈u · v, δq〉 = (u · v)(q) = u(q) · v(q) = 〈u, δq〉 · 〈v, δq〉 = 〈u ⊙ v, δq ⊛ δq〉
=⇒ κ(δq) = δq ⊛ δq.
Finally the equalities (7.12) are verified directly:
〈M⋆δq z, α〉 = 〈z, δq ∗ α〉 = 〈z,
∑
m∈Z
qmζm ∗
∑
n∈Z
αnζn〉 = (3.33) = 〈z,
∑
n∈Z
qn · αn · ζn〉 = q · α1 = q · 〈z, α〉
and
〈u,M⋆z δq〉 = 〈z · u, δq〉 =
〈∑
m∈Z
um · zm+1,
∑
n∈Z
qn · ζn
〉
=
=
〈∑
m∈Z
um · zm+1,
∑
l∈Z
ql+1 · ζl+1
〉
=
∑
m∈Z
um · qm+1 = q ·
∑
m∈Z
um · qm = q · 〈u, δq〉
Hopf algebras H ⊙zω R(C) and H⋆ ⊛ωz R⋆(C). In the following theorem θ means the isomorphism of
functors (1.13), and (k)!q the quantum factorial from (7.2):
Theorem 7.6. Let H be an injective stereotype Hopf algebra and let (z, ω) be a quantum pair in H with
the parameter q ∈ C×. Then
(a) the tensor product H ⊙ R(C) has a unique structure of injective Hopf algebra with the algebraic
operations defined by formulas:
multiplication: a⊙ tk · b⊙ tl = a · (M⋆ω)k(b)⊙ tk+l (7.14)
unit: 1H⊙R(C) = 1H ⊙ 1R(C) (7.15)
comultiplication: κ(a⊙ tk) =
k∑
i=0
(
k
i
)
q
· θ
((
1H ⊙Miz
)
(κH(a))⊙ ti ⊙ tk−i
)
= (7.16)
=
∑
(a)
k∑
i=0
(
k
i
)
q
· a′ ⊙ ti ⊙ (zi · a′′)⊙ tk−i
counit: ε(a⊙ tk) =
{
εH(a), k = 0
0, k > 0
(7.17)
antipode: σ(a⊙ tk) = (−1)k · q− k(k+1)2 · z−k · (M⋆ω)k(σH(a)) ⊙ tk (7.18)
H ⊙R(C) with such a structure of Hopf algebra is denoted by H z⊙
ω
R(C); the common formula for
multiplication in this algebra has the form:
u · v =
(∑
k∈N
uk ⊙ tk
)
·
(∑
l∈N
vl ⊙ tl
)
=
∑
m∈N
(
m∑
k=0
uk · (M⋆ω)k(vm−k)
)
⊙ tm (7.19)
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(b) the tensor product H⋆ ⊛R⋆(C) has a unique structure of projective Hopf algebra with the algebraic
operations defined by formulas
multiplication: α⊛ τk ∗ β ⊛ τ l = α · (M⋆z)k(β)⊛ τk+l (7.20)
unit: 1H⋆⊛R(C) = 1H⋆ ⊛ 1R⋆(C) (7.21)
comultiplication: κ(α⊛ τk) =
k∑
i=0
(
k
i
)
q
· θ
((
idH⋆ ⊛M
i
ω
)
(κH⋆ (α))⊛ τ
i ⊛ τk−i
)
= (7.22)
=
∑
(α)
k∑
i=0
(
k
i
)
q
· α′ ⊛ τ i ⊛ (ωi ∗ α′′)⊛ τk−i
counit: ε(α⊛ τk) =
{
εH⋆(α), k = 0
0, k > 0
(7.23)
antipode: σ(α⊛ τk) = (−1)k · q− k(k+1)2 · ω−k ∗ (M⋆z)k(σH⋆ (α))⊛ τk (7.24)
H⋆⊛R⋆(C) with such a structure of Hopf algebra is denoted by H⋆ ω⊛
z
R⋆(C); the common formula
for multiplication in this algebra has the form:
α ∗ β =
(∑
k∈N
αk ⊙ τk
)
·
(∑
l∈N
βl ⊙ τ l
)
=
∑
m∈N
(
m∑
k=0
αk ∗ (M⋆z)k(βm−k)
)
⊙ τm (7.25)
(c) the bilinear form 〈∑
k∈N
uk ⊙ tk,
∑
k∈N
αk ⊛ τ
k
〉
=
∑
k∈N
〈uk, αk〉 · (k)!q (7.26)
turns H
z⊙
ω
R(C) and H⋆ ω⊛
z
R⋆(C) into a dual pair of stereotype Hopf algebras:
(
H
z⊙
ω
R(C)
)⋆
∼= H⋆ ω⊛
z
R⋆(C) (7.27)
We divide the proof of this theorem in 7 lemmas. Some of them are evident, and in those cases we
omit the proof.
Lemma 7.1. The multiplication and the unit (7.14), (7.15) endow H ⊙ R(C) with the structure of
injective stereotype algebra, isomorphic to the algebra of skew polynomials with coefficients in algebra H
and the generating automorphism
ϕ = M⋆ω
Lemma 7.2. The multiplication and the unit (7.20), (7.21) endow H⋆ ⊛ R⋆(C) with the structure of
projective stereotype algebra, isomorphic to the algebra of skew power series with coefficients in algebra
H⋆ and the generating automorphism
ϕ = M⋆z
Lemma 7.3. The bilinear form (7.26) turns the comultiplication (7.16) into the multiplication (7.20),
and the counit (7.17) into the counit (7.21):
〈κ(u), α ⊛ β〉 = 〈u, α ∗ β〉 , ε(u) = 〈u, 1H⋆ ⊛ 1R⋆(C)〉 (7.28)
As a corollary, the comultiplication (7.16) and the counit (7.17) define the structure of injective stereotype
coalgebra on H ⊙R(C).
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Lemma 7.4. The bilinear form (7.26) turns multiplication (7.14) into comultiplication (7.22), and unit
(7.15) into counit (7.23):
〈u · v, α〉 = 〈u⊙ v,κ(α)〉 , 〈1H ⊙ 1R(C), α〉 = ε(α) (7.29)
As a corollary, comultiplication (7.22) and counit (7.23) define the structure of projective stereotype
coalgebra on H⋆ ⊛R⋆(C).
Proof of Lemmas 7.3 and 7.4. Because of the symmetry between formulas (7.16)-(7.20) and (7.14)-(7.22)
it is sufficient to prove (7.28). For this we can take u = a⊙ tk. Then the second equality becomes evident
ε(a⊙ tk) =
{
εH(a), k = 0
0, k > 0
}
= 〈a⊙ tk, 1H⋆ ⊛ 1R⋆(C)〉
and the first one is proved by the following chain:
〈
κ(a ⊙ tk), α⊛ β〉 = k∑
i=0
(
k
i
)
q
·
〈
θ
(
(1H ⊙Miz)(κH(a))⊙ ti ⊙ tk−i
)
,
∑
l∈N
αl ⊛ τ
l ⊛
∑
m∈N
βm ⊛ τ
m
〉
=
=
∑
l,m∈N
k∑
i=0
(
k
i
)
q
·
〈
θ
(
(1H ⊙Miz)(κH(a))⊙ ti ⊙ tk−i
)
, αl ⊛ τ
l ⊛ βm ⊛ τ
m
〉
=
=
∑
l,m∈N
k∑
i=0
(
k
i
)
q
·
〈
(1H ⊙Miz)(κH(a))⊙ ti ⊙ tk−i, θ
(
αl ⊛ τ
l ⊛ βm ⊛ τ
m
)〉
=
=
∑
l,m∈N
k∑
i=0
(
k
i
)
q
· 〈(1H ⊙Miz)(κH(a)) ⊙ ti ⊙ tk−i, αl ⊛ βm ⊛ τ l ⊛ τm〉 =
=
k∑
i=0
(
k
i
)
q
· (i)!q · (k − i)!q
〈
(1H ⊙Miz)(κH(a)), αi ⊛ βk−i
〉
=
= (k)!q ·
k∑
i=0
〈
κH(a), αi ⊛ (M
⋆
z)
i(βk−i)
〉
= (k)!q ·
k∑
i=0
〈
a, αi ∗ (M⋆z)i(βk−i)
〉
=
=
〈
a⊙ tk,
k∑
i=0
αi ∗ (M⋆z)i(βk−i)⊛ τk
〉
=
〈
a⊙ tk,
∑
n∈N
(
n∑
i=0
αi ∗ (M⋆z)i(βn−i)
)
⊛ τn
〉
=
=
〈
a⊙ tk, α ∗ β〉
Lemma 7.5. Comultiplication (7.16) and counit (7.17) are homomorphisms of injective stereotype alge-
bras, and as a corollary endow H ⊙R(C) with the structure of injective stereotype bialgebra.
Lemma 7.6. Comultiplication (7.22) and counit (7.23) are homomorphisms of projective stereotype
algebras, and as a corollary endow H⋆ ⊛R⋆(C) with the structure of projective stereotype bialgebra.
Proof. Again due to the symmetry of formulas it is sufficient here to prove the first lemma. We will just
check that the comultiplication (7.16) is a homomorphism of algebras (and the reader is supposed to
check the identity for counit by analogy). Let us note the following identities:
κ(a ⊙ 1 · b⊙ 1) = κ(a⊙ 1) · κ(b ⊙ 1) (7.30)
κ(1 ⊙ tk · 1⊙ tl) = κ(1 ⊙ tk) · κ(1 ⊙ tl) (7.31)
κ(1 ⊙ tk · a⊙ 1) = κ(1 ⊙ tk) · κ(a⊙ 1) (7.32)
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κ(a ⊙ 1 · 1⊙ tk) = κ(a⊙ 1) · κ(1 ⊙ tk) (7.33)
Indeed, for (7.30) we have:
κ(a ⊙ 1) · κ(b ⊙ 1) =
∑
(a)
(a′ ⊙ 1⊙ a′′ ⊙ 1) ·
∑
(b)
(b′ ⊙ 1⊙ b′′ ⊙ 1) =
=
∑
(a),(b)
a′b′ ⊙ 1⊙ a′′b′′ ⊙ 1 = κ((a · b)⊙ 1) = κ(a⊙ 1 · b⊙ 1)
For (7.31):
κ(1 ⊙ tk) · κ(1 ⊙ tk) =
k∑
i=0
(
k
i
)
q
· 1⊙ ti ⊙ zi ⊙ tk−i ·
l∑
j=0
(
l
j
)
q
· 1⊙ tj ⊙ zj ⊙ tl−j =
=
k∑
i=0
l∑
j=0
(
k
i
)
q
·
(
l
j
)
q
·
(
(1 ⊙ ti) · (1 ⊙ tj)
)
⊙
(
(zi ⊙ tk−i) · (zj ⊙ tl−j)
)
= (7.14) =
=
k∑
i=0
l∑
j=0
(
k
i
)
q
·
(
l
j
)
q
·
(
1⊙ ti+j
)
⊙
(
(zi · (M⋆ω)k−i(zj)⊙ tk+l−i−j
)
= (7.12) =
=
k∑
i=0
l∑
j=0
(
k
i
)
q
·
(
l
j
)
q
· q(k−i)j · 1⊙ ti+j ⊙ zi+j ⊙ tk+l−i−j =
=
(
i + j = m
j = m− i
0 6 m 6 k + l
max{0,m− l} 6 i 6 min{k,m}
)
=
=
k+l∑
m=0
∑
max{0,m−l}6i6min{k,m}
(
k
i
)
q
·
(
l
m− i
)
q
· q(k−i)(m−i) · 1⊙ tm ⊙ zm ⊙ tk+l−m = (7.5) =
=
k+l∑
m=0
(
k + l
m
)
q
· 1⊙ tm ⊙ zm ⊙ tk+l−m = κ(1 ⊙ tk+l) = κ(1 ⊙ tk · 1⊙ tl)
For (7.32):
κ(1 ⊙ tk) · κ(a ⊙ 1) =
k∑
i=0
(
k
i
)
q
· 1⊙ ti ⊙ zi ⊙ tk−i ·
∑
(a)
a′ ⊙ 1⊙ a′′ ⊙ 1 =
=
k∑
i=0
∑
(a)
(
k
i
)
q
·
(
(1⊙ ti) · (a′ ⊙ 1)
)
⊙
(
(zi ⊙ tk−i) · (a′′ ⊙ 1)
)
=
=
k∑
i=0
∑
(a)
(
k
i
)
q
· (M⋆ω)i(a′)⊙ ti ⊙ zi(M⋆ω)k−i(a′′)⊙ tk−i = (1.40) =
= κ((M⋆ω)
k(a)⊙ tk) = (7.14) = κ(1 ⊙ tk · a⊙ 1)
For (7.33):
κ(a ⊙ 1) · κ(1 ⊙ tk) =
∑
(a)
a′ ⊙ 1⊙ a′′ ⊙ 1 ·
k∑
i=0
(
k
i
)
q
· 1⊙ ti ⊙ zi ⊙ tk−i =
=
∑
(a)
k∑
i=0
(
k
i
)
q
·
(
(a′ ⊙ 1) · (1⊙ ti)
)
⊙
(
(a′′ ⊙ 1) · (zi ⊙ tk−i)
)
=
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=
∑
(a)
k∑
i=0
(
k
i
)
q
· a′ ⊙ ti ⊙ a′′zi ⊙ tk−i = (7.16) = κ(a⊙ tk) = κ(a⊙ 1 · 1⊙ tk)
From (7.30)-(7.33) it follows that (7.16) is a homomorphism a algebras:
κ(a ⊙ tk · b⊙ tl) = κ(a · (M⋆ω)k(b)⊙ tk+l) = κ(a · (M⋆ω)k(b)⊙ 1 · 1⊙ tk+l) = (7.33) =
= κ(a · (M⋆ω)k(b)⊙ 1) · κ(1 ⊙ tk+l) = κ(a ⊙ 1 · (M⋆ω)k(b)⊙ 1) · κ(1 ⊙ tk · 1⊙ tl) =
= (7.30), (7.31) = κ(a⊙ 1) · κ((M⋆ω)k(b)⊙ 1) · κ(1 ⊙ tk) · κ(1 ⊙ tl) =
= (7.33) = κ(a⊙ 1) · κ((M⋆ω)k(b)⊙ 1 · 1⊙ tk) · κ(1 ⊙ tl) =
= κ(a⊙ 1) · κ(1 ⊙ tk · b⊙ 1) · κ(1 ⊙ tl) =
= (7.32) = κ(a ⊙ 1) · κ(1 ⊙ tk) · κ(b ⊙ 1) · κ(1 ⊙ tl) = (7.33) =
= κ(a⊙ 1 · 1⊙ tk) · κ(b ⊙ 1 · 1⊙ tl) = κ(a⊙ tk) · κ(b ⊙ tl)
Lemma 7.7. Formulas (7.18) and (7.24) define antipodes in bialgebras H⊙R(C) and H⋆⊛R⋆(C), dual
to each other with respect to the bilinear form (7.26):
〈σ(u), α〉 = 〈u, σ(α)〉 (7.34)
Proof. Let us show that formula (7.18) defines an antipode in H ⊙R(C). First we need to verify that σ
is an automorphism:
σ(a⊙ tk · b⊙ tl) = σ(a · (M⋆ω)k(b)⊙ tk+l) =
= (−1)k+l · q− (k+l)(k+l+1)2 · z−k−l · (M⋆ω)k+l
(
σH
(
a · (M⋆ω)k(b)
))
⊙ tk+l =
= (−1)k+l · q− (k+l)(k+l+1)2 · z−k−l · (M⋆ω)k+l
(
σH
(
(M⋆ω)
k(b)
)
· σH(a)
)
⊙ tk+l =
= (−1)k+l · q− (k+l)(k+l+1)2 · z−k−l · (M⋆ω)l
((
(M⋆ω)
k ◦ σH ◦ (M⋆ω)k
)
(b)
)
· (M⋆ω)k+l(σH(a))⊙ tk+l =
= (1.38) = (−1)k+l · q− k
2+l2+k+l
2 · q−kl · z−k−l · (M⋆ω)l(σH(b)) · (M⋆ω)k+l(σH(a)) ⊙ tk+l =
= (−1)k+l · q− k(k+1)+l(l+1)2 · z−l · (M⋆ω)l(σH(b)) · (M⋆ω)l
(
z−k(M⋆ω)
k(σH(a))
)
⊙ tk+l =
= (−1)l · q− l(l+1)2 · z−l · (M⋆ω)l(σH(b))⊙ tl · (−1)k · q−
k(k+1)
2 · z−k · (M⋆ω)k(σH(a))⊙ tk =
= σ(b ⊙ tl) · σ(a⊙ tk)
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Now let us note that diagram (1.18) becomes commutative if we put there a⊙ 1:
∑
(a)
a′ ⊙ 1R(C) ⊙ a′′ ⊙ 1R(C)
&
σ⊗1H
,,∑
(a)
σH(a
′)⊙ 1R(C) ⊙ a′′ ⊙ 1R(C)

µ --
∑
(a)
σH(a
′) · a′′ ⊙ 1R(C)
‖
a⊙ 1
M
κ
::
q
κ
$$
 ε // εH(a)
 ι // εH(a) · 1H ⊙ 1R(C)
‖∑
(a)
a′ · σH(a′′)⊙ 1R(C)
∑
(a)
a′ ⊙ 1R(C) ⊙ a′′ ⊙ 1R(C)

1H⊗σ
22
∑
(a)
a′ ⊙ 1R(C) ⊙ σH(a′′)⊙ 1R(C)
0
µ 11
or 1⊙ t:
1⊙ 1⊙ 1⊙ t+ 1⊙ t⊙ z ⊙ 1
*
σ⊗1H
**
1⊙ 1⊙ 1⊙ t− q−1z−1 ⊙ t⊙ z ⊙ 1

µ
// 1⊙ t− q−1q · z−1z ⊙ t
‖
1⊙ t
F
κ
66
x
κ
((
 ε // 0
 ι // 0
‖
−q−1z−1 ⊙ t+ q−1 · z−1 ⊙ t
1⊙ 1⊙ 1⊙ t+ 1⊙ t⊙ z ⊙ 1

1H⊗σ
44
−q−11⊙ 1⊙ z−1 ⊙ t+ 1⊙ t⊙ z−1 ⊙ 1
,
µ 00
By Lemma on antipode 1.1 this implies that the diagram (1.18) is commutative if we put there after
various products of a⊙ 1 and 1⊙ t. In particular, if we put a⊙ tk. This means that 1.1 is commutative
(with arbitrary argument), and we obtain that the mapping (7.18) is an antipode in H ⊙R(C).
Further, by the symmetry of formulas, the mapping (7.24) is an antipode in H⋆ ⊛R⋆(C).
It remains to verify that the bilinear form (7.26) turns the antipode (7.18) into the antipode (7.24).
Clearly, formula (7.34) is equivalent to formula
〈σ(a⊙ tk), α⊛ τ l〉 = 〈a⊙ tk, σ(α⊛ τ l)〉
For k 6= l both sides here vanish, so we need check only the case k = l. Indeed,
〈σ(a ⊙ tk), α⊛ τk〉 = (7.18) = 〈(−1)k · q− k(k+1)2 · z−k · (M⋆ω)k(σH(a))⊙ tk, α⊛ τk〉 =
= (−1)k ·q− k(k+1)2 · 〈z−k ·(M⋆ω)k(σH(a)), α〉 ·(k)!q = (−1)k ·q−
k(k+1)
2 · 〈(M⋆ω)k(σH(a)), (M⋆z−1)k(α)〉 ·(k)!q =
= (−1)k ·q− k(k+1)2 · 〈σH(a), ωk ∗ (M⋆z−1)k(α)〉 · (k)!q = (−1)k ·q−
k(k+1)
2 · 〈a, σ⋆H
(
(ωk ∗ (M⋆z−1)k(α)
)
〉 · (k)!q =
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= (−1)k · q− k(k+1)2 · 〈a, ω−k ∗ σ⋆H
(
(M⋆z−1)
k(α)
)
〉 · (k)!q = (1.38) =
= (−1)k ·q− k(k+1)2 · 〈a, ω−k ∗ (M⋆z)k(σ⋆H(α))〉 · (k)!q = (−1)k ·q−
k(k+1)
2 · 〈a⊙ tk, ω−k ∗ (M⋆z)k(σ⋆H(α))⊛ τk〉 =
= (7.24) = 〈a⊙ tk, σ(α ⊛ τk)〉
Chains H ⊙zω R(C) ⊂ H ⊙zω O(C) ⊂ H ⊙zω O⋆(C) ⊂ H ⊙zω R⋆(C)
and H ⊛zω R(C) ⊂ H ⊛zω O(C) ⊂ H ⊛zω O⋆(C) ⊂ H ⊛zω R⋆(C).
The same formulas and reasonings as we used in the proof of Theorem 7.6, allow us to define, apart
from H
z⊙
ω
R(C) and H⋆ ω⊛
z
R⋆(C), a series of similar stereotype Hopf algebras. These are algebras of
— skew polynomials H
z⊙
ω
R(C) and H z⊛
ω
R(C),
— skew entire functions H
z⊙
ω
O(C) and H z⊛
ω
O(C),
— skew analytic functionals H
z⊙
ω
O⋆(C) and H z⊛
ω
O⋆(C),
— skew power series H
z⊙
ω
R⋆(C) and H z⊛
ω
R⋆(C).
Visually the connection between them can be illustrated by the following chains of inclusions:
H
z⊙
ω
R(C) ⊂ H z⊙
ω
O(C) ⊂ H z⊙
ω
O⋆(C) ⊂ H z⊙
ω
R⋆(C)
and
H
z
⊛
ω
R(C) ⊂ H z⊛
ω
O(C) ⊂ H z⊛
ω
O⋆(C) ⊂ H z⊛
ω
R⋆(C)
If H is an injective Hopf algebra, then the upper chain is defined, if H is a projective Hopf algebra, then
the lower chain is defined, and if H is a rigid stereotype Hopf algebra, then both chains are defined (and,
certainly, they coincide up to isomorphisms).
Theorem 7.6 correctly define only the first link in the first chain and the last link in the second
chain. In all conscience, to give accurate definition for all links we should formulate three more analogous
theorems.
To avoid those troubles we can either simply say that the other links are defined by analogy (with
replacing, if necessary, ⊙ by ⊛, and R by O). Or we can unite all those four theorems (the one already
proven and three not yet formulated) into the following quite bulky proposition:
Theorem 7.7. Let
— F denote one of the two Hopf algebras: R(C) or O(C),
— H be an arbitrary injective stereotype Hopf algebra,
— (z, ω) be a quantum pair in H with parameter q ∈ C×.
Then7
(a) the tensor product H ⊙ F possesses a unique structure of injective Hopf algebra with algebraic
operations, defined by formulas:
multiplication: a⊙ tk · b⊙ tl = a · (M⋆ω)k(b)⊙ tk+l (7.35)
7Here again θ is the isomorphism of functors (1.13), and (k)!q the quantum factorial defined in (7.2).
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unit: 1H⊙R(C) = 1H ⊙ 1R(C) (7.36)
comultiplication: κ(a⊙ tk) =
k∑
i=0
(
k
i
)
q
· θ
((
1H ⊙Miz
)
(κH(a))⊙ ti ⊙ tk−i
)
= (7.37)
=
∑
(a)
k∑
i=0
(
k
i
)
q
· a′ ⊙ ti ⊙ (zi · a′′)⊙ tk−i
counit: ε(a⊙ tk) =
{
εH(a), k = 0
0, k > 0
(7.38)
antipode: σ(a⊙ tk) = (−1)k · q− k(k+1)2 · z−k · (M⋆ω)k(σH(a)) ⊙ tk (7.39)
H ⊙ F with such a structure of Hopf algebra is denoted by H z⊙
ω
F ;
(b) the tensor product H⋆⊛F ⋆ possesses a unique structure of projective Hopf algebra with the algebraic
operations, defined by formulas:
multiplication: α⊛ τk ∗ β ⊛ τ l = α · (M⋆z)k(β)⊛ τk+l (7.40)
unit: 1H⋆⊛R(C) = 1H⋆ ⊛ 1R⋆(C) (7.41)
comultiplication: κ(α⊛ τk) =
k∑
i=0
(
k
i
)
q
· θ
((
idH⋆ ⊛M
i
ω
)
(κH⋆ (α))⊛ τ
i ⊛ τk−i
)
= (7.42)
=
∑
(α)
k∑
i=0
(
k
i
)
q
· α′ ⊛ τ i ⊛ (ωi · α′′)⊛ τk−i
counit: ε(α⊛ τk) =
{
εH⋆(α), k = 0
0, k > 0
(7.43)
antipode: σ(α⊛ τk) = (−1)k · q− k(k+1)2 · ω−k ∗ (M⋆z)k(σH⋆ (α))⊛ τk (7.44)
H⋆ ⊛ F ⋆ with such a structure of Hopf algebra is denoted by H⋆
ω
⊛
z
F ⋆;
(c) the bilinear form 〈∑
k∈N
uk ⊙ tk,
∑
k∈N
αk ⊛ τ
k
〉
=
∑
k∈N
〈uk, αk〉 · (k)!q (7.45)
turns H
z⊙
ω
F and H⋆
ω
⊛
z
F ⋆ into dual pair of stereotype Hopf algebras.
If, under all other assumptions (except injectivity), H is a projective stereotype Hopf algebra, then
(a) the tensor product H⊛F has a unique structure of projective stereotype Hopf algebra with algebraic
operations defined by formulas (7.35)-(7.39), but with replacing ⊙ by ⊛; H⊛F with such a structure
of Hopf algebra is denoted by H
z
⊛
ω
F ;
(b) the tensor product H⋆⊙F ⋆ has a unique structure of injective stereotype Hopf algebra with algebraic
operations defined by formulas (7.40)-(7.44), but with replacing ⊛ by ⊙; H⋆ ⊙ F ⋆ with such a
structure of Hopf algebra is denoted by H⋆
ω⊙
z
F ⋆
(c) the bilinear form 〈∑
k∈N
uk ⊛ t
k,
∑
k∈N
αk ⊙ τk
〉
=
∑
k∈N
〈uk, αk〉 · (k)!q (7.46)
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turns H
z
⊛
ω
F and H⋆
ω⊙
z
F ⋆ into a dual pair of stereotype Hopf algebras.
As we have already told this is proved by analogy with Theorem 7.6.
Proposition 7.2. Let H be an injective Hopf algebra, and (z, ω) a quantum pair in H with the parameter
q ∈ C×. Then the rules
a⊙ tk 7→ a⊙ tk 7→ a⊙ τk 7→ a⊙ τk (k ∈ N, a ∈ H)
uniquely define a chain of (continuous) homomorphisms of injective stereotype Hopf algebras:
H
z⊙
ω
R(C)→ H z⊙
ω
O(C)→ H z⊙
ω
O(C)⋆ → H z⊙
ω
R(C)⋆
Proposition 7.3. Let H be a projective Hopf algebra and (z, ω) a quantum pair in H with the parameter
q ∈ C×. Then the rules
a⊛ tk 7→ a⊛ tk 7→ a⊛ τk 7→ a⊛ τk (k ∈ N, a ∈ H)
uniquely define a chain of (continuous) homomorphisms of projective stereotype Hopf algebras:
H
z
⊛
ω
R(C)→ H z⊛
ω
O(C)→ H z⊛
ω
O(C)⋆ → H z⊛
ω
R(C)⋆
(c) Quantum group ‘az + b′ = Rq(C× ⋉C)
Here we show that the quantum group ‘az + b’ (defined in [48, 40, 47, 28]) is a special case of the
construction described in Theorem 7.6.
The group C× ⋉ C of affine transformation of a complex plane. The group of affine transfor-
mations of the complex plane, often denoted as ‘az + b’, from the algebraic point of view is a semidirect
product C×⋉C of complex circle C× and complex plane C, where C× acts on C by usual multiplication.
In other word, C× ⋉C is a Cartesian product C× × C with algebraic operations
multiplication: (a, x) · (b, y) = (ab, xb + y) (a, b ∈ C×, x, y ∈ C)
unit: 1C×⋉C = (1, 0)
inverse element: (a, x)−1 =
(
1
a
,−x
a
)
(a ∈ C×, x ∈ C)
Clearly, this is a connected Stein group. Moreover, C×⋉C is an algebraic group, since it can be represented
as a linear group by matrices of the form
(a, x) =
(
a 0
x 1
)
(a ∈ C×, x ∈ C)
(and multiplication, unit and inverse element become usual operations with matrices).
Stereotype algebras R(C× ⋉ C) and R⋆(C× ⋉C). By symbol R(C× ⋉C) we, as usual, denote the
algebra of polynomials on an algebraic group C× ⋉ C. According to the general approach of § 3(b), we
endow the space R(C× ⋉ C) with the strongest locally convex topology. The dual space of currents
R⋆(C×⋉C) is an algebra with respect to the usual convolution of functionals (3.14). Like any other dual
space to a stereotype space, it is endowed with the topology of uniform convergence on compact sets in
R(C× ⋉C). In this case this is equivalent to the R(C× ⋉C)-weak topology.
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Recall that by zn and tk we denote basis monomials in the spaces R(C×) and R(C) (we defined them
by formulas (3.30) and (3.52)). In accordance with the common notation (1.24), it is reasonable to denote
the basis monomials in the space of functions R⋆(C× ⋉C) by symbol zn ⊡ tk:
(zn ⊡ tk)(a, x) := an · xk, a ∈ C×, x ∈ C
Similarly, extending the old notations ζn and τ
k from (3.31) and (3.59), we denote by ζn ∗τk the functional
on R(C×⋉C) of taking the n-th coefficient of Laurent series with respect to the first variable and at the
same time the k-th derivative in the point (1, 0) with respect to the second variable:
ζn ∗τk(u) =
∫ 1
0
e−2πint
dk
dxk
u(x, e2πit)
∣∣∣
x=0
d t =
dk
dxk
∫ 1
0
e−2πintu(x, e2πit) d t
∣∣∣
x=0
(7.47)
Proposition 7.4. 1) The functions {zn⊡tk; n ∈ Z, k ∈ N} form an algebraic basis in the space R(C×⋉C)
of polynomials on C× ⋉C: every polynomial u ∈ R(C× ⋉C) is uniquely decomposed into the series
u =
∑
k∈N,n∈Z
un,k · zn ⊡ tk, card{(n, k) : un,k 6= 0} <∞, (7.48)
where the coefficients can be computed by formula
un,k =
1
k!
· ζn ∗τk(u) (7.49)
The correspondence u↔ {un,k; n ∈ Z, k ∈ N} establishes an isomorphism of topological vector spaces
R(C× ⋉C) ∼= CZ×N
2) The functionals {ζn ∗τk; n ∈ Z, k ∈ N} form a basis in the stereotype space R⋆(C× ⋉ C): every
functional α ∈ R⋆(C× ⋉C) is uniquely decomposed into a (converging in the space R⋆(C× ⋉C)) series
α =
∑
k∈N,n∈Z
αn,k · ζn ∗τk, (7.50)
where the coefficients can be computed by formula
αn,k =
1
k!
· α(zn ⊡ tk) (7.51)
The correspondence α↔ {αn,k; n ∈ Z, k ∈ N} establishes an isomorphism of topological vector spaces
R⋆(C× ⋉C) ∼= CZ×N
3) The bases {zn⊡tk; n ∈ Z, k ∈ N} and {ζn ∗τk; n ∈ Z, k ∈ N} are dual to each other up to the constant
k!
〈zm ⊡ tk, ζn ∗ τ l〉 = 〈zm, ζn〉 · 〈tk, τ l〉 =
{
0, (m, k) 6= (n, l)
k!, (m, k) = (n, l)
(7.52)
and the action of functionals α ∈ R⋆(C×⋉C) on polynomials u ∈ R(C×⋉C) is described by the formula
〈u, α〉 =
∑
n∈Z,k∈N
un,k · αn,k · k! (7.53)
Remark 7.1. The functional ζn ∗τk can be represented as the convolution of two components ζn and
τk (and the order of their multiplication becomes important here): if we denote by Zn the functional of
taking the n-th coefficient of Laurent series with respect to the first variable in the point (1, 0),
Zn(u) = ζn ∗τ0(u) = 1
2πi
∫
|z|=1
u(z, 0)
zn+1
d z =
∫ 1
0
e−2πintu(e2πit, 0) d t, u ∈ R(C× ⋉C), (7.54)
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and by T k the functional of taking the k-th derivative with respect to the second variable in the point
(1, 0),
T k(u) = ζ0 ∗τk(u) = d
k
dxk
u(1, x)
∣∣∣
x=0
, u ∈ R(C× ⋉C), (7.55)
then the following equalities hold:
Zn ∗ T k = ζn ∗τk, T k ∗ Zn = Zn−k ∗ T k = ζn−k ∗τk (7.56)
For the proof we can use formulas (3.15): first,
δa ∗ T k = a · T k
⇓
(δ(e
2πit,0) ∗ T k)(u) = ((e2πit, 0) · T k)(u) = T k(u · (e2πit, 0)) =
=
dk
dxk
u
(
(e2πit, 0) · (1, x)
)∣∣∣
x=0
=
dk
dxk
u(e2πit, x)
∣∣∣
x=0
(7.57)
⇓
(Zn ∗ T k)(u) =
(∫ 1
0
e−2πint · δ(e2πit,0) d t ∗ T k
)
(u) =
(∫ 1
0
e−2πint · δ(e2πit,0)∗Tk d t
)
(u) =
=
∫ 1
0
(
e−2πint · δ(e2πit,0) ∗ T k
)
(u) d t =
∫ 1
0
e−2πint · d
k
dxk
u(e2πit, x)
∣∣∣
x=0
d t
And, second,
T k ∗ δa = T k · a
⇓
(T k ∗ δ(e2πit,0))(u) = (T k · (e2πit, 0))(u) = T k((e2πit, 0) · u) = d
k
dxk
u
(
(1, x) · (e2πit, 0)
)∣∣∣
x=0
=
=
dk
dxk
u(e2πit, x · e2πit)
∣∣∣
x=0
= (e2πit)k · d
k
d yk
u(e2πit, y)
∣∣∣
y=0
= (7.57) = e2πikt · (δ(e2πit,0) ∗ T k)(u)
⇓
T k ∗ δ(e2πit,0) = e2πikt · δ(e2πit,0) ∗ T k (7.58)
⇓
T k ∗ Zn = T k ∗
∫ 1
0
e−2πint · δ(e2πit,0) d t =
∫ 1
0
e−2πint · T k ∗ δ(e2πit,0) d t = (7.58) =
=
∫ 1
0
e−2πint · e2πikt · δ(e2πit,0) ∗ T k d t =
∫ 1
0
e−2πi(n−k)t · δ(e2πit,0) ∗ T k d t =
=
∫ 1
0
e−2πi(n−k)t · δ(e2πit,0) d t ∗ T k = Zn−k ∗ T k
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Stereotype algebras O(C× ⋉C) and O⋆(C× ⋉ C). As always, we endow the algebra O(C× ⋉C) of
holomorphic functions on C× ⋉C with the topology of uniform convergence on compact sets in C× ⋉C.
Its dual algebra O⋆(C× ⋉ C) is endowed with the topology of uniform convergence on compact sets in
O(C× ⋉C), and the multiplication there is the usual convolution (3.14).
Proposition 7.5. 1) The functions {zn⊡tk; n ∈ Z, k ∈ N} form a basis in the stereotype space O(C×⋉C)
of holomorphic functions on C× ⋉ C: every function u ∈ O(C× ⋉ C) can be uniquely represented as a
sum of a (converging in O(C× ⋉C)) series
u =
∑
k∈N,n∈Z
un,k · zn ⊡ tk, ∀C > 0
∑
k∈N,n∈Z
|uk,n| · Ck+|n| <∞, (7.59)
where the coefficients (continuously depend on u and) can be computed by formula
un,k =
1
k!
· ζn ∗τk(u) (7.60)
The topology of O(C× ⋉C) can be described by seminorms:
||u||C =
∑
k∈N,n∈Z
|uk,n| · Ck+|n|, C > 1 (7.61)
2) The functionals {ζn ∗τk; n ∈ Z, k ∈ N} form a basis in the space O⋆(C× ⋉ C): every functional
α ∈ O⋆(C× ⋉C) can be uniquely represented as a sum of a (converging in O⋆(C× ⋉C)) series
α =
∑
k∈N,n∈Z
αn,k · ζn ∗τk, (7.62)
where the coefficients (continuously depend on α and) can be computed by formula
αn,k =
1
k!
· α(zn ⊡ tk) (7.63)
The topology of the space O⋆(C× ⋉C) can be described by seminorms:
|||α|||r =
∑
n∈Z,k∈N
rn,k · |αn,k| · k!, rn,k > 0 : ∀C > 1
∑
n∈Z,k∈N
rk,n · Ck+|n| <∞ (7.64)
3) The bases {zn ⊡ tk; n ∈ Z, k ∈ N} and {ζn ∗τk; n ∈ Z, k ∈ N} are dual to each other up to the
constant k!:
〈zm ⊡ tk, ζn ∗ τ l〉 = 〈zm, ζn〉 · 〈tk, τ l〉 =
{
0, (m, k) 6= (n, l)
k!, (m, k) = (n, l)
(7.65)
and the action of functionals α ∈ O⋆(C× ⋉C) on functions u ∈ O(C× ⋉C) is described by formula
〈u, α〉 =
∑
n∈Z,k∈N
un,k · αn,k · k! (7.66)
R(C× ⋉C), R⋆(C× ⋉C), O(C× ⋉C) and O⋆(C× ⋉C) as Hopf algebras. The algebras R(C× ⋉C)
and O(C×⋉C), being standard functional algebras on groups, are endowed with the natural structure of
Hopf algebras (we noted this general fact in Theorems 3.2 and 3.1). The following propositions describe
the structure of these Hopf algebras.
Proposition 7.6. The algebra R(C×⋉C) (resp., algebra O(C×⋉C)) is a nuclear Hopf-Brauner (resp.,
Hopf-Fre´chet) algebra with the algebraic operations defined on basis elements zn ⊡ tk by formulas
zm ⊡ tk · zn ⊡ tl = zm+n ⊡ tk+l 1R(C×⋉C) = z0t0 (7.67)
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κ(zn ⊡ tk) =
k∑
i=0
(
k
i
)
· znti ⊙ zn+itk−i ε(zn ⊡ tk) =
{
0, (n, k) 6= (0, 0)
1, (n, k) = (0, 0)
(7.68)
σ(zn ⊡ tk) = (−1)kz−k−ntk (7.69)
As a corollary, the general formula of multiplication in R(C× ⋉C) is as follows:
u · v =
∑
n∈Z,k∈N
(
k∑
j=0
∑
i∈Z
ui,j · vn−i,k−j
)
· zn ⊡ tk. (7.70)
Proof. The comultiplication, counit and antipode can be computed by formulas (3.5)-(3.7). For instance,
the comultiplication:
κ˜(zn ⊡ tk)
(
(a, x), (b, y)
)
= (zn ⊡ tk)
(
(a, x) · (b, y)
)
= (zn ⊡ tk)(ab, xb+ y) = (ab)n(xb + y)k =
= anbn
k∑
i=0
(
k
i
)
xibiyk−i =
k∑
i=0
(
k
i
)
anxibn+iyk−i =
k∑
i=0
(
k
i
)
(zn ⊡ ti)⊡ (zn+i ⊡ tk−i)
(
(a, x), (b, y)
)
⇓
κ˜(zn ⊡ tk) =
k∑
i=0
(
k
i
)
· (zn ⊡ ti)⊡ (zn+i ⊡ tk−i)
⇓
κ(zn ⊡ tk) =
k∑
i=0
(
k
i
)
· zn ⊡ ti ⊙ zn+i ⊡ tk−i
Proposition 7.7. The algebra R⋆(C×⋉C) (resp., algebra O⋆(C×⋉C)) is a nuclear Hopf-Fre´chet (resp.,
Hopf-Brauner) algebra with the algebraic operations defined on basis elements ζn ∗τk by formulas
(ζm ∗τk) ∗ (ζn ∗τ l) =
{
ζm ∗τk+l, m+ k = n
0, m+ k 6= n 1R⋆(C×⋉C) =
∑
n∈Z
ζn ∗τ0 (7.71)
κ(ζn ∗τk) =
∑
m∈Z
k∑
i=0
(
k
i
)
· ζm ∗τ i ⊛ ζn−m ∗τk−i ε(ζn ∗τk) =
{
1, (n, k) = (0, 0)
0, (n, k) 6= (0, 0) (7.72)
σ(ζn ∗τk) = (−1)k · ζ−n−k ∗τk (7.73)
As a corollary, the general formula of multiplication in R⋆(C× ⋉C) is as follows:
α ∗ β =
∑
n∈Z,k∈N
( k∑
j=0
αn,j · βn+j,k−j
)
· ζn ∗τk. (7.74)
Proof. All those formulas appear as duals of (7.67)-(7.69). For example, the comultiplication is computed
as follows:
〈u ⊙ v,κ(ζn ∗τk)〉 = 〈u · v, ζn ∗τk〉 =
〈 ∑
r∈Z,l∈N
(
l∑
i=0
∑
m∈Z
um,i · vr−m,l−i
)
· zrtl, ζn ∗τk
〉
=
= k! ·
k∑
i=0
∑
m∈Z
um,i · vn−m,k−i = k! ·
k∑
i=0
∑
m∈Z
1
i!
〈u, ζm ∗τ i〉 · 1
(k − i)! 〈v, ζn−m ∗τ
k−i〉 =
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=
∑
m∈Z
k∑
i=0
(
k
i
)
· 〈u ⊙ v, ζm ∗τ i ⊛ ζn−m ∗τk−i〉 =
〈
u⊙ v,
∑
m∈Z
k∑
i=0
(
k
i
)
· ζm ∗τ i ⊛ ζn−m ∗τk−i
〉
⇓
κ(ζn ∗τk) =
∑
m∈Z
k∑
i=0
(
k
i
)
· ζm ∗τ i ⊛ ζn−m ∗τk−i
Hopf algebras Rq(C× ⋉ C), R⋆q(C× ⋉ C), Oq(C× ⋉ C), O⋆q (C× ⋉ C). The quantum group ‘az + b’
can be defined as Hopf algebra R(C× ⋉C), where the algebraic operations are deformed in some special
way. We describe here this deformation, and together with the algebra R(C× ⋉C) we shall consider the
algebra O(C× ⋉C). Both these constructions will be useful below in Theorem 7.8.
The constructions starts with the choice of a constant q ∈ C×.
Proposition 7.8. On the stereotype space R(C× ⋉ C) (respectively, O(C× ⋉ C)) there exists a unique
structure of rigid stereotype Hopf algebra with the algebraic operations defined on basis elements zn ⊡ tk
by formulas
zm ⊡ tk · zn ⊡ tl = qkn · zm+n ⊡ tk+l 1R(C×⋉C) = z0t0 (7.75)
κ(zn ⊡ tk) =
k∑
i=0
(
k
i
)
q
· zn ⊡ ti ⊙ zn+i ⊡ tk−i ε(zn ⊡ tk) =
{
0, (n, k) 6= (0, 0)
1, (n, k) = (0, 0)
(7.76)
σ(zn ⊡ tk) = (−1)k · q− k(k+1)2 −kn · z−k−n ⊡ tk (7.77)
The space R(C× ⋉ C) (respectively, O(C× ⋉ C)) with such a structure of Hopf algebra is defined by
Rq(C× ⋉C) (respectively, by Oq(C× ⋉C)). Besides this,
1) the general formula of multiplication in Rq(C× ⋉C) (respectively, in Oq(C× ⋉C)) has the form
u · v =
∑
n∈Z,k∈N
(
k∑
i=0
∑
m∈Z
qi(n−m) · um,i · vn−m,k−i
)
· zn ⊡ tk. (7.78)
2) The mapping
zn ⊡ tk 7→ zn ⊙ tk
establishes an isomorphism between Rq(C×⋉C) (respectively, Oq(C×⋉C)) and the Hopf algebra of
skew polynomials (entire functions) with coefficients in R(C×) (respectively, in O(C×)) with respect
to the quantum pair (z, δq) from Proposition 7.1:
Rq(C× ⋉C) ∼= R(C×)
z⊙
δq
R(C)
(
Oq(C× ⋉C) ∼= O(C×)
z⊙
δq
O(C)
)
(7.79)
3) For q = 1 the Hopf algebra Rq(C× ⋉ C) (respectively, Oq(C× ⋉ C)) turns into the Hopf algebra
R(C× ⋉C) (respectively, O(C× ⋉C)) with the structure of Hopf algebra described on page 117:
R(C× ⋉C) = R1(C× ⋉C)
(
O(C× ⋉C) = O1(C× ⋉C)
)
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Proof. Here everything starts from formulas (7.79): the mapping zn ⊡ tk 7→ zn ⊙ tk establishes an
isomorphism of stereotype spaces
Rq(C× ⋉C) ∼= R(C×)⊙R(C)
(this is exactly the isomorphism, which for general case is described by the identity (3.9)). This iso-
morphism induces on R(C× ⋉ C) the structure of rigid Hopf algebra from R(C×) z⊙
δq
R(C) (where this
structure is defined by formulas (7.14)-(7.18)). In this isomorphism the formulas (7.14)-(7.18) turn into
formulas (7.75)-(7.77). To derive them we need to use the first formula in (7.12):
M⋆δq (z) = q · z
This implies
(M⋆δq )
k(zn) = qkn · zn
Then, for instance, the formula of multiplication (7.75) is derived from (7.14) as follows:
zm ⊡ tk · zn ⊙ tl = zm · (M⋆δq )k(zn) · tk+l = zm · qkn · zn ⊙ tk+l = qkn · zk+n ⊙ tk+l
The remaining formulas are deduced by analogy. The general formula for multiplication (7.78) follows
from (7.75):
u·v =
 ∑
m∈Z,k∈N
um,k · zm ⊡ tk
·
 ∑
n∈Z,l∈N
vn,l · zn ⊡ tl
 = ∑
m∈Z,k∈N
∑
n∈Z,l∈N
um,k ·vn,l ·zm⊡tk ·zn⊡tl =
=
∑
m∈Z,k∈N
∑
n∈Z,l∈N
um,k · vn,l · qkn · zm+ntk+l =
(
n = r −m
l = s− k
)
=
=
∑
r∈Z,s∈N
∑
m∈Z,k∈N
qk(r−m) · um,k · vr−m,s−k · zm+ntk+l
It remains to add that for q = 1 the formulas (7.75)-(7.77) turn into formulas (7.67)-(7.69), so the
Hopf algebra Rq(C× ⋉C) (respectively, Oq(C× ⋉C)) turns into Hopf algebra R(C× ⋉ C) (respectively,
O(C× ⋉C)).
Proposition 7.9. On the stereotype space R⋆(C×⋉C) (respectively, O⋆(C×⋉C)) there exists a unique
structure of rigid stereotype Hopf algebra with algebraic operations defined on basis elements ζn ∗τk by
formulas
(ζm ∗τk) ∗ (ζn ∗τ l) =
{
ζm ∗τk+l, m = n− k
0, m 6= n− k 1R⋆(C×⋉C) =
∑
n∈Z
ζn ∗τ0 (7.80)
κ(ζn ∗τk) =
∑
m∈Z
k∑
i=0
(
k
i
)
q
· qi(n−m) · ζm ∗τ i ⊛ ζn−m ∗τk−i ε(ζn ∗τk) =
{
1, k = 0
0, k > 0
(7.81)
σ(ζn ∗τk) = (−1)k · q− k(k+1)2 +k(n+k)ζ−n−k ∗τk (7.82)
The space R⋆(C× ⋉ C) (respectively, O⋆(C× ⋉ C)) with this structure of Hopf algebra is denoted by
R⋆q(C× ⋉C) (respectively, O⋆q(C× ⋉C)). Besides this,
1) the general formula for multiplication in R⋆q(C× ⋉C) (respectively, in O⋆q(C× ⋉C)) has the form
α ∗ β =
∑
n∈Z,k∈N
( k∑
i=0
αn,i · βn+i,k−i
)
· ζn ∗τk. (7.83)
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2) the mapping
ζn ∗τk 7→ ζn ⊛ τk
establishes an isomorphism between R⋆q(C× ⋉ C) (respectively, O⋆q (C× ⋉ C)) and the Hopf algebra
of skew power series (respectively, analytic functionals) with coefficients in R⋆(C×) (respectively,
in O⋆(C×)) with respect to the quantum pair (δq, z) from Proposition 7.1:
R⋆q(C× ⋉C) ∼= R⋆(C×)
δq⊙
z
R⋆(C), O⋆q (C× ⋉ C) ∼= O⋆(C×)
δq⊙
z
O⋆(C) (7.84)
3) for q = 1 the Hopf algebra R⋆q(C× ⋉ C) (respectively, O⋆q (C× ⋉ C)) turns into the Hopf algebra
R⋆(C× ⋉C) (respectively, O⋆(C× ⋉C)) with the structure of Hopf algebra defined on page 117:
R⋆(C× ⋉C) = R⋆1(C× ⋉C)
(
O⋆(C× ⋉C) = O⋆1(C× ⋉C)
)
Proof. Here again everything is based on formulas (7.84): the mapping ζn ∗τk 7→ ζn ⊛ τk establishes an
isomorphism of stereotype spaces
R⋆q(C× ⋉C) ∼= R⋆(C×)⊛R⋆(C)
(this is the dual isomorphism for (3.9)). This isomorphism induces on R⋆(C× ⋉ C) a structure of rigid
Hopf algebra from R⋆(C×) δ
q
⊛
z
R⋆(C) (where this structure is defined by formulas (7.20)-(7.24)). Under
this isomorphism formulas (7.20)-(7.24) turn into formulas (7.80)-(7.82). To derive them we can use two
formulas:
M⋆z(ζn) = ζn−1, δ
q ∗ ζn = qn · ζn (7.85)
The first of them (it will be useful in proving formulas for multiplication and antipode), is deduced as
follows:
〈u,M⋆z(ζn)〉 = 〈z · u, ζn〉 =
〈
z ·
∑
m∈Z
um · zm, ζn
〉
=
〈∑
m∈Z
um · zm+1, ζn
〉
=
=
〈∑
m∈Z
um−1 · zm, ζn
〉
= un−1 = 〈u, ζn−1〉
And the second one (it will be useful in proving the formula for comultiplication) as follows:
δq ∗ ζn = (7.13) =
∑
m∈Z
qm · ζm ∗ ζn = (3.41) = qn · ζn
Rq(C×⋉C) as an algebra with generators and defining relations. It remains to explain why the
constructed algebra Rq(C× ⋉C) indeed can be identified with the quantum group ‘az + b’, i.e. with the
Hopf algebra which is usually denoted as ‘az+ b’ (see [48, 40, 47, 28]). Formally ‘az+ b’ is defined as the
Hopf algebra with three generators t, z, z−1 and the defining relations
t · z = q · z · t z · z−1 = 1 1 = z−1 · z (7.86)
κ(t) = t⊗ 1 + z ⊗ t, κ(z) = z ⊗ z, κ(z−1) = z−1 ⊗ z−1 (7.87)
ε(t) = 0, ε(z) = 1, ε(z−1) = 0 (7.88)
σ(t) = −t · z−1, σ(z) = z−1, σ(z−1) = z, (7.89)
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Proposition 7.10. The mapping
z 7→ z ⊡ 1, z−1 7→ z−1 ⊡ 1, t 7→ 1⊡ t
is uniquely extended to an isomorphism between Hopf algebras ‘az + b’ and Rq(C× ⋉C).
Proof. From (7.75) it follows that in Rq(C× ⋉C) the following identities hold
1⊡ t · z ⊡ 1 = q · z ⊡ 1 · 1⊡ t, z ⊡ 1 · z−1 ⊡ 1 = 1, 1 = z−1 ⊡ 1 · z ⊡ 1
in which one can recognize formulas (7.86), transformed by our mapping. This means that our mapping
can be uniquely extended to some homomorphism of algebras ϕ : ‘az + b′ → Rq(C× ⋉ C). This homo-
morphism is a bijection since it turns the algebraic basis {zntk; n ∈ Z, k ∈ N} in algebra ‘az + b’ into
the algebraic basis {zn ⊡ tk; n ∈ Z, k ∈ N} in algebra Rq(C× ⋉C).
Thus, ϕ is an isomorphism of algebras. Note then that ϕ preserves the comultiplication on generators:
(ϕ⊗ ϕ)(κ(t)) = (ϕ⊗ ϕ)(t⊗ 1 + z ⊗ t) = 1⊡ t⊗ 1⊡ 1 + z ⊡ 1⊗ 1⊡ t = κ(1 ⊡ t) = κ(ϕ(t))
and similarly,
(ϕ⊗ ϕ)(κ(z)) = κ(ϕ(z)), (ϕ ⊗ ϕ)(κ(z−1)) = κ(ϕ(z−1))
Since the comultiplication, like ϕ, is a homomorphism of algebras, this implies that the same formulas are
true for the arguments of the form zntk, and thus for all elements of algebra ‘az+b’. We obtain that ϕ pre-
serves the comultiplication (on all elements). Similarly it is proved that ϕ preserves counit and antipode
(here we need to use the fact that the counit is a homomorphism, and antipode an antihomomorphism).
Hence, ϕ is an isomorphism of Hopf algebras.
(d) Reflexivity of Rq(C× ⋉C)
Reflexivity diagram for Rq(C× ⋉C).
Theorem 7.8. For any q ∈ C× the rigid Hopf algebra Rq(C× ⋉C) is holomorphically reflexive, and
1) for |q| = 1 its reflexivity diagram has the form
Rq(C× ⋉C) ∼= R(C×)
z⊙
δq
R(C)  ♥ // O(C×) z⊙
δq
O(C) ∼= Oq(C× ⋉C)
_
⋆
_⋆
OO
R⋆q(C× ⋉C) ∼= R⋆(C×)
δq⊙
z
R⋆(C) ♥oo O⋆(C×) δ
q
⊙
z
O⋆(C) ∼= O⋆q (C× ⋉C)
(7.90)
2) for |q| 6= 1 the form:
Rq(C× ⋉C) ∼= R(C×)
z⊙
δq
R(C)  ♥ // O(C×) z⊙
δq
R⋆(C)
_
⋆
_⋆
OO
R⋆q(C× ⋉C) ∼= R⋆(C×)
δq⊙
z
R⋆(C) ♥oo O⋆(C×) δ
q
⊙
z
R(C)
(7.91)
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For symmetry one can note here that all the multipliers here – R(C), R⋆(C), R(C×), R⋆(C×),
O(C×), O⋆(C×) – are nuclear spaces and appear only in pair Fre´chet-Fre´chet and Brauner-Brauner. So
if in diagrams (7.90)-(7.91) all (or some of) the injective tensor products ⊙ are replaced by projective
tensor products ⊛, then we shall obtain isomorphic diagrams.
The rest of this section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 7.8. We carry out it in three steps.
Rq(C× ⋉C) ♥→ Oq(C× ⋉C) for |q| = 1.
Proposition 7.11. For |q| = 1 the algebra Oq(C× ⋉ C) is an Arens-Michael algebra, and the natural
inclusion Rq(C× ⋉C) ⊆ Oq(C× ⋉C) is an Arens-Michael envelope of the algebra Rq(C× ⋉C):
Rq(C× ⋉C)♥ = Oq(C× ⋉C)
Proof. This follows from the fact that for |q| = 1 the seminorms (7.61) on Rq(C×⋉C) are submultiplica-
tive.
R(C×) ⊙zδq R(C)
♥→ O(C×) ⊙zδq R⋆(C) for |q| 6= 1. Recall that the structure of algebras R(C×) and
O(C×) was discussed in § 3(c). In particular, we have noted there that the topology of O(C×) is generated
by seminorms (3.47):
||u||C =
∑
n∈Z
|un| · C|n|, C > 1.
In Example 5.2 noted also that these seminorms are submultiplicative. Let us state two more their
properties: first, obviously,
C 6 D =⇒ ‖u‖C 6 ‖u‖D (7.92)
and, second, for |q| < 1 we have
|q|n 6 |q|−|n|, n ∈ Z, (7.93)
This implies
‖M⋆δq (u)‖C =
∑
n∈Z
|un| · |q|n · C|n| 6
∑
n∈Z
|un| · |q|−|n| · C|n| =
∑
n∈Z
|un| ·
(
C
|q|
)|n|
= ‖u‖C/|q|
i.e.,
∀i ∈ N
∥∥(M⋆δq )i(u)∥∥C 6 ‖u‖C/|q|i (|q| < 1) (7.94)
Similarly, for |q| > 1 we have
|q|n 6 |q||n|, n ∈ Z, (7.95)
so
‖M⋆δq (u)‖C =
∑
n∈Z
|un| · |q|n · C|n| 6
∑
n∈Z
|un| · |q||n| · C|n| =
∑
n∈Z
|un| · (C · |q|)|n| = ‖u‖C·|q|
i.e.,
∀i ∈ N
∥∥(M⋆δq )i(u)∥∥C 6 ‖u‖C·|q|i (|q| > 1) (7.96)
In accordance with Proposition 7.10, let us identify in calculations the symbols 1⊡ t and z ⊡ 1 with
the symbols z and t:
1⊡ t ≡ t, z ⊡ 1 ≡ z
Lemma 7.8. If |q| 6= 1 and r is a submultiplicative seminorm on R(C×) z⊙
δq
R(C), then for some K ∈ N
∀k > K r(tk) = 0 (7.97)
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Proof. 1. Suppose first that |q| < 1 and take K ∈ N such that |q|K < 1r(z)·r(z−1) . Then for any k > K we
obtain |q|k · r(z) · r(z−1) < 1, and so
r(tk) = r(tk · zl · z−l) = |q|lk · r(zl · tk · z−l) 6 |q|lk · r(zl) · r(tk) · r(z−l) 6
6 |q|lk · r(z)l · r(t)k · r(z−1)l = r(t)k · (|q|k · r(z) · r(z−1))l −→
l→∞
0
2. On the contrary, suppose |q| > 1. Then we can take K ∈ N such that |q|K > r(z) · r(z−1), and for all
k > K we have r(z)·r(z
−1)
|q|k
< 1, so
r(tk) = r(tk · z−l · zl) = |q|−lk · r(z−l · tk · zl) 6 |q|−lk · r(zl) · r(tk) · r(z−l) 6
6 |q|−lk · r(z)l · r(t)k · r(z−1)l = r(t)k ·
(
r(z) · r(z−1)
|q|k
)l
−→
l→∞
0
Proposition 7.12. 1) Suppose |q| < 1, and D > 1 and K ∈ N are such that
D · |q|K > 1 (7.98)
Then the seminorm pD,K : R(C×)
z⊙
δq
R(C)→ R+, defined by the equality
pD,K
(∑
k∈N
uk ⊙ tk
)
=
K∑
k=0
||uk||D·|q|k︸ ︷︷ ︸
seminorm
(3.47)
=
K∑
k=0
∑
n∈Z
|uk,n| ·
(
D · |q|k)|n| (7.99)
is submultiplicative. On the contrary, every submupltiplicative seminorm on R(C×) z⊙
δq
R(C) is subordinate
to a seminorm of the form (7.99).
2) If |q| > 1, and D > 1 and K ∈ N are such that
D
|q|K > 1 (7.100)
then the seminorm pD,K : R(C×)
z⊙
δq
R(C)→ R+, defined by the equality
pD,K
(∑
k∈N
uk ⊙ tk
)
=
K∑
k=0
||uk|| D
|q|K︸ ︷︷ ︸
seminorm
(3.47)
=
K∑
k=0
∑
n∈Z
|uk,n| ·
(
D
|q|K
)|n|
(7.101)
is submultiplicative. On the contrary, every submultiplicative seminorm on R(C×) z⊙
δq
R(C) is subordinate
to some seminorm of the form (7.99).
Proof. Consider the case |q| < 1. The submultiplicativity of the seminorm (7.99) is verified directly:
pD,K(u · v) =
K∑
k=0
‖(u · v)k‖D·|q|k = (7.19) =
K∑
k=0
∥∥∥∥∥
k∑
i=0
ui · (M⋆δq )i(vk−i)
∥∥∥∥∥
D·|q|k
=
=
K∑
k=0
k∑
i=0
∥∥ui · (M⋆δq )i(vk−i)∥∥D·|q|k 6 K∑
k=0
k∑
i=0
‖ui‖D·|q|k ·
∥∥(M⋆δq )i(vk−i)∥∥D·|q|k 6 (7.92), (7.94) 6
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6
K∑
k=0
k∑
i=0
‖ui‖D·|q|i · ‖vk−i‖D·|q|k−i 6
(
K∑
i=0
‖ui‖D·|q|i
)
·
 K∑
j=0
‖vj‖D·|q|j
 = pD,K(u) · pD,K(v)
Then, let r be a submultiplicative seminorm on R(C×) z⊙
δq
R(C). Let us choose by Lemma 7.8 an integer
K ∈ N such that (7.97) holds, and put
L = max
06k6K
r(tk)
Note that r is a submultiplicative seminorm on the subalgebra 1⊙R(C×), consisting of functions of the
form a⊙ 1, a ∈ R(C×), and isomorphic to R(C×). Hence, on this subalgebra r, must be subordinate to
some seminorm (3.47):
r(a⊙ 1) 6M · ‖a‖C , a ∈ R(C×) (7.102)
for some C > 1, M > 0. Choose now D > 1 such that
C 6 D · |q|K 6 D · |q|K−1 6 ... 6 D · |q| 6 D (7.103)
Then
r(u) = r
(∑
k∈N
uk ⊙ tk
)
6
∑
k∈N
r(uk) · r(tk) =
K∑
k=0
r(uk) · r(tk) 6
K∑
k=0
M · ‖uk‖C · L =
= L ·M ·
K∑
k=0
‖uk‖D·|q|k = L ·M · pD,K(u)
Thus, r is subordinate to some seminorm pD,K .
The case |q| > 1 is considered similarly, but instead of (7.94) we have to apply here formula (7.96),
and instead of (7.103) the chain
C 6
D
|q|K 6
D
|q|K−1 6 ... 6
D
|q| 6 D
Proposition 7.13. For |q| 6= 1 the formula
ζn ⊙ tk 7→ zn ⊙ τk (7.104)
uniquely defines a homomorphism of Hopf algebras
R(C×) z⊙
δq
R(C)→ O(C×) z⊙
δq
R⋆(C),
which is an Arens-Michael envelope of the algebra R(C×) z⊙
δq
R(C).
Proof. It remains to check here that O(C×) ⊙R⋆(C) is a completion of R(C×) ⊙R(C) with respect to
the seminorms (7.99) or, depending on q, seminorms (7.101).
O⋆(C×)⊙δqz R(C) ♥→R⋆(C×)⊙δ
q
z R⋆(C) for arbitrary q. Consider the space O⋆(C×). From the first
formula in (7.85)
M⋆z(ζn) = ζn−1,
one can deduce the identity:
(M⋆z)
k(α) = (M⋆z)
k
(∑
n∈Z
αn · ζn
)
=
∑
n∈Z
αn · ζn−k =
∑
m∈Z
αm+k · ζm (7.105)
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Recall seminorms || · ||N on O⋆(C×), defined by formulas (6.12):
‖α‖N =
∑
|n|6N
|αn|, N ∈ N, α =
∑
n∈Z
αn · ζn
Note the following their properties:
M 6 N =⇒ ||β||M 6 ||β||N (7.106)
and ∥∥(M⋆z)i(β)∥∥M = ∑
|n|6M
|(M⋆z)i(β)n| = (7.105) =
∑
|n|6M
|βn+i| 6
∑
|n|6M+i
|βn| = ‖β‖M+i (7.107)
By Theorem (7.6), the general formula for multiplication in the algebra O⋆(C×) δ
q
⊙
z
R(C) has the form
α · β =
∑
k∈N
(
k∑
i=0
αi ∗ (M⋆z)i(βk−i)
)
⊙ tk (7.108)
and on basis elements looks as follows:
ζm ⊙ tk · ζn ⊙ tl = (7.14) = ζm ∗ (M⋆z)k(ζn)⊙ tk+l = (7.85) =
= ζm ∗ ζn−k ⊙ tk+l =
{
ζm ⊙ tk+l, m = n− k
0, m 6= n− k =
{
ζm ⊙ tk+l, m+ k = n
0, m+ k 6= n (7.109)
Lemma 7.9. Every continuous submultiplicative seminorm p on the algebra O⋆(C×) δ
q
⊙
z
R(C) vanishes
on almost all elements of the basis {ζn ⊙ tk; n ∈ Z, k ∈ N} (i.e. on all but a finite subfamily):
card{(n, k) ∈ Z× N : p (ζn ⊙ tk) 6= 0} <∞
Proof. Put pn,k = p(ζn ⊙ tk) and note that
pm,k+l 6 pm,k · pm+k,l, k,m ∈ N, n ∈ Z (7.110)
Indeed, from (7.109) it follows that
ζm ⊙ tk+l = ζm ⊙ tk · ζm+k ⊙ tl
so
pm,k+l = p(ζm ⊙ tk+l) 6 p(ζm ⊙ tk) · p(ζm+k ⊙ tl) = pm,k · pm+k,l
Consider the sets
Sk = {n ∈ Z : pn,k 6= 0}
and note the following two things.
1. From the continuity and submupltiplicativity of a seminorm p on R(C) δ
q
⊙
z
O⋆(C×) it follows that
the functional
p0(α) = p(α⊙ 1) = p(α⊙ t0), α ∈ O⋆(C×)
is a continuous submultiplicative seminorm on O⋆(C×):
p0(α ∗ β) = p((α ∗ β)⊙ 1) = p
(
(α⊙ 1) · (β ⊙ 1)
)
6 p(α⊙ 1) · p(β ⊙ 1) = p0(α) · p0(β)
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This means, by Lemma 6.2, that p0 is subordinate to some seminorm of the form (6.12):
p0(α) 6 C · ‖α‖N = C ·
∑
|n|6N
|αn|, α ∈ O⋆(C×)
This in its turn implies that the set S0 = {n ∈ Z : p0(ζn) = p(1⊙ ζn) 6= 0} must be finite:
cardS0 <∞
2. From the inequalities (7.110) one can deduce the following implications:{
pm,k+1 6 pm,k · pm+k,1
pm,k+1 6 pm,k+1 · pm+k+1,0
=⇒
{
Sk+1 ⊆ Sk
Sk+1 ⊆ S0 − (k + 1)
=⇒ Sk+1 ⊆ Sk ∩ (S0 − k − 1)
(here S − i means the shift of the set S by i units to left on the group Z). So we can conclude that Sk
form a tapering chain of finite (since S0 is finite) sets:
S0 ⊇ S1 ⊇ ... ⊇ Sk ⊇ Sk+1 ⊇ ...
And at the minimum after the number K = maxS0 −minS0 this chain vanishes:
S0 ⊇ S1 ⊇ ... ⊇ SK ⊇ SK+1 = ∅
(since SK+1 ⊆ S0 ∩ (S0 −K − 1) = ∅).
Proposition 7.14. For any N ∈ N the functional
rN (α) = rN
(∑
k∈N
αk ⊙ tk
)
=
N∑
k=0
‖αk‖N−k =
N∑
k=0
∑
|n|6N−k
|αn,k| (7.111)
is a continuous submultiplicative seminorm on R(C)δ
q
⊙
z
O⋆(C×). Every continuous submultiplicative semi-
norm on R(C) δ
q
⊙
z
O⋆(C×) is subordinated to some seminorm rN .
Proof. The functional rN is a continuous seminorm because α 7→ αk are linear continuous mappings:
rN (λ · α+ β) =
N∑
k=0
‖λ · αk + βk‖N−k 6 |λ| ·
N∑
k=0
‖αk‖N−k +
N∑
k=0
‖βk‖N−k = |λ| · rN (α) + rN (β)
Let us consider the submultiplicativity:
rN (α · β) = (7.108) = rN
(∑
k∈N
k∑
i=0
αi ∗ (M⋆z)i(βk−i)⊙ tk
)
=
N∑
k=0
∥∥∥∥∥
k∑
i=0
αi ∗ (M⋆z)i(βk−i)
∥∥∥∥∥
N−k
6
6
N∑
k=0
k∑
i=0
‖αi‖N−k ·
∥∥(M⋆z)i(βk−i)∥∥N−k 6 (7.107) 6 N∑
k=0
k∑
i=0
‖αi‖N−k · ‖βk−i‖N−k+i 6
6
N∑
k=0
k∑
i=0
‖αi‖N−k︸ ︷︷ ︸
6
‖αi‖N−i ,
since
k > i,
hence
N − k 6 N − i,
and this allows
to apply (7.106)
· ‖βk−i‖N−(k−i) 6
N∑
k=0
k∑
i=0
‖αi‖N−i · ‖βk−i‖N−(k−i) 6
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6
(
N∑
i=0
‖αi‖N−i
)
·
 N∑
j=0
‖βj‖N−j
 = rN (α) · rN (β)
It remains to check that every continuous submultiplicative seminorm p on R(C)δ
q
⊙
z
O⋆(C×) is subordinate
to some seminorm rN . This follows from Lemma 7.9: since p vanishes on almost all basis elements t
k⊙ζn,
we can find a number N ∈ N such that
{(n, k) ∈ Z× N : p(ζn ⊙ tk) 6= 0} ⊆ {(n, k) ∈ Z× N : k 6 N & |n| 6 N − k}
Then we put
C = max{p(ζn ⊙ tk); (n, k) : k 6 N, |n| 6 N − k}
and obtain:
p(α) = p
 ∑
n∈Z,k∈N
αn,k · ζn ⊙ tk
 6 ∑
n∈Z,k∈N
|αn,k| · p(ζn ⊙ tk) =
N∑
k=0
∑
|n|6N−k
|αn,k| · p(ζn ⊙ tk) 6
6 C ·
N∑
k=0
∑
|n|6N−k
|αn,k| = (7.111) = C · rN (α)
Proposition 7.15. The formula
ζn ⊙ tk 7→ ζn ⊙ τk (7.112)
defines a homomorphism of Hopf algebras
O⋆(C×) δ
q
⊙
z
R(C)→R⋆(C×) δ
q
⊙
z
R⋆(C)
which is an Arens-Michael envelope of the algebra O⋆(C×) δ
q
⊙
z
R(C).
Proof. It remains only to check that R⋆(C×)⊙R⋆(C) is a completion of O⋆(C×)⊙R(C) with respect to
seminorms (7.111).
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